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1
Introduction

The beginning of the 21st century is characterised by technological developments that have

been considered a few decades ago as a bold Science Fiction. Surface science stands out as

one of the most interdisciplinary areas of modern science and technology. The applications of

surface science range from heterogeneous catalysis, coatings, dispersions, semiconductor device

fabrication, fuel cells and self-assembled monolayers ..., etc. Although the importance of surface

science has been recognized for more than a century, it is only during the last few decades that

we have seen rapid advances in the understanding of surface phenomena.

One of the most important surface phenomena is surface di↵usion, which plays vital roles

in many important processes such as crystal and film growth as well as evaporation, chemical

surface reactions, catalysis, and controlling the morphology of metal nanocrystals. As a result,

this field has been a subject of scientific interest for roughly ninety years.

During the last forty years, many important advances in understanding surface di↵usion

took place as a consequence of important technical inventions. The first of these techniques

was Field ion microscopy, invented by Erwin Müller (1, 2) which provides a direct view of

single atoms on a surface. Another important technical instrument was scanning tunnelling

microscope (STM) devised by Binnig and Rohrer (3) which allows probing a large scale surface

with high resolution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although these experimental techniques revealed the mass transport process on metals in

more details, the surface di↵usion process of the Au(100) is still far from being well understood.

One of the reasons is the exceptionally high mobility of gold surfaces, especially when it is

faced in contact with an electrolyte . For example, recent STM studies by Giesen and Kolb (4)

showed that the surface mobility of gold electrodes greatly enhances in the presence of chloride

in the electrolyte. Besides the chloride concentration, Giesen and Kolb also considered the

e↵ect of electrode potential on surface mobility. They came to the conclusion that for chloride-

containing electrolytes and at electrode potentials far below +300 mV vs. SCE (saturated

calomel electrode), the fast terrace di↵usion is the dominant mass transport. While at electrode

potentials larger than +300 mV vs. SCE, the dominant mass transport is the step edge

di↵usion. This change in mass transport is generated by the specific adsorption of chloride

on the surface. It was concluded that in chloride-containing electrolytes at the high potential,

di↵erent particles can be formed on the surface which serve as mass transport species. However,

the nature of these species is still unknown.

The study by Giesen (5) illustrated that the decay of islands on the Au(100) surface is

enhanced by applying surface potential. The island-decay is accelerated in chloride containing

electrolyte. Figure 1.1 shows the results achieved by Giesen both in the absence and presence

of chloride.

Figure 1.1: Decay rate of Au islands on

Au(100) in 50 mM H
2

SO
4

(grey squares) and

100 mM HClO
4

+1mM HCl (black circles).

The picture is taken from reference (6).

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke

These observations have motivated us to investigate the e↵ect of chlorine co-adsorption on

the mobility of Au(100) surface by means of multi-scale modelling starting from the atomistic

level based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) up to kinetic Monte Carlo simulations (kMC).

2



Using DFT the nature of the di↵using species as well as its properties were characterized.

Two di↵erent types of gold complexes could be identified, whose presence on the surface is

dependent on the chloride concentration. After revealing the di↵usion properties and energetics

these information served as input for our large-scale kMC simulations, readily comparable to

corresponding experiments.

The present work is organised as follows. After briefly summarising the theoretical methods

used for our calculations, in chapter 3, the di↵usion concept will be shortly explained. In

chapter 4, we present our DFT data for self di↵usion of Au adatoms on both the defect-free

and defective Au(100) surfaces. In chapter 5, the chlorine is introduced onto the surface as a

co-adsorbate. In this chapter, we first investigate the nature of the surface species (i.e. Au-Cl

complexes) that are formed on Au(100) in contact to a Cl�-containing electrolyte. Afterwards,

the di↵usion barriers of these species on the both defect free and defect Au(100) surface were

investigated. In chapter 6 we will discuss the results obtained by large-scale kinetic Monte-

Carlo simulations, which are compared to the experimental results carried out by Prof. H.

Ibach and Dr. M. Giessen at the Forschungszentrum Jülich. Finally, in the last chapter, we

propose a mechanism for electrodeposition of gold on the electrode based on the our DFT

calculations and experimental observations.
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2
Theoretical Background

2.1 The Many-Body Problem

In recent decades, science progresses by a combination of theory and experiment as theory can

help experimentalist to interpret their findings and also suggest new concepts. On the other

hand, experiments can help to test theoretical predictions. The word “Quantum” is derived

from Latin, meaning “how great”or “how much”. The foundation of quantum mechanics

was established in early 20th century by Werner Heisenberg, Max Planck, Louis de Broglie,

Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, Erwin Schrödinger, Max Born, John von Neumann, Paul Dirac,

Wolfgang Pauli and others. The history of quantum mechanics began with Michael Faraday,

who in 1838 discovered cathode rays, Gustav Kirchho↵ in 1859 by his contribution to the

fundamental understanding of the black body radiation problem, suggestion of discrete energy

states of physical systems by Ludwig Boltzmann in 1877 and in 1900, quantum hypothesis by

Max Planck in which any electromagnetic energy could be emitted only in quantized form.

Nowadays quantum mechanics is used by physicists to predict the stability of molecules or to

analyze of NMR spectra, chemists to predict the electrical and thermal conductivity properties

of materials and many other applications.

Many properties of materials can be obtained by solving the non-relativistic time-independent

5



2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Schrödinger equation (7)

Ĥ�(risi,RI) = E�(risi,RI), (2.1)

where Ĥ is the Hamilton operator (Hamiltonian), �(risi,RI) and E the wave function and the

ground-state energy of the system, si the spin coordinate of electron i, ri and RI denote the

coordinate of electron i and nucleus I, respectively. In the absence of external electro-magnetic

fields, the Hamilton operator Ĥ in atomic units, can be written as:

Ĥ = �1

2

NX

I=1

r2
I

MI
� 1

2

MX

i=1

r2
i �

MX

i=1

NX

I=1

ZI

|ri �RI |
+

MX

i=1

MX

j 6=i

1

|ri � rj |
| {z }

Ĥelec

+
NX

I=1

NX

J 6=I

1

|RI �RJ |
, (2.2)

where the first and second terms are the nuclear and electronic kinetic-energy terms, ZI electric

charge of the I-th atom and MI the ratio of the mass of nucleus I to the mass of the electron.

Although, in principle, all information of the Hamiltonian are known, analytical solutions only

exist for the simplest system such as the hydrogen atom. However, as we will see in the

following section, one can apply some approximations to even solve Schrödinger’s equation also

for many-particle systems consisting of many electrons and nuclei.

2.2 Born–Oppenheimer Approximation

The large mass di↵erence between atomic nuclei and electrons leads to an approximation which

one can use to decouple the movement of electrons of those of the nuclei. Since, the nuclei

are slow because of their heavier mass (approximately 1800 times) compared to the electrons,

one can assume that the electrons are moving adiabatically in the electric field produced by

fixed nuclei. By this assumption, the nuclear kinetic-energy term can be neglected and the

nuclear-nuclear repulsion term (last term in eq 2.2) can be considered as a constant for a given

set of nuclei coordinates. Thus, one can solve the Schrödinger equation for the purely electronic

problem in a Coulomb potential generated by the nuclei. This approximation was introduced

by Max Born and J. Robert Oppenheimer in 1927 (8). Within this assumption, the total wave

function of eq 2.1 can be written as:

�(risi,RI) =  elec(risi, {RI}) nucl(RI) (2.3)

where  elec(risi, {RI}) and  nucl(RI) are the electronic and nuclei wave functions, and {RI}
denotes that the motion of electrons depends on the electronic coordinates but parametrically

6



2.3 Hartree–Fock Approximation

on nuclear positions. As a result, if we rewrite eq 2.2 for just electronic terms, the Hamiltonian

becomes:

Ĥelec elec(risi, {RI}) =

0

@�1

2

MX

i=1

r2
i �

MX

i=1

NX

I=1

ZI

|ri �RI |
+

MX

i=1

MX

j 6=i

1

|ri � rj |

1

A elec(risi, {RI})

= Eelec (RI) elec(risi, {RI}), djhdjhdjhddkjkjdkdjhjjjdjdjhjdjhdjhj..(2.4)

where Eelec is known as the electronic total energy including the kinetic and Coulomb energies

of electrons. The total energy of the system Etot regained by adding kinetic nuclear and the

constant nuclear-nuclear repulsion terms, that is:

0

@�1

2

NX

I=1

r2
I

MI
+

NX

I=1

NX

J 6=I

1

|RI �RJ |
+ Eelec({RI})

1

A nucl(RI) = Etot  nucl(RI). (2.5)

The calculation of the ground state of a solid is considerably simplified by the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation. However, still solving the electronic part of eq 2.4 for a many-body system with

electron-electron Coulombic interactions cannot be handled easily and additional approxima-

tions become necessary.

2.3 Hartree–Fock Approximation

In 1927, Hartree overcame to calculate the electron-electron interaction term in eq 2.4 by

considering a mean field created from all other electrons instead of the exact position of elec-

trons. However, the Hartree approximation ignores the Pauli principle and the antisymmetry

of the many-body state, which must be preserved for the fermions. Three years later, Fock

extended this method, so-called Hartree-Fock approximation, namely Hartree-Fock approxi-

mation which is based on the absolute minimum energy and the ground state wave function for

an N -electron system can be written as a single Slater determinant which takes into account

the anti-symmetry of the wave function:

 elec(r1, r2......, rN ) =
1

N !

���������

'1(r1s1) '1(r2s2) . . . '1(rNsN )
'2(r1s1) '2(r2s2) . . . '2(rNsN )

...
...

...
'N (r1s1) 'N (r2s2) . . . 'N (rNsN )

���������

, (2.6)

where 'i(rjsj) denotes the i-th single particle orbital occupied by the j-th electron. The

wavefunction expressed by eq 2.6 is the simplest wave function which considers the indistin-

guishability of electrons. This property is known as the Pauli exclusion principle.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The ground state energy of system is derived by variation of set of single-particle wavefunc-

tions 'i(rjsj), subject to the constrain that the orbitals remain orthonormal:

�

8
<

:Eelec �
MX

i,j=1

"ij h'i|'ji

9
=

; = 0. (2.7)

This finally leads to the well-known Hartree–Fock-equations (HF):

F̂ (ri) |'ii =
MX

j=1

"ij |'ji, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (2.8)

Here F̂ is called the Fock-Operator and is defined:

F̂ (ri) = t̂i �
NX

⌫=1

Z⌫

|ri �R⌫ |
+

MX

j=1

Z
'⇤
j (r

0)
1

|ri � r0|'j(r
0) dr0 + Vx(ri). (2.9)

The last term called exchange term and has no classical analog. This term defines the electron

exchange energy due to the anti-symmetry of the total N-electron wave function:

Vx(ri) = �
MX

j=1

Z
1

|ri � r0|
'⇤
j (r

0)'j(~ri)'⇤
i (r1)'i(r0)

'⇤
i (ri)'i(ri)

dr0. (2.10)

The energy obtained by this method is still larger than the exact energy of the system. This

overestimation is due to the weakness of this approximation for considering Coulomb repulsion

between electrons of like (correlation e↵ect) and unlike spins. To improve the Hartree-Fock

method, additional theories have been developed such as second and fourth order perturbation

theory by Møller and Plesset (9) known as MP2, MP4, configuration interaction (CI) or the

coupled cluster (CC) approach. On the other hand by increasing the number of particles in

the system, these wave function-based methods become so complicated as the wave function

of each electron is defined by 3 variables. One approach to overcome this problem is based on

a consideration of the of density for electrons instead of using wave functions directly. This

reduces the dimensionality of the problem from a sixfold to a threefold integral. The main

theories of this method will be outlined briefly in the next section.

2.4 Density-based Methods

To describe a quantummechanical multi-electron system, in addition to the well-known Coulomb

potential, the external potential Vext(r) in which the electrons move, must be known. The

Hamiltonian of the system is fully determined and only the Schrödinger equation must be

8



2.4 Density-based Methods

solved. In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn (10) established a theory which makes a link between

the external potential Vext(r) and the electron density ⇢(r) in the ground state. It is based on

the following two theorems:

• For a non-degenerate ground state of a system, the ground-state electron density ⇢(r)

uniquely determines the external potential Vext(r) to within an additive constant.

• For a given external potential Vext(r), the ground state density ⇢(r) minimizes the ground

state energy E0, that is:

E0  Ev [⇢̃] . (2.11)

Together with the fact that the total number of electrons can be determined via
R
⇢̃(r)d3r = N .

As a result, these theorems state that an energy-functional E [⇢] exists, which takes its minimum

for the right ground state density ⇢(r). Hence, the total electronic energy of a system E can

be expressed as a functional of the electron density (⇢):

E[⇢] = T [⇢] +

Z
⇢(r)Vext(r)dr+ Eee[⇢], (2.12)

where T [⇢] is the kinetic energy functional and Eee[⇢] the electron–electron interaction energy.

While the second term in eq 2.12 is exactly defined, there is a big challenge to determine the

first and third term (know as universal functional). The first approximation for the kinetic

term was introduced by Kohn and Sham in which:

• For the non-interacting electronic system, the kinetic term can be written as:

Ts = �1

2

NeX

i=1

< �i | r2 | �i >, (2.13)

where Ts is the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy and �i called Kohn-Sham orbitals. It is obvious

that one cannot consider the electrons as non-interacting particle. Therefore, Kohn and Sham

proposed the small energy contribution of electron-electron interactions for the kinetic and last

term in eq 2.12, by a term so-called ”exchange-correlation” Exc term:

E [⇢(r)] = Ts [⇢(r)] + Eext [⇢(r)] + J [⇢(r)] + Exc [⇢(r)] (2.14)

Exc[⇢] = (T [⇢]� Ts[⇢]) + (Eee[⇢]� J [⇢]). (2.15)

9



2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Eext [⇢(r)] is the Coulomb energy of the electrons which are in the external potential Vext and

J [⇢(r)] the energy of the Coulomb interaction between the electrons. The last term is the

main challenge in DFT development since it consists of all contributions which, so far, are

not known exactly and which are beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation. Exc is the energy

which originates from the electrostatic interaction of an electron with the surrounding and can

only be approximated. However, according to according to Kohn and Sham (11) one should in

principle be able to obtain the exchange-correlation potential by means of:

Vxc(r) =
�Exc[⇢(r)]

�⇢(r)
. (2.16)

The solution of eq 2.11 is obtained by solving the following set of one-electron equations:

�1

2
r2 + Ve↵(r)

�
�i = ✏i�i, (2.17)

and the e↵ective potential is given as a functional of the electronic density

Ve↵(r) = Vext(r) +

Z
⇢(r0)

| r� r0 |dr
0 + Vxc [⇢(r)] . (2.18)

The electronic density of the above-mentioned system can be written as:

⇢(r) =
occX

i=1

| �i(r) |2 . (2.19)

The last three equations are known as Kohn-Sham (KS) equations. The summation in eq 2.19

runs over all occupied orbitals (occ). The procedure to solve a particular problem is to start

with a guessed ⇢(r), determine Ve↵ from eq 2.18, and then obtain a new ⇢(r) from eqs. 2.17

and 2.19. This procedure will be repeated until ⇢(r) is converged1.

2.4.1 The Exchange-Correlation Functional

The KS equations are exact within non-relativistic quantum mechanics and so far only the BO

approximation was employed. Therefore, one can calculate the exact ground state density and

energy. However, the exchange-correlation energy functional Exc(r) is unknown and must be

approximated. One of the simplest approximations for Exc(r) is the local density approximation

(LDA) that was first formulated by Kohn and Sham (12) and holds for systems with slowly

varying electron densities. LDA assumes the electron density can be considered locally as an

uniform (homogenous) electron gas (UEG) and written as:

ELDA
xc [⇢(r)] =

Z
⇢(r)✏xc[⇢(r)]dr, (2.20)

1
This iterative process is known as the self-consistent field (SCF) approach.
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2.4 Density-based Methods

where ✏xc[⇢(r)] is the exchange-correlation energy per electron of the homogeneous electron gas

and can be split into exchange and correlation terms:

✏xc[⇢(r)] = ✏x[⇢(r)] + ✏c[⇢(r)]. (2.21)

In the homogeneous electrons gas, the exchange energy is known analytically and expressed in

the form of (13):

✏LDA
x [⇢(r)] = �3

4

✓
3

⇡

◆ 1
3
Z
⇢(r)

4
3dr. (2.22)

The correlation part can for instance be obtained by fitting to Quantum Monte Carlos sim-

ulations of an uniform electron gas (14). The analogous formalism of LDA for spin-polarized

systems is the local spin density approximation (LSDA) which provides an improvement for

a system where the electron spins must be taken into account. As in LDA, the density of

electrons is assumed to be constant at every point or varying slowly, this method will be useful

just for the systems with a very delocalized electron densities such as in metals.. However, for

most of the interesting systems such as molecules, the electron density varies rapidly and LDA

would be too inaccurate. Here more accurate approximations that do also take variations in

the electron density into account are necessary.

Thus, an improvement of L(S)DA can be made by constructing an energy functional that not

only depends on the local density but on the gradient as well, account for non-locality in real-

istic systems. This approximation is called ”generalized gradient approximation” (GGA) and

the functionals would follow the general expression:

EGGA
xc [⇢(r),r⇢(r)] =

Z
⇢(r)✏GGA

xc [⇢(r),r⇢(r)]dr. (2.23)

The GGA can typically expressed as

EGGA
xc [⇢(r),r⇢(r)] =

Z
⇢(r)✏unifxc Fxc[⇢(r),r⇢(r)]dr (2.24)

where ✏unifxc (⇢) is the exchange-corrolation energy density inherited from LDA formalism, and

Fxc is known as the enhancement factor, a dimensionless parameter accounting for the gradient

dependency. In 1996, Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) (15) introduced the exchange

enhancement factor Fx(s) as a form of

Fx(⇢(r),r⇢(r)) ! Fx(s) = 1 + � 

1 + µs2



, (2.25)
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where  and µ are parameters obtained from physical, non-empirical considerations and the

variable s (reduced density gradient) is defined as:

s =
| r⇢ |

2(3⇡2⇢)1/3⇢
. (2.26)

Within the PBE approximation, the correlation energy functional is expressed as:

EGGA
c [⇢] =

Z
⇢
h
✏unifc (⇢) +K(⇢, t)

i
dr, (2.27)

with

K(⇢, t) = � ln


1 +

�t2

�

✓
1 +At2

1 +At2 +A2t4

◆�
(2.28)

and

� ' 0.031091; � ' 0.066725; A =
�

�

1

e�✏unifc /� � 1
; t =

| r⇢ |

2

✓q
4(3⇡2⇢)1/3

⇡

◆
⇢

. (2.29)

Here t is another dimensionless density gradient. PBE-functional is widely used in theoretical

surface science and for the systems investigated in this thesis.

2.5 Slab and super cell model

Determining a systems geometry is the first step in the solid-state studies. The crystal struc-

ture is usually made of subunits called unit cells which are defined by their lattice constants

(i.e. lengths of the cell edges). Position of atoms in the unit cell is defined by x, y and z

coordinates. Repeating the primitive unit cell in all three spatial directions finally generates

the bulk crystal. By cleaving the bulk crystal, the surfaces will be created and the properties

of atoms in the surface are di↵erent from atoms in the bulk due to the di↵erent coordination

number. Such di↵erences can be seen in band structures and bond lengths. In solid simulations

the periodic condition can be satisfied in two instead of three dimension leading to the so-called

slab approach. In this method, the unit cell is described by a finite number of atomic layers

periodically repeated in lateral directions and a vacuum in z direction. The periodic conditions

insure that the slab will be infinite in x and y directions. In figure 2.1 a 6⇥6 surface unit cell

(SUC) with its vacuum is shown.
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Figure 2.1: A 6⇥6 surface unit cell slab and vac-

uum in supercell approach for modeling a surface.

The super cell will be periodic in three

dimension rather than slab, which is just

periodic in 2 dimension. Because of 3-

dimensional periodicity of the super cell, one

must perform extensive convergence tests to

find a suitable vacuum size until the electron

wave functions vanish in the middle of the

slab and do not interact with the electron

wave function of another periodic unit cell.

On the other hand, the chosen slab must be

a good representation of the surface of inter-

est; therefore, the convergence test must also

be performed for the thickness of the slab.

Another important convergence test in the

super-cell method is the SUC size especially when adsorbates are placed on the surface. In

the present work, not only the such convergence tests were performed due to lateral interac-

tions between adsorbates on the surface, but additional tests were necessary for defective or

low-coordinated systems as studied in the present work. djhjdhjdjdhjhdkjhdkjhdkjhdkjhdkjhd-

khdkjh

2.6 Basis Sets

Kohn-Sham represented self-consistent equation 2.17 in which Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals

(�i) are obtained as its solution. But this equation is complicated, as the kinetic energy operator

is a di↵erential operator while the Coulomb contribution is expressed through an integral

operator. In most of the cases, the KS molecular orbitals are expanded by linear combinations

of analytic functions �j (known as linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO)):

�i =
NbasisX

j=1

cij�j (2.30)

where Nbasis is the number of predefined basis functions, �j the j -th basis function and cj its

coe�cient. As a result, every �i could be expressed exactly via equation 2.30. However, in

practice we work with finite basis sets and providing an approximation of the exact Kohn-Sham
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orbitals. By using LCAO for defining the Kohn-Sham orbitals, eq 2.17 can be simplified from

a non-linear eigenvalue problem into a linear one with the coe�cient matrix C = cij :

HC = ESC. (2.31)

H and S are defined as:

Hij =

Z
�⇤
i (~r)


�1

2
r2 + Ve↵(r)

�
�j(~r)d~r (2.32)

Sij =

Z
�⇤
i (~r)�j(~r)d~r (2.33)

and E is a diagonal matrix with the Kohn-Sham orbital energies ✏i as diagonal elements.

2.6.1 Localized Basis Sets

Für isolated atoms and molecules the wavefunction decays exponentially to zero at large dis-

tances, therefore the used basis functions in practical wave (HF, MPi) or density based (DFT)

methods should do likewise. Slater type orbitals (STO) and Gaussian type orbitals (GTO)

are two types of atomic orbital basis functions that show this property. STOs in spherical

coordinates have a general form of:

�nlm⇣
STO (r, ✓,�) = ↵Ylm(✓,�)rn�1e�⇣r (2.34)

where ✓,� are angles, n, I and m quantum numbers, Ylm(✓,�) are spherical harmonics and

⇣ determines the radius of the orbital and di↵ers for di↵erent orbitals and atoms. The GTOs

also have a similar form in spherical coordinates:

�nlm⇣
GTO(r, ✓,�) = ↵Ylm(✓,�)r2n�2�1e�⇣r2 (2.35)

STO and GTO are functions of the radius (r), but squared in exponential function in the case of

the GTOs. Therefore, the product of two Gaussian functions is another Gaussian function and

hence, the use of GTOs is computationally much more tractable. On the other hand, GTOs

fall o↵ more rapidly with distance than STOs. GTOs are easier to use than STOs, but GTOs

are not optimum basis functions. However, a linear combination of more Gaussians namely

contracted Gaussian-type functions (CG) can give an imitation of a Slater orbital. The STO-

3G is a well-known minimal basis set for the approximation of a Slater type orbital using three

Gaussian functions. Although a contracted GTO might be a good approximation for an atomic

orbital, but in the presence of other atoms in the structure, it lacks any flexibility to expand
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or shrink. Therefore, an extra basis functions beyond the minimum number are required to

describe each atom. In a case of using twice as many basis functions as in a minimum basis,

the basis set is called ”double zeta” (DZ). In addition, more flexibility called polarizability

can be considered by adding higher-angular momentum basis functions. A double-zeta plus

polarization basis set (DZP) was used for all calculations in the present work.

2.6.2 Plane Wave Basis Sets

Normally, when periodic boundary conditions are employed, non-localized plane wave basis

sets are used. Based on Bloch’s theorem, the electronic wave function can be written as:

�n,k = un,k(r)e
ik · r (2.36)

where the un,k(r) and eik.r are cell periodicity and wavelike part, respectively. Due to its

periodicity, un,k(r) can also be expanded as a set of plane waves:

un,k(r) =
X

G

cn,k(G)eiG.r (2.37)

where G refers to a reciprocal lattice vector. Combining eqs. 2.36 and 2.37 the electronic wave

functions have a form of:

�n,k =
X

G

cn,k(G)ei(k+G).r. (2.38)

Unlike localized basis functions, the adequate number of wave functions is determined by the

size of the wave vector in eq 2.38 corresponding to a cuto↵ in the kinetic energy. The kinetic

energy of an electron can be expressed by:

Ek =
}2|k| 2

2m
. (2.39)

2.7 Pseudopotentials

In the previous section, it has been shown that by using Bloch’s theorem, the solution of the

KS-equations for infinite crystalline systems is tractable. But as the core wave functions are

localized in the vicinity of the nucleus, the valence wave functions must oscillate rapidly in this

core region since they must maintain the orthogonally with core electrons. Therefore, usually

a large number of plane waves is required to reproduce the rapidly oscillating wave functions

of electrons in the core region. On the other hand, all atoms with higher atomic numbers than

helium have at least one completely filled inner shell. These inner electrons are strongly bound
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to the nucleus and are referred as core electrons. The electrons in the outer shell (i.e. valance

electrons) are almost responsible for chemical and physical properties of atoms and indeed the

direct influence of the core electrons is minor. Thus, the core electrons and the strong coulomb

potential inside a defined cuto↵ radius r c can be substituted by a weaker e↵ective potential, the

so-called pseudopotential (PP) together with a treatment of the valence electrons by so-called

pseudo wave functions with a reduced number of nodes.

This PP can be obtained by parameterization against all electron wave functions and must

consider the core states much smoother and describe the valance electrons explicitly. In or-

der to be sure that the PP calculation can provide accurate energies, it is necessary for the

pseudo-wavefunction to be identical with all electron wave functions outside of the core radius.

This situation is named as norm-conservation and its PP is called ”norm-conserving pseudopo-

tentials” (NCPP). The PP with larger cut-o↵ is called softer which can converge faster (i.e.

less computational expense), but is usually less accurate. Another type of PP, generated by

Kleinman-Bylander (16) and developed by Vanderbilt in 1990 is the so-called ”Ultrasoft psue-

dopotential” (USPP) , which is much softer. All the results in the present work were obtained

by employing NCPP.

2.8 k-Point and Brillouin zone

Brillouin zones are an important characteristic of the crystal structures in reciprocal space as

they are used to obtain total energies and electron densities of crystals. The first Brillouin

zone for one lattice point defined as a primitive unit cell in reciprocal space that is closer to it

than other lattice points. Based on Bloch’s theorem, for any infinite periodic system, its real

space integrals can be replaced by integrals over the first Brillouin zone in reciprocal space.

However, still it is needed to integrate over a large number of points in reciprocal space. In

order to make such extended calculations possible, one can assume that the electron wave

functions show minor variations over a short distance in k -space, which means the integral can

be formulated into a summation over a set of discrete points called k -point mesh:

Z

BZ

1

⌦BZ
dk !

X

k

!k. (2.40)

The denser the k -mesh, the more accurate but expensive the calculations become. Therefore,

it is crucial to choose a su�ciently dense mesh of integration points for convergence of the

results while reducing few computational resources. There are several methods to generate the
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k -point mesh and in our work the well-known method of Monkhorst and Pack (17) in which

k -points are distributed homogeneously over the Brillouin-Zone is used.

2.9 SeqQuest code

All calculations of the present work were performed using SeqQuest (18, 19), a periodic DFT

code. This code uses contracted Gaussian basis sets (LCAO), where the basis orbitals �i,n,L (r)

are chosen to be real spherical harmonics times linear combinations of Gaussians:

�i,n,L (r) =
X

s

aL,s(Ri)x
p1(L,s)yp2(L,s)zp3(L,s) ⇥

X

↵

Cn
↵ exp[�↵(r �Ri)

2] (2.41)

where i denotes the nucleus i, n radial quantum number, L=(l,m) the angular momentum and

x, y, z are the coordinates. In eq 2.41, Cn
↵ is the coe�cient that determines the radial shape

of the orbital. The constants aL,s(Ri) and pj(L, s) are chosen in such way that make the first

term on eq 2.41 equal to the real spherical harmonic centered at R.

2.10 Computational details

All calculations are performed using Density Functional Theory (DFT) by means of the Se-

qQuest code (18, 19). The exchange-correlation functional is treated within PBE general gra-

dient approximation (GGA) (20), norm-conserving pseudopotentials (21) are used for treating

the core electrons of each atom and the valence electrons (i.e. 5d and 6s) were treated explic-

itly using basis functions of the double-⇣ plus polarization level. For all calculations geometry

optimization was stopped when the forces were smaller than 0.013 eV/Å.

As relativity plays an important role for heavy elements such as gold, we checked the used

pseudopotential for a diatomic Au2 molecule. The used pseudopotential produced satisfactory

results for bond length (2.55 Å) and binding energy (215 kJ/mol) compared to the experimen-

tal values (i.e 2.47 Å and 222 kJ/mol (22)).

The starting point of any calculations is the determination of the bulk lattice parameters. The

lattice parameters in our present work are determined by fitting the DFT data close to the

emulibrium point with Rose’s equation of state (23) which are summarized in the table. 2.1.

The stability of various surfaces was analysed with respect to the formation energy. By assum-

ing that the systems are in thermal equilibrium, the surface formation energy (�) in eV per
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B [1011 N/m2] a0(Å) Ecoh

this work 1.56 4.14 -3.23

exp 1.73 4.08 -3.81

Table 2.1: Lattice parameters obtained by fitting to Rose’s EOS. B noted for bulk modules, a
0

for lattice constant and E
coh

cohesive energy.

(1⇥1) unit cell can be written as:

� =
1

2A
(E

tot
�NAuE

coh
Au ) (2.42)

where A is the area of the surface unit cell, Etot the total energy of the system including adatoms

and slab, NAu the total number of Au atom in the system and Ecoh
Au the energy of Au atom in

the respective fcc bulk crystals at the theoretical equilibrium lattice constants. Eq 2.42 is used

in the case of symmetric slab, whereas in our calculation for saving the computational expense

we used an asymmetric slab. Therefore, the equation must be corrected in case of asymmetric

slabs. For this, we considered a symmetric slab containing 10 atomic layers with the central

two layers kept fixed. Applying eq 2.42 gives the exact value for the formation energy �sym

of two surfaces. By cutting the symmetric slab into asymmetric slab and recalculating the

formation energy �asym, one can obtain the exact formation energy of the asymmetric slab by

subtracting �asym from �sym.

Extensive convergence tests were performed with respect to the k -point for a 5 atomic layer

Au(100) slab. The results are shown in figure 2.2. On the basis of these results, we finally used

a Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling of 12⇥12 k-points corresponding to the (1⇥1)-surface unit cell.

Bulk energy is needed as a reference for the calculation of free energy in eq 2.42. For the bulk

calculation also the same k-point density was used.

In order to be sure that our Au slab is a good representation of clean Au, the convergence test

was also carried out for the thickness of slab and the results are illustrated in figure 2.2.

Based on our convergence tests, we modelled the gold surfaces by an asymmetric slab con-

sisting of 5 layers of Au with 2 fixed bottom layers. As in our studies on the surface di↵usions

various defects were considered on the surface, convergence tests were also performed regarding

the SUC size:

• For terraces free of defects, in the absence of any other co-adsorbate 3⇥3 SUC with 5

layers was found to be large enough to minimise the interaction between adatom and its
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: a) convergence test for number of layer, b) grid mesh and c) No. of k-points.

periodically repeated image. This surface unit cell size leads to a coverage of 0.11 ML of

Au adatom.

• For an exchange mechanism on the terrace our convergence SUC tests showed the re-

quirement of a 5⇥5 SUC with 6 layers are necessary to obtain converged energies. The

e↵ect of SUC size on di↵usion barrier in exchange mechanism is illustrated in figure 2.3.

It can be clearly seen that the exchange di↵usion barrier decreases when using more extended

unit cells.. This is due to the long-range strain e↵ect in the transition state for the exchange

mechanism (24). By choosing a larger unit cell, the height of the dimer in the transition

state will decrease towards the underlying vacancy while the surrounding atoms are repelled.

Using a more extended 5⇥5 SUC instead of 3⇥3 for hopping mechanism on the terrace led to

di↵erences of only 2 meV. As we will see in chapter 4 the e↵ect of co-adsorbates such as Cl on
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

the Au self-di↵usion, the SUC was also checked in the presence of Cl. In the first view maybe

it would be assumed that as Cl is smaller in radius compared to the Au, Cl interaction with

its periodically repeated image are rather small. Thus, the same unit cell (i.e. in absence of

Cl) can also be used in the presence of Cl. However, our convergence tests showed that in the

presence of Cl the perfect terrace requires a 5⇥5 SUC with 5 and 6 layers for the hopping and

the exchange mechanisms.

Figure 2.3: Di↵usion energy (eV) for exchange

mechanism vs. size of surface unit cell (N)

As an example, by using a 3⇥3 SUC,

the binding energy for adsorbed Cl on top

of an Au adatom is -1.28 eV, while by using

a 5⇥5 SUC this value is -1.33 eV. It should

be noticed that the di↵usion barriers on the

surface are in the range of a few hundred

meV.

• In the presence of a step-edge, we

know from terrace convergence tests

that the interaction between the pe-

riodically repeated adatoms are negli-

gible after two lattice constants. But

in this system we have an additional step-step interaction. After several tests, we found

that a 6⇥3 SUC is extended enough to minimize step-step interactions. In the presence of

Cl, a 6⇥6 SUC was found as a suitable SUC. For other defects such as the kink, inner and

outer-corner a 6⇥6 SUC was used for both systems (i.e. in the presence and absence of Cl).

In the absence of Cl, the binding energy of Au adatoms on the surface was obtained using the

following equation:

Eb = Etot � Eslab � Evac
Au�adatom (2.43)

where Etot is the total energy of the system including the adatom and slab, Eslab the total energy

of the slab, Evac
Au�adatom the energy of the isolated atom (calculated with spin polarization) in

vacuum. In the presence of Cl, the last term is defined as an energy of isolated AuCl or AuCl2

complexes to obtain the binding energy of AuCl and AuCl2 on Au(100) surface.

The di↵usion barrier for each system is obtained by step-wise movement of the adatom along

the pathways rather than using automatic transition state search algorithms such as the Nudged

Elastic Band (NEB) method. In addition to the reaction barriers, we calculated vibrational
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2.10 Computational details

frequencies for each reaction pathway. This was accomplished by fitting the energy profile of

each reactant state close to the equilibrium to within the harmonic approximation. Using these

frequencies we calculated the rates for the di↵erent events at 300 K by means of the variational

transition-state theory, using the expression:

k = k0exp

✓
�Eact

kBT

◆
(2.44)

where k0 is a pre-factor, E act the di↵usion barrier (activation), kB the Boltzmann constant

and T the temperature. One of the main limitations of this approach is that it does not

account for anharmonicities and thermal expansion, which at higher temperatures might cause

deviations. Moreover, it also ignores memory e↵ects arising from a surface excitations, which

change the e↵ective Arrhenius barrier. Nevertheless, the Arrhenius law’s validity within the

limit of Eact/kBT � 4 provides reasonable temperature ranges, for which our results are valid.

We also calculated the charge density di↵erence�⇢̄(z) for the adsorbates (Au, AuCl and AuCl2)

on the defect free Au(100) surface by means of (averaged in lateral direction):

�⇢̄(z) =

Z

A
�⇢(x, y, z)dxdy (2.45)

where �⇢(x, y, z) = ⇢total(r) � [⇢slab(r) + ⇢Xi(r)]. ⇢total(r) and ⇢slab(r) are the charge density

distributions of the total system (including the AuXi complex on the surface) and slab, respec-

tively. The last term ⇢Xi(r) allowed us to consider two possibilities. First, by defining it as the

charge of AuCli (i = 1, 2), we can analyze adsorption e↵ects the AuCl complex on the charge

density of surface along (z) coordinate. Second, by defining the second term (⇢slab(r)) as a slab

with additional Au adatom on it and last term as an isolated Cl atom, the adsorption e↵ect of

Cl on the charge density distribution of system is obtained. Note that the integration in eq 2.45

is performed over the area A spanned by the surface supercell. The charge density di↵erence

of eq 2.45 is also used to estimate the dipole moment normal to the surface (+z-direction):

µz =

Z C�a

�a
z�⇢̄(z) dz (2.46)

where C is the size of the supercell along the z-direction and C � a and �a lie in the center of

the vacuum region. The relationship between adsorption-induced dipole moment (µz) and the

change of work function (��) can be described by Helmhotz equation:

�� = 4⇡✓µz (2.47)

where we used atomic units and �� is in hartrees, µz in e · bohr and ✓ an relative coverage given

in bohr�2. A positive µ stands for an inward-pointing dipole moment that is from negative
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

adsorbate to the positive surface. The calculated induced-dipole moments will be used to

investigate the e↵ect of an electrode potential on the surface mobility using:

k = k0exp
(µts � µini)Ez

kBT
(2.48)

where µts, µini are the dipole moments of the migrating particle in the transition and initial

states, respectively. Ez the electric field normal to the surface and k0 the rate in the absence

of an electrode potential. (that is eq 2.44).
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3
Di↵usion Theory

3.1 Di↵usion theorem

Di↵usion is a transport of atoms or molecule from one point to another due to their thermal

motions and presence of defect such as point defect, kink and step in solids. Nowadays we can

see an increasing interest in the field of mass transport both in solid and liquid phases as this

phenomena plays a key role in many processes such as doping silicon to build semiconductor

devices, in the human lung, where oxygen di↵uses along the membrane and dissolves in blood

or in the opposite direction where carbon-dioxide di↵uses along the membrane into the into

the air. But di↵usion is also important for chemical reactions in which the rate of reaction

might be limited by how fast the material can come to each other or reach the reaction sites

(e.g. enzyme or catalyst sites).

Surface self-di↵usion on the Au(100) in the absence and presence of co-adsorbates such as

Cl is the subject of the present work and before going directly to the results, in this chapter

we overview some di↵usion theories briefly. The expression for di↵usion can be mimicked by

the heat flow law from hot to cold region. Based on Fourier’s law we can write the flow of heat

as (one-dimensional formulation):

Jq = �kc
@T

@x
(3.1)
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3. DIFFUSION THEORY

where Jq, kc and @T
@x are the heat flux, thermal conductivity and temperature gradient. The

expression for the flow of particle is analogous to eq 3.1 and can be written as:

Jb = �D
@c

@x
. (3.2)

Eq 3.2 is called Fick’s first law and Jb is the atomic flux of atoms (N) (m2s�1), D the di↵usivity

(also named as the di↵usion coe�cient (m2s�1)), and @c
@x the concentration gradient (Nm�3).

The minus sign reflects that always atoms flow from high to low concentrations. Unfortunately,

the measurement of flux is a di�cult task. Therefore, at the end of this section we will present a

measurable transform of this equation which can be used in experimental studies to obtain the

di↵usion coe�cient. Eq 3.2 is illustrated in figure 3.1 where the di↵usive flux is proportional

to the concentration gradient and the di↵usion coe�cient is the proportionality factor.

Figure 3.1: Atomic flux C
1

> C
2

On the other hand, the di↵usion process in solids

involves an enormous number of jumps of many

atoms or molecules. Hence, it would be nice if we can

define the di↵usion coe�cient in term of the number

of jumps per unit time (jump frequency) and the dis-

tance which an atom passes during each jump. Sup-

pose a particle jumps in one-dimensional space with

a jump frequency of # between two planes 1 and 2 as

illustrated in figure 3.1 and let the number of parti-

cles per unit area in plane 1 and 2 be n where n1>n2.

The total number of atoms that can jump from plane

1 to another is n1#. We can also write the same for

atoms in plane 2 (i.e. n2#). Thus, the net jumps can

be written as:

Jatoms = (n1 � n2)# (3.3)

We assumed that n1>n2, and consequently there is a net flow of atoms from plane 1 to 2.

Alternatively, we can use the concentration term instead of the number of atoms. If we take

the distance between plane 1 and 2 as d, then the number of atoms in the area unit of plane 1

given by volume concentration (c1) times d, that is n1 = c1d and n2 = c2d. Rewriting eq 3.3

for concentrations is:

Jatoms =
1

2
(c1 � c2)#d. (3.4)
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3.1 Di↵usion theorem

The coe�cient 1
2 is added as the particles in plane 1 and 2 have an equal opportunity to

jump to opposite directions. The relation between c1 and c2 can be written as:

c1 = c2 � d
@c

@x
. (3.5)

Therefore, for the net flow of atoms in one dimension we have:

Jatoms,1D = �1

2
d2#

@c

@x
. (3.6)

By comparison of eq 3.6 and 3.2, the di↵usion coe�cient can be written as:

2D = d2#. (3.7)

If we assume that # is a number of jumps (N) over time, then the following relation can be

obtained for the di↵usion coe�cient which provides some interesting information about the

di↵usion in one dimension:

Nd2 = 2Dt. (3.8)

By eq 3.8, D will be gained and we can obtain the jump distance.

From transition state theory for overcoming a energy barrier Gact(25), we have:

# = ⌫ exp

✓
�G

kBT

◆
(3.9)

where ⌫ is the vibrational frequency, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. D

can be rewritten as:

D = ⌫d2 exp

✓
�G

kBT

◆
. (3.10)

In reality, Gact is a free energy change between the initial state and transition state. From

thermodynamics we know that �G = �E � T�S, as a result, D can be rewritten as:

D = ⌫d2 exp

✓
�S

kB

◆
exp

✓
��E

kBT

◆
. (3.11)

Usually it approximated that ⌫d and �S are not strongly temperature dependent and the plot

of ln D versus 1/T will provide us with �E as the slope and ⌫d2 exp
�
�S
T

�
at the intercept. It

is common to write:

⌫ exp

✓
�S

kB

◆
= ⌫0 (3.12)

and by combining eqs 3.11, 3.12 and using D0 = ⌫0d
2, finally obtain the well-known Arrhenius

equation:

D = D0 exp

✓
��E

kBT

◆
(3.13)
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3. DIFFUSION THEORY

where D0 is referred to as the di↵usivity prefactor and �E the di↵usion activation energy.

There are also several di↵erent formulations of di↵usivity, o↵ered by Kürpick et al. (26). In

general it has been shown that the e↵ect of pressure on D for simple crystals can be written

as:

DT,P = DT exp

✓
�PVA

RT

◆
(3.14)

where DT,P is the di↵usivity at a given temperature and pressure, DT the zero pressure dif-

fusivity at the same temperature given by eq 3.11 and VA the volume. Einstein’s relation can

express another useful connection between di↵usivity and jump length. If we have N tran-

sitions (i.e. jump) where N=2# and transition I gives a vector displacement xi, then total

displacement x(N) will be:

x (N) = x1 + x2 + x3 + + xN =
NX

i=1

xi. (3.15)

By squaring eq 3.15 we receive:

x2 (N) =
NX

i=1

x2i + 2
N�jX

i=1

N�1X

i=1

xixi+j . (3.16)

By averaging eq 3.16 , the second term will cancel out as in solids we have the same chance for

positive and negative jumps for atoms. The mean-squared displacement can be written as:

⌦
x2(N)

↵
=

NX

i=1

x2i = Nd2, (3.17)

where the summation is substituted by:

d2 =
1

N

NX

i=1

x2i . (3.18)

By considering eqs. 3.8 and 3.17 we can write:

⌦
�x2

↵
=

⌦
x2

↵
� hxi 2 = 2Dt (3.19)

or in other word the di↵usivity can be derived directly from measuring of the displacement

fluctuation or dispersion. By the above definitions, we can interpret the di↵usivity in terms of

the atomic jumps process.

The first Fick’s law just considers the fixed gradient concentration (i.e. time independent)

while in reality, concentration and its gradient usually change over time. Thus, we would need
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3.1 Di↵usion theorem

an equation that also considers the time dependency of concentration. Second Fick’s law can

explain the time dependent di↵usion:

@Ci

@t
=

@

@x

✓
Di
@Ci

@x

◆
(3.20)

where ci is the concentration (mol m�3), t the time (s), Di the di↵usion coe�cient and x the

position (m).

There are several methods to consider di↵usion and to solve eq 3.20. One simple way of di↵usion

is depositing c0 atoms on the surface and find out how these atoms spread out with time. The

solution of eq 3.20 for this method is:

c (x, t) =
c (0)

2(⇡Dt)
1
2

exp

✓
� x2

4Dt

◆
(3.21)

where x is the distance from initial state on the surface and t the di↵usion time. Plotting the

natural logarithm of c versus x2 results in a straight line with slope -1/4Dt.
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4
Au self-di↵usion on Au(100)

Thin film growth, faceting and so many other surface phenomena consist of the underlying

microscopic process such as adatom di↵usion on the flat surface, along the step, around island

corners and detachment to or attachment at a kink site. In order to understand and con-

trolling the surface morphology, a detailed knowledge of these underlying process is required.

The di↵usion of A atoms in a solid element A is called self-di↵usion. The first studies of the

self-di↵usion of gold were done by Günther et al.(27) on reconstructed Au(100)-hex surface by

using STM. After Günther, several theoretical and experimental studies were carried out on

this topic. However, still the results for self-di↵usion of gold are not in good agreement as there

is really no convincing experimental work and on the other hand, the theory results estimate

widely spread values.

4.1 Gold surface reconstruction

Knowing the structure of a surface is an important factor in surface and bulk phase transition

studies as it plays an important role in crystal growth (by anisotropic e↵ect) and chemical

reaction. The surface morphology can be equal or di↵erent (i.e. reconstructed) to the bulk-

truncated structure. Surface reconstruction can be induced by various factors such as temper-
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

ature, chemisorption of species on the surface and surface potential due to minimisation of the

surface energy (�).

The first surface reconstruction, reported in 1965 for Pt(100) by Hagstrom et al. (28) using

LEED (Low Energy Electron Di↵raction), showed a (1⇥5) pattern and one year later the same

pattern was also founded for Au(100) by Fedak et al. (29). Following investigations by other

groups also revealed more complicated (20⇥ 5) patterns (30) for Au(100). Nowadays not only

for the clean (100) faces such as Ir (31), V (32), Cr (33), Mo (34) and W (35) the surface

reconstruction is known but also for (110) faces of Pt (36), Au (37) and Au(111) (38). As in

the present work, we are dealing with the Au(100) surface, it would be worth to look at its

reconstruction in more details.

Figure 4.1: The unreconstructed (left)

and reconstructed (right) Au(100). STM

by Erwin Rossen, Technical University

Eindhoven, 2006.

It was shown that the Au(100) surface is a meta-

stable surface and by annealing (39) it up to 100�C,

it will be reconstructed to Au(100)-(1⇥5). The sur-

faces, prepared under UHV conditions are also recon-

structed at room temperature. This reconstructed

pattern will be stable in aqueous electrolytes in cer-

tain potential regions if there is no specific adsorp-

tion on the surface (40, 41, 42). The unreconstructed

and reconstructed Au(100) surface is shown in fig-

ure 4.1. Based on MD simulations by Ercolessi and

Tosatti (43) for the Au(100) surface reconstruction,

the (1⇥5) configuration was obtained as the lowest energy configuration when 5⇥5 surface

unit cell (SUC) was chosen. By changing the SUC, other patterns such as (34⇥5) and (26⇥48)

suggested by experiment (44, 45, 46) are also observed. Ercolessi found that even when the

unreconstructed Au(100) is chosen as a first structure, after annealing to Tmelting/2 and cool-

ing again to T=0, atoms in the topmost layer will shrink together and make two gaps in the

surface which can be considered as atomic high steps (figure 4.2(a)). This result shows the

high tendency of Au(100) to the more closed packed system. In order to test this idea, the

extra atoms were added in the minimum configuration energy in the top layer and the surface

energy was plotted versus the number of added atoms (figure. 4.3).

The minimum energy configuration was gained for n = 5 (i.e. (1 ⇥ 5) reconstruction pattern)

with corresponding configuration shown in figure 4.2(b). Besides this configuration, another

one with slightly higher surface energy corresponding to the structure shown in figure 4.2(c)
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4.2 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on flat (100) surfaces

Figure 4.2: (a) Side view of minimum

configuration energy after annealing. (b) 5

atoms added to configuration (a), leading

to 20 % contraction in y direction, (c) An-

other configuration for 5 additional atoms

added to configuration (a).

ldkldklkdlkdlkdldkkld

was obtained. The surface density will be higher and lower at the hilltop and valley row,

respectively.

Figure 4.3: Surface energy (�) for the di↵erent

number of atoms added in the topmost layer for con-

figuration (a) in figure 4.2

As has been mentioned before, recon-

struction will be lifted in the presence of

specific adsorption such as Cl� or SO�
4

or when applying an electrode potential

(47, 48). But by returning to more neg-

ative potentials where the adsorbates can

be desorb from the surface, the reconstruc-

tion can be gained again. In other word,

the process of (1⇥5) , (1⇥1) is highly re-

versible.

Theoretical studies by E. Santos and W.

Schmickler (49) showed that in the absence

of electric field, the surface energy for Au(100)-(1⇥5) is lower than Au(100)-(1⇥1), but by ap-

plying the electric field the reconstruction will be lifted. The author concluded that an electric

field alone plays an important role in lifting the reconstruction. As was shown experimentally

(50, 51, 52) the hexagonal reconstruction only modifies the topmost surface layer, while there

are only minor structural modification in the second layer.

4.2 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on flat (100) surfaces

It has been mentioned in the previous section that for the enough positive potential or in the

presence of Cl (next chapter), the reconstruction will be removed. As a result, it was reasonable

for us to consider an unreconstructed Au(100) surface from the beginning. Consequently, in

all our calculation unreconstructed surfaces were considered.
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

The initial, simplest, system was that of an adatom on the flat (i.e. defect-free) surface.

All the di↵usion barriers on the defect-free Au(100) were calculated using a (3⇥3) SUC, a

five-atomic-layer-thick slab, and 18 Å vacuum. The two bottom-layer atoms were fixed in

the bulk crystal structure (a0 = 4.146 Å). The rest of the atoms, except for the adatom in

its di↵usion direction, were allowed to relax. A six atomic layer 5⇥5 SUC was used in the

exchange mechanism, where a long-range strain e↵ect exists at the transition state. A surface

energy of 0.06 eV/Å2 corresponding to 0.53 eV/atom was obtained for the Au(100) terrace.

As expected, it was found that fourfold hollow site is an equilibrium site for the adatom on

Au(100) surface with an adsorption energy of -2.80 eV. There are two di↵usion mechanisms

for adatom: hopping between adjacent absorption sites, or the exchange mechanism. In the

exchange mechanism, first identified by Basset and Webber(53), an adatom replaces a nearby

surface atom that is pushed out of its equilibrium position and moves up to an adsorption site.

The three possible pathways for di↵usion of an adatom with corresponding transition states

on the flat surface are shown in figure 4.4. Günther et al. (27) obtained a di↵usion barrier of

0.2 eV for adatoms on the Au(100) surface by using the STM method. Liu et al. (54) used

Monte Carlo simulations to interpret Gnther’s data. They also proposed a di↵usion barrier of

0.35 and 0.45 eV for atomic and dimer di↵usion, respectively. Göbel and von Blanckenhagen

(55) followed this study by scratching the surface and using the atomic force microscopy (AFM)

method. They came up with a di↵usion barrier of 0.4 eV and a prefactor of 5⇥10�8 cm2/sec.

DFT calculations have demonstrated that the hopping mechanism is preferred for (100)

surfaces of late 4d metals (e.g. Rh (56), Ag (57) and Pd (58)); while the exchange mechanism

is the dominant mechanism on (100) surfaces of late 3d (e.g. Ni (59)) and 5d metals (e.g. Ir

(60), Pt (61) and Au (24)).

The energy of the relaxed slab with a free adatom on the fourfold hollow site was held

as the reference and the other di↵usion points were shifted to this reference. The di↵usion

barriers for hopping via bridge and top mechanism are 0.64 and 1.23 eV respectively. For the

exchange mechanism a di↵usion barrier of 0.42 eV was gained. The di↵usion potential surfaces

are shown in figure 4.4 with corresponding binding energies, frequency, prefactor and calculated

rate constants at 300 K in table. 4.1. The results are in line with the previous result found

by Yu and Sche✏er (24). They found the exchange mechanism is the favourable pathway with

an activation energy of 0.65 from (LDA) and 0.40 from GGA. Therefore, for the adatom, the

exchange process is significant and mass transport proceeds via the exchange mechanism. For

Al/Al(100), the exchange mechanism is the preferable mechanism due to the formation of three

bonds in the transition state (TS). These three bonds satisfy the covalent nature of Al and
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on flat Au(100) surfaces)

lower the energy in TS. However, in the case of Au, the energy of the formed dimer at the

TS will be lowered due to the high tensile surface stress of Au(100). This leads to pulling the

dimer toward the surface.

Figure 4.4: Di↵usion surface potential of a Au

adatom by a hopping and exchange mechanisms.

The zero point of energy (eV) and geometry

(Å) is set at the adsorption energy at the ini-

tial site. (a) Top view of the initial with the

three considered di↵usion pathways, (b) top tran-

sition, (c) bridge transition and (d) exchange tran-

sition state for adatom di↵usion on Au(100). The

white, grey and black colour corresponds to the

adatom, substrate and second atoms layer, respec-

tively.kdjkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdlkjdl

kjdlkjlkjdlkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdlkjdlkjdlkjlkjd

kjdlkjlkjdlkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdlkjdlkjdlkjlkjd

kjdlkjlkjdlkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdlkjdlkjdlkjlkjd

kjdlkjlkjdlkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdlkjdlkjdlkjlkjd

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
top����!C -2.80 -1.57 1.23 51.03 1.53⇥1012 3.32⇥10�9

A
bridge����!B -2.80 -2.16 0.64 51.68 1.55⇥1012 2.75⇥101

A
exch����!C -2.80 -2.38 0.42 60.15 1.80⇥1012 1.59⇥105

Table 4.1: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) (see figure 4.4). Energies

are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

4.3 Structure and bonds length of the Au adatom at initial and

transition states on flat Au(100) surfaces)

4.3.1 Initial adsorption site of the Au adatom on a flat Au(100) surface)

For the initial state, each of the four nearest neighbours of the adatom is distorted by 0.17

Å to open hollow geometry (i.e. 5.8% longer than the interatomic distance in the bulk). The

distance between adatom and its nearest neighbor is 2.77 Å which is 5.46 % shorter than the
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

interatomic distance in the bulk. These changes in the bond length can be interpreted easily by

correlation of bond strength and local coordination number. This interpretation is shown later

in this chapter. Further analyses were performed by employing the electron density distribution

�⇢̄(z) (eq. 2.45) to isolate the interaction between the adatom and the Au(100) surface. In

order to do this, we subtracted the electron density of the total system (i.e. Au/Au(100)) from

the separate isolated compound (i.e. free surface and free Au adatom) while keeping the atomic

positions fixed in the optimized surface geometry. The charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) (black

curve) at the initial state is shown in figure 4.5.

On the right side of figure 4.5 is a 2-D contour plot of charge density di↵erence along

the cross section shown in figure 4.4(a). Using eq. 2.46, the dipole moment µ (light blue

curve) induced by the adatom on the fourfold hollow site is also calculated and shown in figure

4.5. Note that a positive value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and

the outward dipole moment, respectively. Red in the contour plot represents electron-excess

regions, and blue represents electron-defecit regions. The grey areas represent the slab and

the average position of slab layers are shown by black dashed lines in the slab area. It is

seen from �⇢̄(z) that there is an accumulation of electrons in the region between the adatom

and its nearest neighbour. The removed electrons from the spherical region around adatom

and substrate atoms will contribute to the formation of four bonds between the Au adatom

and Au(100) surface. This depletion of electrons is more pronounced for the bridge and top

transition stats due to the lower coordination numbers (see figure 4.6).

By having �⇢̄(z) at hand, the induced dipole moment (µ) of adatom at hollow position was

obtained as much as 0.21 Debye (D) with the corresponding work function changes �� of -0.013

eV (bare 5⇥5 SUC slab was taken as a reference). This positive dipole moment represents an

outward-pointing dipole from negative surface to the adatom. One way to explain this outward

dipole moment is with �⇢̄(z) and Smoluchowski e↵ect (62). Here, some electrons transfer from

Au adatom to the substrate which is in line with work function changes (-0.013 eV). These

electrons accumulate between the adatom and the surface. There is also a big accumulation in

the second later exactly under the adatom (z ⇡ 15 Å in figure 4.5).

The degree of mixing between adatom and Au atoms in the substrate is shown in figure

4.5 by normalised density of state (NDOS). The presence of common peaks at the same energy

level indicates a strong mixing of electronics states.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the initial state of a Au adatom

on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the red dashed line shown in figure

4.4 (a). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the Fermi level. A positive value of �⇢̄(z)

and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment respectively. The

red colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue.

The white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution

of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The black and green dashed lines represent the average position of layers in

slab and adatom respectively.

4.3.2 Transition state of the Au adatom for di↵usion via bridge mechanism

For hopping via bridge pathway, the transition state is a twofold site with the two nearest

neighbours apart by 0.21 Å. The bond length between the adatom and its nearest neighbour is

2.68 Å. This shorter bond, compared to the interatomic distance in the bulk, can be described

with the coordination number. The same method for �⇢̄(z) and µ explained in the previous

sections, was used here as well. The calculated results are presented in figure 4.6. By comparing

the �⇢̄(z) at the bridge and initial state, one can realise a greater depletion of electrons around

both the Au adatom and Au substrate atoms at the bridge site. This is due to the smaller

coordination number of the Au adatom at the bridge site.

The bigger accumulation of electrons between the adatom and surface atoms compared to

the fourfold hollow site led to a bigger outward-dipole moment of 0.23 D and a higher �� of

-0.014 eV. The corresponding NDOS for the adatom and its nearest neighbours is plotted in
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

figure 4.6. In contrast to the complex NDOS for the adatom at the fourfold hollow site, the

NDOS for the bridge transition state has a single pronounced sharp peak at -6.37 eV which

suggests the mixing of one electronic state of adatom with the underlying atoms. More analysis

of this sharp peak imply that it belongs to dzy electronic state of Au adatom, which mixed

with the dzy electronic state of its nearest neighbours.

Figure 4.6: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the bridge state of a Au adatom

on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the red dashed line shown in figure

4.4 (c). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the Fermi level. A positive value of �⇢̄(z)

and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment respectively. The

red colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue.

The white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution

of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The black and green dashed lines represent the average position of layers in

slab and adatom respectively.

4.3.3 Transition state of the Au adatom for di↵usion via top mechanism

The transition state for the top mechanism is onefold top site with a binding energy of -1.57

eV and a bond distance of 2.60 Å from its underlying atom. At the top transition state, the

bond length is the shortest for the minimum coordination number. At the top transition state,

the minimum coordination number for adatom exists. Hence, the bond length is the shortest

compared to the one at the bridge or hollow positions. Furthermore, the underlying atom also
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moves downward by 1.32 % toward the second layer. Like the two previous sections, �⇢̄(z) and

µ for this transition state are also calculated and the curves are shown in figure 4.7. The 2-D

contour plot across the red dashed line shown in figure 4.4(b) indicates a strong accumulation

of electrons between the adatom and underlying substrate atom. Whereas there is a little

interaction between the Au adatom and the next nearest neighbours (see figure 4.7).

In contrast to the electron distribution in the initial and bridge transition states, in the top

transition state electrons do not accumulate just in the area between the adatom and surface

atom, but also around adatom. This led to a inward-dipole moment (µ) of -0.10 D with a

positive �� of 0.011 eV. As expected, just one peak was observed in the NDOS for the onefold

top site corresponding to formation of one bond between the adatom and Au(100) surface.

This single peak which is sharper than the peak in the case of bridge transition state with

narrow amplitude, corresponds to the dz2 electronic states.

Figure 4.7: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the top transition state of

a Au adatom on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the red dashed line

shown in figure 4.4 (b). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the Fermi level. A positive

value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment

respectively. The red colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region

is coloured blue. The white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence

charge distribution of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The black and green dashed lines represent the average

position of layers in slab and adatom respectively.
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4.3.4 Transition state of the Au adatom for di↵usion via exchange mecha-

nism

Exchange di↵usion mechanism is a concerted process involving many atoms. In order to find

the transition state, at each point along the di↵usion path the z-coordinate of adatom and

substrate atom were kept fixed and all coordinates of the remaining surface atoms were relaxed.

As mentioned before, the height of dimer from the top layer and consequently the bond length

with neighbours depends strongly on the SUC size (see figure 2.3).

The transition state for the exchange mechanism is a dimer sitting above the surface vacancy

which is located 0.89 Å above the surface i.e. 57.1% closer to the center of the top layer than

the inner layer distance in the bulk. As a result, the two atoms of dimer got closer to the second

layer and are described as five coordinated atoms as shown in figure 4.8. The distance between

each dimer atom and its neighbour decreased which shows the tendency of the Au(100) surface

to attain closed packed structure.

The 2-D contour plot, across the red dashed line shown in figure 4.4(d), indicates an ac-

cumulation of electrons between the adatom and all its neighbours. The less accumulation of

electrons is between the adatom and its underlying atom (i.e. atom 5 in figure 4.8), which

are assumed as the weakest bond that adatom forms at the exchange transition state. The

dimer bond length is 2.67 Å which is 8.8% shorter than the bulk interatomic distance and 8%

longer than isolated Au dimer (exp 2.47 Å)(63). The plotted �⇢̄(z) in figure 4.8 is defined as

�⇢(r) = ⇢total(r)� [⇢slab(r) + ⇢Au1(r) + ⇢Au2(r)]. By this definition for the �⇢̄(z) and reusing

eq. 2.46, a negative µ (inward-dipole moment) of -0.30 D with corresponding a �� of 0.035 eV

is gained.

As the �⇢̄(z) shows, an electron accumulation occurs in the region slightly above the

dimer on the surface. Directly under this electron-excess region is an electron-deficit. This

distribution of electrons leads to the bigger inward µ when compared to the three previous

states. The NDOS for the adatom, planer atom (i.e. atom 3), non-plane atom (i.e atom 2) and

underlying atom (i.e. atom 5) are shown in figure 4.8. Due to the presence of several bonds, a

broad spectrum is appeared for the adatom. The µ (D) and �� (eV) for di↵erent adsorption

sites of adatom on defect-free Au(100) surface are summarised in figure 4.9. Therefore, an

electric surface field does not have great influence on the surface mobility of defect-free Au(100)

because the di↵erence between dipole moments at di↵erent absorptions sites are not very large

(See eq. 2.48 for dependency of the rate with surface potential).
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Figure 4.8: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the exchange transition state

of a Au adatom on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the red dashed line

shown in figure 4.4 (b). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the Fermi level. A positive

value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment

respectively. The red colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region

is coloured blue. The white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence

charge distribution of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The black dashed line represents the average position of

layers in slab and adatom respectively.

4.4 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on stepped-edge surfaces

Even low index surfaces can contain steps. Many studies have shown thin film growth can be

altered by growth conditions such as substrate temperature, deposition rate, and introducing

defects. The island formation on the Ag surface is a noticeable example for the clean Ag(111)

surface, the growing surface is very rough with a mound of 30-40 atomic layers (64), while

for the Au(100) is very smooth. These studies imply that film structures are controlled by

the surface kinetics such as mass transport across terrace, steps and kinks. While the di↵usion

barriers on the flat surfaces determine the island densities, the di↵usion barriers along the steps

and kinks are responsible for island shape. Thus, this question arises how atoms di↵use along

and away from these defects. In this and three next sections, we discuss the e↵ect of di↵erent

defects on self-di↵usion of Au adatom. Before looking at di↵usion barriers and mechanisms,

we looked at the possible islands on Au(100) surface.
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

Figure 4.9: Work function changes ��(eV) due to the adsorption of Au adatom at di↵erent

adsorption sites (left) and the corresponding dipole moment (µ) (Debye) (right). A negative dipole

moment represents for an inward-pointing dipole that is from adsorbate to the positive surface.

4.4.1 Step formation on Au(100) surfaces

Two di↵erent steps, based on the formation energy, are formed on fcc(100) surfaces. A closed

packed (111)-microfacet in the (110) direction and (110)-microfacet along (100) direction (figure

4.10).

Figure 4.10: Top view of monoatomic steps on

the fcc(100)-surface: close packed with a (111)-

microfacet along the (110) direction and an open

one with a (110)-microfacet along the (100) direc-

tion.

The recent ab initio study by Yu and

Sche✏er (65) showed a formation energy

of 0.130 and 0.156 eV/per steps atom, for

(111) and (110)-microfactes step on Ag(100)

respectively. These results imply that on

the surface of fcc (100) metal, the (111)-

microfaceted steps are more stable and the

island will preferentially be in a square

form in the (110) or (11̄0) directions. The

same result was observed experimentally for

Cu(100) (66) with LEED. These results are

interpreted as a consequence of step edge

atoms coordination number, which is seven

and six for each step edge atoms in (111)-

mirofacet and (110)-microfacet respectively. The surface formation energy per surface atom
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4.4 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on stepped-edge surfaces

given by:

� = (Etot �Natmµatm)/Nsur, (4.1)

where the Etot is the total energy of system, Natm the total number of atom in the system and

Nsur the number of atom on the surface. At the thermal equilibrium condition, the chemical

potential (µatm) of one species can be considered by its bulk energy. Thus, we can substitute

the (µatm) by the atom bulk energy. The formation energy of grooved surface �sur is obtained

by:

�sur = Esur �Natmµatm, (4.2)

where the Esur is the total energy of grooved surface. The step formation energy per unit

length ⌥step is derived by:

⌥step = [ �sur �Nsur�]/Lx (4.3)

where Nsur is the number of atoms at the grooved surface and Lx the periodicity along the

Step-Edge (e.g. in our work is 3). We used a (6⇥3) SUC with a ledge separation of 4 nearest

neighbour distances and 5 layer thickness in the grooves region (see figure 4.11). In our study,

Figure 4.11: Side and top view of stepped surface with (111)-microfacet along the (110) direction.

The arrows imply the displacements of the atoms summarized in the table with respect to the

unrelaxed geometry.

the formation energy of (111)-faceted step on Au(100) surface obtained as much as 0.137 eV

per step edge atom. Our value is close to the value (0.130 eV) obtained by Yu and Sche✏er

for Ag(100) surface(65). Figure 4.11 also contains the schematic relaxation of step atoms with

its summarised displacement values in the table. 4.2.

4.4.2 Initial adsorption of a Au adatom on stepped-edge surfaces

The calculation of adsorption and di↵usion barriers of Au adatom, both along and away of

the step, at (111)-step edge were carried out by using a (6⇥3) SUC. The distance between
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�x �y �z

Atom 1 0.02 0.00 -0.13
Atom 2 0.00 0.00 -0.08
Atom 3 -0.16 0.00 0.12

Table 4.2: X, Y and Z displacement (Å)

for Step-Edge atoms with respect to the un-

relaxed geometry (figure 4.11).

the adatom and the periodic image of step is 4d0 (d0 is the nearest neighbour distance). This

chosen SUC is reasonable for a clean surface, we knew that the interaction between adatoms

would be canceled at the distance of 3 neighbours. The same k-point (i.e. 12⇥ 12 for (1⇥1)

SUC) corresponding to the terrace calculations was used.

The equilibrium adsorption site for the adatom, is at the (111) step with coordination

numbers of 5. The adsorption energy for adatom at this site is -2.99 eV. The coordination

number will be changed from 5 to 4 during di↵usion along the step as adatom has to pass the

bridge site (TS). Whereas the coordination number will be changed from 5 to 2 during detach-

ment onto the terrace. The adsorption energies with corresponding coordination numbers are

summarized in table. 4.3. For better comparison between the binding energies: the binding

energies in kink, inner corner, outer corner and dimer were added as well (we will discuss them

in the next sections).

Adatom at: N E ads

Bridge site on Au(100) 2 -2.16

fourfold hollow 4 -2.80

Onefold top 1 -1.57

(111)-step 5 -2.99

Bridge site on (111)-step 4 -2.64

Step-edge 7 -3.48

Substitutional site 8 -3.52

Small inner kink 6 -3.17

Big inner kink 6 -3.18

Outer kink 5 -3.02

dimer 5 -3.07

Table 4.3: DFT-PBE adsorption energy (Eads) (eV) of Au adatom at di↵erent adsorption sites

on the smooth and stepped Au(100) surface. N is the adatom coordination number.

From table. 4.3, it can be seen that two di↵erent adsorption energies are possible for the

same coordination number (e.g. 4 and 5). This deference is due to the coordination number of
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bonded atoms to the adatom. For example, in (111)-step, outer kink and dimer the adatom is

bonded to an atom which has 7, 6 and 0 neighbours respectively.

In bond-cutting model (67, 68), the total energy of a system can be defined as a sum of

contribution of individual atoms E =
P

iEi. The Ei = E0
i + Ai

p
Ni + BiNi and E0

i and N i

are the energy of free atom and coordination numbers of atoms i. Indeed, the bond-cutting

model can be considered a simplified version of e↵ective medium theory or embedded atom

method (EAM). Here, we wanted to test this method to simplify the description of adatom

adsorption energy while neglecting the e↵ect of other substrate atoms. A least square fit to the

DFT-PBE data of the adsorption energy for adatom, in table. 4.3, with the function form of

Ei = +B
p
N +CN is shown in figure 4.12. This implies the dependency of adatom adsorption

energy to the coordination number by a square root function.

Figure 4.12: The adsorption energy of Au

adatom on di↵erent adsorption sites on defect

and defect free Au(100) surfaces as function of

coordination number.

The binding energy of Au atom in bulk (i.e.

coordination number of 12) is equal to its bind-

ing energy at the kink site (a coordination num-

ber of 6) which is equal to the cohesive energy.

As a result, the former point will not lie on the

fitted curve and this method is not useful for a

high coordination number due to the contribu-

tion of substrate atoms. The relaxed geometry

of atoms and corresponding data after adsorp-

tion of an adatom at (111)-step is shown in fig-

ure 4.13. The adatom at (111)-step site relaxes

more both toward the surface and step by 4.78%

and 2.05% relative to unrelaxed structure. This

leads to making a new bond with the step-edge

atom (atom 2) (see figure 4.13). Furthermore,

this new bond increases the binding energy of the adatom by 0.14 eV compared to the flat

surface. In the optimised geometry of the adatom in fivefold coordinated site, the distance

between the adatom and step-edge atom (atom 2 in figure 4.13) is 2.87 Å, which is 2.05%

shorter than the ideal Au-Au distance in bulk Au. The bond length between the adatom and

the two step-bottom atoms (atom 5 in figure 4.13) is 2.79 Å and 2.82 Å with the two terrace

atoms (atom 4 in figure 4.13).
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�x �y �z

Atom 1 -0.02 0.00 -0.20

Atom 2 0.05 0.00 -0.01

Atom 3 -0.03 0.02 -0.11

Atom 4 0.08 -0.03 0.07

Atom 5 0.05 -0.07 0.00

Figure 4.13: Side view of Au adatom adsorbed at a (111)-step and the corresponding data for

displacements (Å) of the atoms with respect to the unrelaxed geometry.

4.4.3 Di↵usion at Step-Edges

Di↵usion along and away from steps determines the roughness and shape of the island on the

surface. For the di↵usion of the adatom at the step on the Au(100) surface, we considered two

hopping pathways, away (A to B) and along the step (A to C). We also considered an exchange

pathway (A to D) with the terrace atom as shown in figure 4.14.

The DFT-PBE barrier for di↵usion along the (111)-step, detachment onto the terrace and

exchange on step-Au(100) surface is 0.35, 0.77 eV and 0.70 eV respectively. Our result for

di↵usion along the step agrees with the values (i.e. 0.33 eV) derived by Kim et al. (69)

by means of Action-derived molecular dynamics (ADMD) method. Based on our knowledge,

there is no study that considered detachment process via an exchange mechanism at the step.

However, our results illustrate that detachment or attachment of the adatom onto or from

the terrace occurs by the exchange mechanism. The corresponding transition state for the

exchange mechanism is shown in figure 4.14(e). In contrast to the terrace where the adatom

has to overcome a barrier of 0.42 eV via the exchange pathway, the attached adatom at the

step-edge has to overcome a barrier of 0.70 eV. The larger barrier comes from the step which

inhibits the dimer’s neighbor in the transition state from being completely relaxed.

Both A to B and A to C pathways proceed by hopping mechanism where the adatom has

to cross over twofold and fourfold coordinated bridge sites in the former and latter pathway.

During the di↵usion along the step-edge, the distance between the adatom and the two step-

edge atoms is close enough (i.e. 2.87Å) to make two bonds. These two bonds will stabilise the

adatom in the transition state and consequently, lower the di↵usion barrier for this pathway.

The side and top view of this transition state are shown in figure 4.14(f and g). Reformation of

these bonds produces a double-well di↵usion potential surface. In contrast to this double-well

behaviour of gold adatom at the step-edge, the di↵usion of Ag/Ag(100) (65) at step-edge does
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not show this behaviour. The low di↵usion barrier (0.35 eV) along the step implies the frequent

hops of adatom along the step rather than detachments-reattachment.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 4.14: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom on Au(100) in the vicinity of a step-edge. The

zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the adsorption energy and adatom geometry

at the initial state. a) the equilibrium adsorption site and three pathways, b) transition state for

detachment process (i.e. A to B), c) final geometry of detachment at position B, d) transition state

for di↵usion along the step (i.e. A to C), e) transition state for exchange mechanism (i.e. A to D)

and f, g) more details for double well curves in transition state due to the formation of two bonds.

Further analysis showed that in the fourfold bridge transition state, the step-bottom atom

(atom 5 in figure 4.14(f)), is pushed by -3.07% (compered to the initial state) toward the

bulk. A distance of 2.70Å was obtained between this step-edge atom and di↵usive adatom.

Another underlying atom (atom 4 in figure 4.14(f)), located in the terrace, has a distance of

2.87Å from the adatom. This asymmetric location of adatom between these two terrace atoms
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can be attributed to the tendency of the adatom to make a stronger bond with step-atoms.

The di↵usion barriers, frequencies and rate constant for the adatom di↵usion at step-edge are

summarised in table. 4.4.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -2.99 -2.22 0.77 53.74 1.61⇥1012 1.87⇥10�1

A
bridge����!C -2.99 -2.64 0.35 41.28 1.24⇥1012 1.63⇥106

A
exch����!D -2.99 -2.29 0.70 61.21 1.84⇥1012 3.19

B
bridge����!A -2.74 -2.22 0.52 47.42 1.42⇥1012 2.61⇥103

D
exch����!A -2.74 -2.29 0.45 46.78 1.40⇥1012 3.87⇥104

Table 4.4: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in the vicinity of a

step-edge. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

As shown in table. 4.4, the binding energy of an adatom at position B is -2.74 eV which is

2.1% smaller than the binding energy on the defect-free Au(100) surface. This deference can

be attributed to the presence of step that has an influence on terrace relaxation.

4.5 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on kink surfaces

In addition to steps, another feature of surfaces is to have a high density of kinks at step-edges.

In comparison to the step-edge studies, detachment from a kink is the most important step

in dissolution. However, in our calculation we found out that the kink di↵usion is the rate-

determining step in Ostwald ripening phenomena. The aim of this and the next two sections is

to consider the di↵usion mechanism around the three di↵erent kink sites (i.e. kink, inner-corner

and outer corner). Like the step-edge system, we used a 5 layer slab with two fixed bottom

layers. All the other atoms except the adatoms in the di↵usion direction remained relaxed.

For all di↵usion mechanisms (along, away from the kink, and exchange), we used a (6⇥6) SUC

with Brillion zone sampling of 2⇥2 k-point corresponding to 12⇥12 k-point for 1⇥1 SUC.

The kink adsorption site is also called half-crystal position as the adatom has half the

coordination number compared to bulk structure. The adatom adsorption energy at the kink

site is equal to the cohesive energy of atoms in gold which obtained as much as -3.17 eV. This is

in agreement with the obtained cohesive energy of -3.23 eV. By using the bond cutting model,
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4.5 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on kink surfaces

a binding energy of -3.21 eV is obtained for this adsorption site. The adsorption sites, di↵usion

pathways and the corresponding di↵usion surface potential around the kink are illustrated in

figure 5.23. In the detachment process from A to B, the adatom has to cross from the threefold

bridge transition state (see figure 5.23(b)) where a bond is formed between adatom and kink

atom. Nevertheless, with the formation of this extra bond, a di↵usion barrier of 0.81 eV is

gained. This value is the highest barrier obtained in our whole study. Indeed, this process is

the rate-determining step for di↵usion in our system. Kim (69) obtained a di↵usion barrier

of 0.93 eV for this rate-determining process. For the reverse process (i.e. attachment to the

kink site B to A), we obtained a di↵usion barrier of 0.36 eV compared to the value of 0.454 eV

calculated by Kim.

From the initial state toward adsorption site C, a double-well curve is expected. Indeed,

this behaviour was seen in the di↵usion surface potential. The barrier for this and its reverse

process (i.e. C to A) are 0.58 and 0.31 eV respectively. Our calculated values are comparable

with the values of 0.48 and 0.32 eV calculated by Kim. Although our results for the reverse

process (C to A) are a good match to the value of Kim, for the second process (A to C) we have

a di↵erence of about 100 meV. This di↵erence also appeared in other di↵usion barriers as well

and can be explained by the range of DFT inaccuracy. In order to find out the e↵ect of kink

site on the di↵usion barrier for the pathway along the step, we continued the di↵usion process

up to the position E (see figure 5.23(a)). For this process where the adatom initially located

at position C rather than kink site, a di↵usion barrier of 0.32 eV was calculated. This value

corresponds to the value of di↵usion along the step-edge. This implies that the kink influence

can be canceled for more than one lattice constant away from it. The greater di↵usion barrier

for A to C is attributed to higher coordination numbers of the adatom at position A compared

to position C.

For the pathway A to G three possibilities are considered. First, by moving to B then

toward G. Di↵usion from B to G is the same as the bridge pathway studied in the defect-free

Au(100) surface. The second consideration would be from A to position C and then followed by

the detachment process to position G. In this case, it was expected to gain the same di↵usion

barrier as observed in the case of step-edge detachment. The third possibility is di↵usion via

an exchange mechanism from initial state A to G. The corresponding di↵usion barrier for this

pathway is obtained as much as 1.00 eV. As a result, there is a very small probability that

adatom di↵uses from the initial adsorption site to position G via an exchange mechanism.

Another mechanism considered is one where the kind atom is substituted by the adatom

and moves to site F (see figure 5.23 for the final geometry). This two-dimensional exchange
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 4.15: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom on Au(100) in the vicinity of a kink site.

The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the adsorption energy and adatom

geometry in the initial state. a) equilibrium adsorption site for a Au adatom at the kink site and

considered pathways for di↵usion, b) transition state for pathway A to B, c) final geometry at

position B, d) transition state for pathway B to D, e) final geometry at position D, f) transition

state for exchange pathway A to F, g) final geometry at position F, h) transition state for pathway

A to C, i) final geometry at position C, j) transition state for pathway C to G, k) final geometry

at position G and l) transition state for exchange mechanism A to G.

mechanism has a di↵usion barrier of 0.84 eV and 0.64 eV for the direct and reverse process (F to

A), respectively. The di↵usion diagram demonstrates that the barriers for adatom attachment

are lower than the that of the detachment processes.Therefore, the adatoms tend to attach

to the kink site rather than from it. The binding energies, di↵usion barriers, calculated rate

constants and prefectures for all mentioned process around the kink site are summarised in

table. 4.5.
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4.6 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on inner-corner surfaces

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -3.17 -2.36 0.81 55.06 1.65⇥1012 4.08⇥10�2

A
bridge����!C -3.17 -2.59 0.58 41.52 1.24⇥1012 2.25⇥102

A
exch����!F -3.17 -2.33 0.84 48.84 1.46⇥1012 1.13⇥10�2

A
exch����!G -3.17 -2.17 1.00 63.57 1.91⇥1012 3.03⇥10�5

B
bridge����!A -2.72 -2.36 0.36 40.10 1.20⇥1012 1.08⇥106

C
bridge����!A -2.90 -2.59 0.31 46.80 1.40⇥1012 8.70⇥106

C
bridge����!G -2.90 -2.16 0.74 53.62 1.61⇥1012 5.95⇥10�1

F
exch����!A -2.97 -2.33 0.64 37.94 1.14⇥1012 2.02⇥101

G
exch����!A -2.68 -2.17 0.51 76.72 2.30⇥1012 6.22⇥103

B
bridge����!D -2.72 -2.14 0.58 40.10 1.20⇥1012 2.17⇥102

D
bridge����!B -2.69 -2.14 0.55 58.42 1.75⇥1012 1.01⇥103

C
bridge����!E -2.90 -2.58 0.32 46.80 1.40⇥1012 5.91⇥106

G
bridge����!C -2.68 -2.16 0.52 39.43 1.18⇥1012 2.17⇥103

Table 4.5: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in the vicinity of a

kink. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz

4.6 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on inner-corner surfaces

Besides the kink, we also consider the inner-corner site as shown in figure 4.16. The adatom

at position A has the same coordination number. Therefore, approximately the same binding

energy of the kink site was expected. Our DFT calculations also showed the same binding

energy with a small di↵erence of 10 meV.

Due to the symmetry of the system, we considered only one pathway from the initial state

A to B which is followed further to position C. There is also similarity between the di↵usion

pathways from A to B in this system with A to C in the kink site. For this pathway (A to

B), a di↵usion barrier of 0.52 eV was gained. This di↵usion barrier is lower than the value

calculated for the similar pathway in the kink system. This small di↵erence is due to the

interaction of the adatom with additional step-edge atoms. However, it is within the range of

DFT inaccuracies. By continuing the di↵usion process along the step (i.e. B to C), the e↵ect

of inner-corner will be canceled beyond the one lattice constant and the same di↵usion barrier
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

observed for the step-edge will be achieved. The detachment process from position B onto the

terrace is also the same as step-edge detachment and a di↵usion barrier of 0.79 eV was obtained

for this process. The binding energies for each position, frequencies, calculated rates constant

and di↵usion barriers are summarised in table. 4.6. Indeed, the inner-corner system can be

considered as a combination of kink and step-edge system.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.16: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom on Au(100) in the vicinity of an inner-corner.

The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the adsorption energy and adatom

geometry in the initial state. a) equilibrium adsorption site for Au adatom and considered pathway

for di↵usion, b) transition state for pathway A to B, c) final geometry at site B.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -3.18 -2.66 0.52 51.31 1.54⇥1012 2.83⇥103

B
bridge����!A -2.96 -2.66 0.30 37.31 1.12⇥1012 1.02⇥107

Table 4.6: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion in the inner-corner on Au(100).

Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.
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4.7 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on outer-corner surfaces

4.7 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on outer-corner surfaces

In the beginning of section 4.3 it has been mentioned that on the fcc (100) surfaces the (111)

microfacets have lower formation energy. Furthermore, the study by Yu and Schefller(65) for

wul↵ construction illustrated that the equilibrium island shape on (100) index surface will be

rectangular with (111)-faceted steps. Chen and Tsong found the same island shape for Ir(100)

by mean of field ion microscope(70). Now the question is: how fast do the adatoms move

around these square island In order to answer this question, we considered a small square

island including nine atoms. There were five di↵usion pathways for the attached adatom into

this island as shown in figure 4.17.

There are two possibilities for an adatom located initially at position A: it either detaches

from island to positions B, C and G or moves along the island step-edge to positions D or F.

We obtained a binding energy of -3.02 eV for the adatom at position A. Starting from position

A to site B, where it has a 0.19 eV lower binding energy, the adatom has to overcome an

activation energy of 0.63 eV. While for another detachment pathway (i.e. From A to C), the

adatom has to overcome an activation barrier of 0.87 eV. The di↵erence of 0.24 eV for these

two detachment processes, is due to the formation of single bond in the transition state for the

former pathway (see figure 4.17(b)).

The third possible pathway for detachment of Au adatom onto the terrace is via an exchange

mechanism (i.e. from A to G). Our calculations for this pathway revealed an interesting result

which the exchange process is the favourable mechanism for detachment and attachment with

di↵usion barrier of 0.61 and 0.36 eV onto and from the terrace. We also considered the exchange

mechanism of an Au adatom with the kink site atom and obtained a high di↵usion barrier of

1.02 eV. Besides these detachment processes, the adatom has another possible movement (A

to D). This pathway has a lower activation energy compared to others (0.40 eV). This pathway

(A to D) is similar to the pathway studied before for step-edge, kink and inner corner systems.

The binding energies for each position, frequencies, calculated rate constants and di↵usion

barriers are summarised in table. 4.7. All these processes imply that the attached Au adatom

to the outer corner undergoes di↵usion along the step-edge rather than detachment.

4.8 Vacancy di↵usion

Russian scientist, Frenkel (71) was the first to report on the concept of point defect in 1926.

He mentioned that thermal agitation causes the atoms to leave their normal lattice site and

introduce lattice vacancies. These point defects play an important role in the di↵usion of
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m)

Figure 4.17: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom on Au(100) in the vicinity of an outer-

corner. The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the adsorption energy and

adatom geometry in the initial state. a) five considered pathways for di↵usion, b) transition state

for pathway A to B, c) final geometry at site B, d) transition state for pathway B to E, e) final

geometry at site E, f) transition stat for pathway A to D and g) final geometry at site D, h)

transition stat for pathway A to C, i) final geometry at site C, j) transition stat for pathway A to

F, k) final geometry at site F, l) transition stat for pathway A to G and m) final geometry at site

G.

a crystalline solid: their ability to move through the crystal, and their presence at thermal

equilibrium. It is well known that for defect free surfaces the mass and charge density are

periodic, but the creation of defects will disturb this periodicity and make uncharged point

defects in metal. In semiconductors the point defects are also important as they can introduce

the electronic energy level within the band gap. Therefore, in this section we considered two

defect points created on the terrace known as surface vacancy, and vacancy at step-edge created

by migration of step-edge atom onto terrace.
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4.8 Vacancy di↵usion

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -3.02 -2.39 0.63 41.95 1.26⇥1012 3.28⇥101

A
bridge����!C -3.02 -2.15 0.87 45.75 1.37⇥1012 3.33⇥10�3

A
bridge����!D -3.02 -2.61 0.41 41.95 1.26⇥1012 1.63⇥105

A
exch����!F -3.02 -2.00 1.02 49.26 1.48⇥1012 1.08⇥10�5

A
exch����!G -3.02 -2.41 0.61 50.34 1.51⇥1012 8.53⇥101

B
bridge����!A -2.83 -2.39 0.44 37.51 1.12⇥1012 4.56⇥104

C
bridge����!A -2.69 -2.15 0.54 52.56 1.58⇥1012 1.34⇥103

D
bridge����!A -2.98 -2.61 0.37 39.96 1.20⇥1012 7.29⇥105

G
exch����!A -2.77 -2.41 0.36 74.68 2.24⇥1012 2.01⇥106

B
bridge����!E -2.83 -2.19 0.64 37.51 1.12⇥1012 1.99⇥101

E
bridge����!B -2.77 -2.19 0.58 50.09 1.50⇥1012 2.71⇥102

Table 4.7: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in the vicinity of an

outer-corner. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

4.8.1 Di↵usion in surface vacancy

In the case of surface vacancy, the net rearrangement of atoms after vacancy di↵usion is zero,

since the configuration left behind looks identical to the one before di↵usion. Thus, one can

assume that the surface vacancy di↵usion can be ignored. However, when a small amount of

impurity is introduced into a system, the role of vacancies for transport of foreign atoms is

revealed. As an example, the study by Somfai et al.(72) shows the motion of embedded Ir and

Pd on top most layer of Cu(100) carried out by surface vacancies.

In our study, the surface vacancy, displayed in figure 4.18, was simulated by a 5⇥5 SUC

with a 6 atomic layer slab with just one possible di↵usion pathway. The binding energy in

initial and final state is -3.35 eV as both arrangements are identical. A di↵usion barrier of 0.62

eV for this pathway is found. This di↵usion barrier is close to the calculated value of the hop-

ping on the terrace via bridge mechanism rather than step-edge. By looking at the transition

state, the distance between atom 1 and 2 (see figure 4.18(b)) is 3.17 Å i.e. 8.2% longer than

bulk distance. Thus, there would be a smaller possibility for atom 1 to form two bonds in the

transition state as is seen in the step-edge system. Therefore, due to this increased distance
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

between atom 1 and 2, the surface vacancy di↵usion will look like the hopping mechanism via

bridge mechanism. The schematic of this transition state is shown in figure 4.18(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: Di↵usion energy profile of Au atom in surface vacancy. The zero point of the energy

(eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the adsorption energy and adatom geometry at the initial state.

b) Transition state for pathway A to B.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����! B -3.35 -2.73 0.62 49.51 1.48⇥1012 5.7⇥101

Table 4.8: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in a surface-vacancy.

Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

4.8.2 Di↵usion near a Step vacancy

This process is highly endothermic due to breaking of three bonds. However, the recent Kinetic

Monte Carlo simulation (kMC) (73) implied that by thermal activation some step atoms have

a chance to jump out of the step-edge and create adatoms on the surface and vacancies in the

step-edge. Such a process is shown in figure 4.19 by jumping the step-edge atom onto terrace

(i.e. A to B). The corresponding binding energy and activation barriers are summarised in

table. 4.9. The binding energy at position A (-3.28 eV) is 0.12, 0.34 and 0.48 eV stronger than

at the kink site, step-edge and terrace respectively. The binding energy at position B obtained

as much as -2.75 eV, which is 0.05 eV smaller than the binding energy on the flat surface. This
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4.9 Adsorption and self-di↵usion near a dimer

di↵erence could be generated from interaction with the two kink atoms.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4.19: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom near a step-vacancy. The zero point of the

energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the adsorption energy and adatom geometry in the initial

state. a) considered pathway for di↵usion b) transition state for pathway A to B, c) final geometry

at the site B, d) transition state for pathway B to C and e) final geometry at position C.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����! B -3.28 -2.38 0.91 51.60 1.55⇥1012 7.98⇥10�4

B
bridge����! A -2.75 -2.38 0.37 28.93 8.70⇥1011 5.28⇥105

B
bridge����! C -2.75 -2.18 0.57 28.93 8.70⇥1011 2.30⇥102

C
bridge����! B -2.74 -2.18 0.56 53.77 1.61⇥1012 6.31⇥102

Table 4.9: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for step-edge atom di↵usion on Au(100). Energies

are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

4.9 Adsorption and self-di↵usion near a dimer

Among all di↵usion processes on the surface, the migration of single atoms on the surface is

the most fundamental process for thin film growth. It leads to nucleation of islands on the

substrates or step flow growth. Dimer formation is the initial and simplest step for island

nucleation. As a result, in this section we considered formation or breaking of dimer on the
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

Au(100) surface. Three pathways were considered for these processes, from initial state A to

B or C, by hopping mechanism, and to D site by exchange mechanism as shown in figure 4.20.

The binding energy at position A is -3.07eV, 0.27 and 0.08 eV stronger than on the terrace

and to a step-edge (figure 4.14(a)).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i)

Figure 4.20: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom on Au(100) near single Au atom. The zero

point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the adsorption energy and adatom geometry

in the initial state. a) three considered pathways for di↵usion, b) transition state for pathway A to

B, c) final geometry at site B, d) transition state for pathway B to E, e) final geometry at site E,

f) transition state for pathway A to C, g) final geometry at site C, h) transition state for pathway

A to D by exchange mechanism and i) final geometry at position D.

We obtained a barrier of 0.65 eV for sideway breaking the dimer bond in accordance with a

di↵usion barrier of adatom (via bridge mechanism) on the terrace. Whereas, for the lengthwise

a barrier of 0.87 eV was gained. As expected, a similar binding energy to the adatom on the
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4.10 Comparison with other data

terrace (2.80 eV) at position B (-2.78 eV) and C (-2.77 eV) was calculated. An interesting re-

sult was found, when an exchange mechanism was considered for dimer breaking. We obtained

a di↵usion barrier of 0.44 eV for pathway A to D, which is close to the value obtained for the

adatom di↵usion via exchange mechanism on the terrace. The binding energy at position D is

-2.78 eV. The di↵usion barrier for the attachment process (i.e. D to A) gained as much as 0.57

eV. Based on the summarised di↵usion barriers and rate constant in the table. 4.10, one can

conclude that when adatoms are located on the surface, they prefer to come together and form

dimer. These dimers will act as a nucleus for islands growth. The binding energies, di↵usion

barriers, frequencies and calculated rate constant are summarised in table. 4.10.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -3.07 -2.42 0.65 36.16 1.08⇥1012 1.30⇥101

A
bridge����!C -3.07 -2.20 0.87 40.50 1.21⇥1012 2.94⇥10�3

A
exch����!D -3.07 -2.50 0.57 53.84 1.61⇥1012 4.29⇥102

B
bridge����!A -2.78 -2.42 0.36 35.66 1.07⇥1012 9.58⇥105

C
bridge����!A -2.77 -2.20 0.57 31.87 9.6⇥1011 2.54⇥102

D
exch����!A -2.78 -2.34 0.44 62.03 1.86⇥1012 7.55⇥104

B
bridge����!E -2.78 -2.21 0.57 35.66 1.07⇥1012 2.84⇥102

Table 4.10: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for dimer di↵usion on Au(100). Energies are all in

eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

4.10 Comparison with other data

In this chapter we studied the self-di↵usion of Au adatom on unreconstructed defect and

defect-free Au(100) surface by means of DFT. For the flat surface, the adatom can di↵use on

the surface either by hopping or exchange mechanisms. Our calculation showed that the latter

mechanism is the most favourable mechanism for self-di↵usion of adatom.

Self-di↵usion on the flat surfaces is the simplest process. It has been investigated both by

numerical and experimental methods. However, there are a few self-di↵usion studies presently

of defects on the surface. Thus, we only compared the self-di↵usion results on the flat surface

with other data which are summarised in table.4.11. By looking at table. 4.11, one can notice
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4. AU SELF-DIFFUSION ON AU(100)

that the results for self-di↵usion of gold are not still in good agreement and theoretical results

di↵er by several tenths of an eV. Conversely, there is no convincing experimental result.

Mechanism Method Eact Ref

Hopping [110] DFT-GGA 0.64 Present work

Morse 0.60 (74)
aEAM AFW 0.64 (75)

bCEM 0.67 (76)
cEMT 0.49 (77)

EAM 0.43 (78)

Mu�n-tin 0.62 (79)

EAM 0.49 (80)

EAM TST 0.50 (80)

DFT-LDA 0.83 (24)

DFT-GGA 0.58 (24)

EAM 0.70 (81)
dRGL 0.53 (82)
eL-J 0.64 (83)

DFT-LDA 0.86 (59)

RGL 0.531 (84)

RGL 0.53 (82)

Exchange [100] DFT-GGA 0.42 Present work

EAM AFW 0.30 (85)

EAM VC 0.32 (85)

EAM 0.25 (78)

DFT-LDA 0.65 (24)

DFT-GGA 0.40 (24)

DFT-LDA 0.32 (59)

RGL 0.39 (84)

RGL 0.40 (82)

Table 4.11: Comparison of di↵usion barriers (eV) for adatom self-di↵usion on Au(100) flat surface.

a
Embedded atom method - Adams, Foiles, Wolfer

b
Corrected e↵ective medium

c
E↵ective medium theory

d
Rosato, Guillope, Legrand

e
Lennard Jones
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5
Au Self-di↵usion in the presence of Cl

5.1 Di↵usion in the presence of an impurity

Several studies have been conducted to uncover the e↵ect of impurities and co-adsorbate on

the self-di↵usion of adatoms. The early study by Cowanand and Tsong (2) showed that in

the presence of impurity Re on the W(110) surface, the W surface adatoms mostly spent their

time at a few sites. These sites are likely located near to interstitial rhenium atoms embedded

in the surface. They also considered the kinetic motion of atoms close to the Re atoms and

found a 0.04 eV higher di↵usion barrier on the impurity sites when compared to the clean parts

of the surface. In another study by Hernan et al. (86) by means of STM and Monte Carlo

simulation, it was concluded that in the presence of Fe atoms embedded into the reconstructed

Au(100)-(26⇥5), they acted as preferential sites for nucleation.

Another impurity, which can a↵ect the self-di↵usion of atoms on the surface, is adsorption

of gases or anions from gas or aqueous solution on the surfaces. In one of the early studies by

Casanova and Tsong (60) in 1980, the e↵ect of hydrogen on self-di↵usion of W atoms on W(321)

surfaces was investigated. Their studies suggest the inhibition e↵ect of H on self-di↵usion of

W atoms by increasing a di↵usion barrier by as much as 0.05 eV. Another inhibition e↵ect

of hydrogen based on Molecular dynamics (MD) and embedded atom method (EAM) has

been seen for the di↵usion of Ag atoms on Pt(111) (87). In this study, Blandin and Ballone
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

deposited Ag and hydrogen at random positions on the Pt(111) surface. They observed an

enhanced di↵usion barrier for the movement of Ag by 0.1 eV. This enhanced di↵usion barrier

was explained as a formation of AgH dimer with a lifetime of 0.4 psec. However, the study by

Stumpf (88) showed the promotion e↵ect of hydrogen on self-di↵usion of beryllium adatoms.

This promotion is originated from strong adsorption of hydrogen on top of the adatom which

weakened the binding energy of adatom to the substrate. By formation of this strong bond

between the adatom and hydrogen the di↵usion barrier is decreased by 0.05 eV to 0.02 eV. There

are several other studies that indicate the e↵ect of impurity on self-di↵usion (89, 90, 91, 92).

Gold is also included in the trends of these studies.

Evidences show that various chemical and physical processes can mobilize the gold sur-

faces. Such processes are followed by disolving of gold with organic or inorganic ligand and

subsequent transport of these dissolved complexes. Several ligands are proposed to be im-

portant in mobilising the gold in various environments such as AuH2OOH (93) suggested by

Vlassopoulos and wood, Au(HS)�2 or AuH2OHS (94) proposed by Renders and Seward and

Au(S2O3)
3�
2 (95) proposed by Plyusninet et al.. Besides these suggested compounds, it has

been proposed that at high Cl� concentration, the enhanced gold mobility could be due to

Au(I) or Au(III)-chloride compounds or their hydrolysis product mostly with one or two Cl�

ligand (e.g.) AuCl2OH.H2O, AuCl2(OH)�2 , AuCl(OH)�3 (96).

This observation motivated us to investigate the self-di↵usion on the Au(100) surface at the

di↵erent coverage of Cl. In this chapter we will show that at di↵erent coverages of Cl various

AuCli complexes are formed on the Au(100) surface that enhance the adatom mobility. At

high halogen coverage however, adsorption of halogens on metal surfaces yields halides in the

form of islands (97, 98), and that is outside of the scope of this investigation. We started from

low coverage where we only considered one Cl per unit cell. To fully understand the role of

adsorbed Cl on each system (defect and defect free), it is necessary to find out the preferred

adsorption site of Cl in the presence of adatom on Au(100) surface. As a result, each section

of this chapter starts with the Cl adsorption-site investigation. There are several studies that

considered the adsorption site of Cl on flat gold surfaces. However, little information is available

for adsorption site and the e↵ect of Cl on self-di↵usion of adatom on more complex surfaces

(i.e. defect surfaces). This chapter like previous chapters, starts with a simple surface (i.e.

defect free surface) and continues with various defect surfaces. For better comparison, in each

system once again we added the di↵usion data of a clean system (without Cl).
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5.2 Computational details

5.2 Computational details

Our convergence test for SUC implied that in the presence of Cl a 3⇥3 SUC in not big enough

to cancel the internal interaction between the adsorbed spices on the terrace. Therefore, we

had to use at least a 5⇥5 SUC. For defect surfaces due to an additional interaction between the

defects, we had to use 6⇥6 SUC. We used the same lattice constant for building our gold slab,

which was used in the previous chapter. Based on convergence tests for the thickness of a slab,

we used a 5 atomic layer thick asymmetric slab with fixed bottom 2 layers. For the exchange

mechanism we had to use 6 atomic layers for energetic convergence. The convergence test for

k-point in the presence of Cl showed the converged energy in the Brillouin zone sampling of

4⇥4 corresponding to 3⇥3 SUC. The same pseudo-potential used in the previous chapter was

utilised for treating the core electrons of Au and Cl. The valance electron of Cl (i.e. 3s and

3p) were treated explicitly with contracted Gaussian functional.

For the isolated Cl2 molecule, we obtained a bond length of 2.05Å and a binding energy of

-2.74 eV. These values are in agreement with other GGA results (99, 100) (i.e. bond length of

2.05 Å and binding energy of -2.85 eV). The experimental result of these two values are 1.99 Å

and -2.48 eV, respectively (101). For gold parameters please refer to chapter 2 computational

details. In our DFT calculation, we also accounted for the spin polarisation states. The results

illustrated that the AuCl complex is non-polarised. Consequently, we did not consider the spin

polarisation e↵ect in our calculations.

5.3 Nature of Cl bonding on Au(100) surface

As chloride has a high electronegativity, it is assumed that the interaction between Cl and

metals has an ionic nature. This feature has been proved by the theoretical studies of Doll et al.

(100) for the interaction of Cl with Ag(111) surface, Bagus et al.(102) for halogens interaction

with silver and Rubio et al. (103) for halogen interaction with mercury. Additionally, the

studies by Baker et al. (104) and Quattrucci et al. (105) showed a covalent interaction of Cl with

Au(111). Looking at the metal-Cl electronegativity di↵erence shows a small electronegativity

of 0.76 of Au-Cl and a larger di↵erence of 1.23 for Ag-Cl. This low di↵erence electronegativity

between the Au and Cl is due to the unusual high electronegativity of Au compared to all other

transition metals.

The change in work function is used to determine the charge on the adsorbates (106) both

experimentally and theoretically. A theoretically calculated work function (107) for the Cl

adsorption on Au(100), Cu(100) and Ag(100) predicted a negative charge on Cl and a positive
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

charge on Pt, Pd and Rh. In order to see the nature of a Cl bond on the Au(100) surface, we

used 5⇥5 SUC with one Cl per unit cell corresponding to a coverage of ⇥=1/25. Although the

isolated Cl atom is spin polarized due to the unpaired electron in 3p orbital, our calculation

showed that the Cl adsorption on Au(100) surface is not spin polarised. The binding energies

of Cl on the Au(100) surface are calculated using the following formula:

Eb = Etot � Eslab � 1

2
E

vac

Cl2
(5.1)

where Etot is the total energy of adsorbed Cl on Au(100) surface, Eslab the energy of a bare

slab and the last term the total energy of an isolated Cl2 molecule in a vacuum.

In the absence of any adsorbates on a metal surface, the metal surface has a dipole moment

as the metal electron density extends beyond the surface plane. A presence of a positively

charged adsorbate on the surface increases the surface dipole and work function, while a neg-

atively charged adsorbate decreases the surface dipole and work function.

Our calculated results for binding energy (Eb), dipole moment (µ) and work function

changes (��) for Cl adsorption at three sites on Au(100) are summarised in table. 5.1. Our

reference for (��) is a work-function of a bare gold slab (6⇥6) SUC. The corresponding charge

density di↵erences (�⇢̄(z)) on Au(100) surface are also shown in figure 5.1. Charge density

di↵erences were calculated by using eq. 2.45. We defined each (�⇢̄(z)) by �⇢(x, y, z) =

⇢total(r) � [⇢slab(r) + ⇢Cl(r)]. ⇢total(r), ⇢slab(r) are the charge density distributions of total

system (including Auslab and Cl), bare gold slab and the last term denotes for charge density

distribution of Cl.

Adsorption site Eb �� µ

Hollow -1.17 0.08 -0.92

Bridge -1.28 0.09 -1.12

Top -0.97 0.16 -2.20

Table 5.1: Binding energy (E
b

) eV, work function change (��) V and dipole moment (µ) D

induced by Cl on Au(100) (a 6⇥6 SUC corresponding to the coverage of ⇥= 1/36 is used as slab).

The most stable adsorption site was found at two-fold bridge site with a distance of 2.55

Å from each gold nearest neighbour. We also calculated a di↵usion barrier of 0.11 eV for Cl

on the Au(100) surface via the bridge mechanism. This small di↵usion barrier indicates a high

mobility of Cl on the Au(100) surface. The study by Gao et al. (108) showed that the three-

fold hollow site is the equilibrium adsorption site for Cl on the Au(111) surface. He obtained
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5.3 Nature of Cl bonding on Au(100) surface

a di↵usion barrier of 0.04 eV for Cl on Au(111) surface. This low di↵usion barrier for other

halogens such as I and Br on flat metal surfaces have been also reported (109, 110, 111).

By looking at the work function changes and dipole moments, we can conclude that the

interaction between Cl and Au(100) surface has an ionic nature. This ionic interaction is more

pronounced for Cl at top position. The similar study by Mitchell and Koper for Br/Au(100)

(112) also indicated the ionic interaction between Br and Au(100) with negative charge

on Br regardless of adsorption site. They concluded that the charge on bromide is inde-

pendent of bromide coverage on the surface and depends on the height of Br atom from

the substrate.

Figure 5.1: Geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and dipole moment µ (the top side of

the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for single Cl adsorbed at Hollow, top and bridge sites. The 2-D

contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the red dashed line. A positive value of �⇢̄(z) and µ

corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment respectively. The red

colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue. The

white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution of 
±0.0003 e/Å

3

. The black and green dashed lines represent the average position of layers in slab

and Cl respectively.
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

Although the studies by Baker and Quattrucci showed a covalent nature of Cl bond on

Au(111) with an accumulation of electron in the middle region of Cl and the substrate Au

atom, their results cannot be generalized to all surface index of Au. The same adsorbate can

be positively or negatively charged depending on crystal faces. In figure 5.1, the results imply

an ionic interaction between Cl and Au(100) surface regardless of adsorption position. Work

function changes are used to to determine the adsorbate charge; however, it must be regarded

with extreme caution. The adsorption of Cl2 molecule is dissociative on the Au(100) surface.

As a result, in whole present work the atomic Cl is considered from the beginning on the

surface.

5.4 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on flat (100) surfaces

5.4.1 Initial adsorption of Cl on Au/Au(100)

From the previous chapter, we know that the equilibrium adsorption site for a gold adatom is

four-fold hollow site. Now we have to determine the most stable adsorption site for Cl around

this hollow adsorbed gold adatom. The binding energy E of chlorine on Au/Au(100) surface

was determined by using a 5⇥5 SUC and following formula:

Eb = Etot � EAu+slab � 1

2
E

vac

Cl2
. (5.2)

Etot is the total energy of system including slab, adatom and Cl, EAu+slab the energy of

Au/Au(100) system and the last term is the energy of isolated Cl2 molecule in the gas phase.

The potential energy surface for Cl adsorption on Au/Au(100) versus adsorption coordinate

(fractional) is shown in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 shows that the most stable adsorption site for Cl is on top of the adatom. The

adsorption energy at this position is -1.32 eV. At the second most stable site, between the

adatom and its four-fold hollow neighbour atom, the di↵erence is only 30 meV. However, far

from the adatom, Cl experiences a clean surface and finds its most stable adsorption site at

bridge position of the Au(100) surface as mentioned in the previous section. In the presence of

the Au adatom in three-fold hollow site on Au(111) surface, the most stable adsorption site for

Cl was found at the side of the adatom. During all di↵usion processes except for the exchange

mechanism, Cl always remained on top of the adatom and moved together as a mobile AuCl

complex. Thus, before going to di↵usion processes of this complex on Au(100), it would be

worth summarising some information about this complex in an isolated environment.
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5.4 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on flat (100) surfaces

Figure 5.2: Potential energy surface for Cl

adsorption on the Au/Au(100) surface. X,

Y are fractional coordinatess and Z axis is

the adsorption energy (eV). (0,0) coordinate

corresponds to Cl on top of Au adatom sit-

uated in four-fold hollow site.

lhjsdjhsjkhjhjkhjsh

lhjsdjhsjkhjhjkhjsh

5.4.2 AuCl complex

This complex was first observed spectroscopically in 1928 by Ferguson(113) and later in 1999

reinvestigated by Brien et al.(114). Besides the experimental studies, several theoretical studies

were carried out for the ground state of this complex (63, 115, 116).

Evans and Gerry (117) reported 43 % ionic character for ground state of this complex by

rotational spectroscopy method. While for AgCl and CuCl complexes the iconicity of 0.66, 0.71

was obtained. The more covalent character of AuCl compared to AgCl and CuCl complexes

is attributed to the high electronegativity of Au compered to the other group 11 metals (Au

2.54, Ag 1.93 and Cu 1.90). The di↵erence charge distribution and density of state obtained for

AuCl is shown in figure 5.3. Our calculation also implies an ionic character for this complex.

The ground state electron configuration of AuCl is predicted to be Au+(5d10), Cl�(3p6).

Relativistic e↵ect leeds to a shorter bond length, smaller dissociation energy and higher vi-

brational frequency. For example, Häberlen and Rösch calculated a bond contraction of 0.19

Å, 70 cm�1 increase in vibrational frequency and very small changes in dissociation energy

when relativistic e↵ect was considered. Our calculated bond length for AuCl is 2.27 Å. Our

value is in very good agreement with the previous theoretical value 2.21 Å (MP2) (115), 2.248

Å (QCISDT) (115), 2.21 Å(LCGTO-LDF) (63) and experimental result 2.199 Å (114). The

corresponding binding energy of 2.90 eV (exp. 3.14 eV (117)) and dipole moment of 3.42 D

for AuCl was gained. Unfortunately, there is not an accurate experimental dipole moment for

AuCl complex.

In the recent theoretical study, Stoll (118) obtained a dipole moment of 3.15 D by means

of pure DFT-PBE. However, pure DFT underestimates the dipole moment as DFT does not

include highly non local long-range dispersive-type interactions (van der Waals). As a result,

Stoll derived a dipole moment of 3.94 D by combining methods of short range DFT-long range

ab initio calculation (SR DFT- LR CCSD(T)). The author believes that the accurate value
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

Figure 5.3: Normalized density of state, charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and dipole moment µ

(the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the isolated AuCl complex. The zero energy (eV)

for NDOS is defined as Fermi level. A) The total NDOS for Au and Cl in the AuCl complex, partial

NDOS of B) Cl and C) Au in AuCl complex, D) isolated Cl and E) isolated Au atom. A positive

value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment

respectively. The red colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region

is coloured blue. The white area denotes an area where the di↵erence charge distribution of 
±0.0003 e/Å

3

. The black and green dashed lines represent the position of Au and Cl respectively.

will be 3.90 D obtained by complete basis set limit (CBS)-CCSD(T) method. As is seen from

density of state in figure 5.3, Cl atom splits the degeneracy of Au d-orbital. For Cl, the NDOS

of Cl-(pz) and Cl-(dxz) overlap exactly with Cl-(py) and Cl-(pxy), respectively. Furthermore,

for Au, the Au-(pz), Au-(dxy) and Au-(dyz) overlap with Au-(py), Au-(dxz) and Au-(dz2).

Therefore, these orbitals are not shown in NDOS. The schematic molecular orbital for ground

state of AuCl complex is shown in figure 5.4 where the Au d-orbital splits into three di↵erent

energy levels. By take a look at our NDOS, one can see that the strong interactions between

Cl and Au is originated by p orbitals of Cl and d orbitals of Au in accordance with proposed

Molecular orbital. kdjdkdkjdkdkjddddkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdkksoksoksokso

ksoksoksoksoksoksoksoksoksoksoksoksoksokoksoksoksoksoksoksoksoksokso

ksdjkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdkjdkjd
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Figure 5.4: Molecular orbital for AuCl complex

5.5 AuCl self-di↵usion on the Au(100) surface

5.5.1 AuCl di↵usion on flat surfaces

Like di↵usion in the absence of Cl, we started with the di↵usion of AuCl complex on the defect

free Au(100) surface. In the next sections defects will be also introduced to the system. The

calculation of di↵usion barriers on the defect-free Au(100) were performed by using a 5⇥5 SUC,

5 layer slab with 2 fixed bottom layers in the bulk crystal structure (a0 = 4.146 Å). Other atoms

except the adatom in the di↵usion direction were relaxed. Again, due to the long-range strain

e↵ect in the exchange transition state, we used a 5⇥5 SUC with 6 layers. The three considered

pathways for the di↵usion of AuCl complex with corresponding transition states on the flat

surface are shown in figure 5.5.

As mentioned before, the most stable adsorption site for Cl in the presence of gold adatom

at four-fold hollow site is on the top of adatom. The binding energy of Cl at this position is

-1.32 eV. The binding energy of AuCl complex at four-fold hollow site was obtained as high

as -2.60 eV. This binding energy is 0.2 eV lower than the binding energy of the Au adatom

at four-fold hollow site. This lower binding energy of AuCl to the surface is due to the strong
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

bonding of the Cl 3p orbitals to the Au 5d orbitals. This strong interaction between the Cl

and adatom pulls the electron density toward Cl. Therefore, adsorbed Cl on top of the adatom

helps it to break the bonds more easily and di↵use faster on the surface.

Except for the exchange mechanism, during all di↵usion processes, Cl always follows the

adatom and stays on top of it. For the di↵usion via exchange mechanism, the final position of

Cl was found in the side position of the adatom instead of top site (see figure 5.11(a)) . This

adsorption site change, led to a less stable system by 0.03 eV compared to the initial state

(i.e Cl on top of the Au adatom). Perhaps, it can be assumed that this small value could be

neglected and Cl will be again adsorbed on top of the adatom. However, in the next section

we will show that by adsorption of Cl at the side position of the adatom, another Cl atom can

attach to this complex and form AuCl2 compound.

Starting with an AuCl complex at four-fold hollow site, the di↵usion barriers for hopping

and exchange processes were calculated. For a better comparison between the data in the

absence and presence of Cl, the relaxed system (two fixed bottom layers) with Au adatom or

AuCl complex at four-fold hollow was taken as reference and all the data was shifted to these

values. We found that Cl decreases the energy barriers for all three pathways compared to

the Cl-free surface (see figure 5.5). Even for the AuCl complex the exchange mechanism was

observed as the most favourable process.

Figure 5.5: Di↵usion energy profile of

a Au adatom and a AuCl complex on

Au(100). The zero point of the energy

(eV) and geometry (Å) is set at the ad-

sorption energy and adatom geometry at

initial state. The models show the top

views of the a) AuCl at initial state with

its three considered di↵usion pathways

and transition states of the (b) bridge, (c)

top and exchange mechanism. The white,

green, grey and black sphere correspond to

the adatom, Cl, substrate atoms and sec-

ond atoms layer respectively.

jhsjhjhsjhsuhsuhujs
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The calculated di↵usion barriers, binding energies, vibrational frequency, prefactors (k0)
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and rate constants for the di↵usion processes in the presence of Cl are summarised in table.

5.2. The e↵ect of Cl is more pronounced on the bridge and exchange mechanism. The di↵usion

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
top����!C -2.60 -1.50 1.10 31.38 9.40⇥1012 3.12⇥10�7

A
bridge����!B -2.60 -2.10 0.50 44.31 1.33⇥1012 5.29⇥103

A
exch����!C -2.60 -2.26 0.34 47.58 1.43⇥1012 2.77⇥106

Table 5.2: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for AuCl di↵usion on a flat Au(100) (see figure

5.5). Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

barrier for the top mechanism is decreased by 10 % in the presence of Cl. By comparing the

rate constant both in the presence and absence of Cl, the value that increased the most is seen

for the bridge mechanism. The mobility of AuCl is enhanced by a factor of 2.4⇥103 compared

to the clean system. While for the exchange mechanism the mobility is increased by a factor of

28. But, still the exchange mechanism has a higher rate for proceeding compared to the bridge

mechanism.

5.6 Structure and bond lengths of the AuCl complex at initial

and transition states on flat Au(100) surfaces

5.6.1 Initial adsorption site of the AuCl complex on a flat Au(100) surface

As mentioned in the previous section, the binding energy of Au to the substrate is lowered due

to the Cl adsorption on top of it. Consequently, the bond length between the Au adatom and

its nearest neighbour is increased to 2.81 Å, which is 0.04 Å longer compared to the absence

of Cl. The higher AuCl complex from the top layer of the surface causes a smaller distortion

of the AuCl complex’s nearest neighbour by 0.08 Å. This distortion is 47% of the distortion in

the absence of Cl and 2.7 % compared to the interatomic bulk distance.

We also applied the electron density distribution �⇢̄(z) (eq. 2.45) to isolate the influence

of Cl on Au/Au(100) as well as AuCl complex on Au(100) surface. For the former �⇢̄(z),

we subtracted the electron density of the total system (i.e. AuCl complex on Au(100)) from

separate isolated compound (i.e. Au/Au(100) surface and free Cl atom) figure 5.6 (A). For

the latter one, �⇢̄(z) of the total system was subtracted from the bare slab and isolated AuCl
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complex (figure 5.6(B)). In both cases, the atomic positions obtained in the optimised geometry

were kept fixed.

The first significant changes compared to the clean system (see figure 4.5) can be seen in

the electron rearrangement around Au adatom. This reorientation of electrons originates from

the interaction between z-directed d-orbital of Au adatom and Cl. For the initial state, there

is an accumulation of electrons (red colour) in the region between the AuCl complex and its

nearest neighbour. However, this accumulation is less than in the absence of Cl (see figure 4.5).

The interesting result came out when the isolated AuCl complex was considered as a reference

for di↵erence charge density distribution. A comparison of figure 5.3 and 5.6, shows that by

adsorption of the AuCl complex on Au(100) surface, the electrons of isolated AuCl complex

are mainly distributed in the area between Cl and Au (which is not seen for the isolated AuCl

complex) and AuCl - surface atom. Therefore, by adsorption of this complex on the surface, a

less ionic property is expected for AuCl.

The corresponding total inward direction dipole moment (i.e. from negative adsorbate to

the positive surface) for this system is -3.82 D. The key point here is the permanent dipole

moment of of AuCl complex (-3.42 D). Therefore, a dipole moment of -0.40 D is induced into

the surface at four-fold hollow site by AuCl complex. The electronegative AuCl complex also

increases the �� by 0.33 eV. The degree of mixing between AuCl complex and substrate is

shown in figure 5.6 by the normalized density of state.

Total NDOS of AuCl at four-fold hollow site (figure 5.6 for NDOS (A)) implies that adsorp-

tion of this complex at equilibrium site does not have a pronounced e↵ect on the interaction of

Cl and Au. Like isolated AuCl, two strong peaks at -5.55 and -18.65 eV appear which belong

to the interaction of p-orbital of Cl with d-orbital of Au and s-orbital of Cl with hybrid (p-d)

orbital of Au, respectively (See figure 5.6 for partial NDOS of Cl (B) and Au (C)). Furthermore,

the comparison between NDOS (E) in figure 5.6 and figure 4.5 for nearest neighbour illustrates

that the charge density of surface atoms does not a↵ected by adsorption of Cl on top of the

Au adatom.

5.6.2 Transition state of the AuCl complex for di↵usion via bridge mecha-

nism

For hopping via bridge mechanism, the transition state of AuCl complex is a two-fold site. The

bond length between the Au adatom and its nearest neighbour is the same as clean system

(i.e. without Cl that is 2.68 Å). By looking at the geometry of atoms, it is found that AuCl

complex is located higher from the surface than in the case of the Au adatom. This higher
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Figure 5.6: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the initial state of a AuCl

complex at the initial state on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the A)

red dashed line shown in figure 5.5(a) (isolated Cl as a reference), B) red dashed line shown in

figure 5.5(a) (isolated AuCl as a reference). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the Fermi

level. A) total NDOS of Cl, Au adatomn and nearest neighbour, total and partial NDOS of B)

Cl, C) Au adatom and D) surface atom in the presented geometry. A positive value of �⇢̄(z) and

µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment respectively. The red

colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue. The

white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution of 
±0.0003 e/Å

3

. The black, brown and green dashed lines represent the average position of layers in

slab, Au adatom and Cl respectively.

location led to a smaller distortion of two underlying surface atoms (0.16 Å) compared to the

clean system. Consequently, the bond length remains equal.

Di↵erence charge distribution �⇢̄(z) can explain this movement of AuCl complex toward

higher z coordinate (see figure 5.7). Like hollow position, the depletion of electrons in the z

direction can also be seen in the bridge transition state. This implies a strong interaction of
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Cl with Au in the z direction at this site. By comparing figure 4.6 and figure 5.7(A), a smaller

accumulation of electrons between the Au adatom and its nearest neighbour is immediately

realised.

Figure 5.7: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the bridge transition state of a

AuCl complex on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the A) red dashed line

shown in figure 5.5(b) (isolated Cl as a reference), B) red dashed line shown in figure 5.5(b) (isolated

AuCl as a reference). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the Fermi level. A) total NDOS

of Cl, Au adatomn and nearest neighbour, total and partial NDOS of B) Cl, C) Au adatom and

D) surface atom in the presented geometry. A positive value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the

electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment respectively. The red colour represents the

electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue. The white and grey area

denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The

black, brown and green dashed lines represent the average position of layers in slab, Au adatom

and Cl respectively.

The most pronounced di↵erence is seen for accumulation of electrons between the two

underlying surface atoms, which are 3.09 Å away from each other. This accumulation did not

appear in the absence of Cl (figure 4.6). This electron accumulation in the region between
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these two surface atoms is interpreted as a lesser interaction of these two surface atoms with

the AuCl complex. As a result, a faster movement of AuCl complex will be expected from this

two-fold bridge site. This interpretation is also supported by the lower binding energy (i.e.

0.06 eV) of AuCl complex relative to the Au adatom at this transition state. A charge density

di↵erence �⇢̄(z), in which AuCl complex is considered as a reference, is shown in figure 5.7(B).

This �⇢̄(z) illustrates the same electron distribution as observed for the AuCl at the four-

fold hollow site. Due to the lower coordination number of Au relative to Au adatom at the

four-fold hollow site, a bigger inward dipole moment (-4.35 D) was obtained at bridge transition

state. By subtracting the permanent dipole moment of the AuCl complex from this value, a

dipole moment of -0.93 D will be induced to the bridge adsorption site of the Au(100) surface.

As a result, a higher ��, 0.39 eV compared to the equilibrium adsorption site is gained.

For this transition state the same NDOS for Cl which is seen for the four-fold hollow site is

obtained. However, we found that Cl on top of the Au adatom at the bridge transition state

can e↵ect the electron density of surface atoms more strongly than at four-fold hollow site (See

NDOS (D) in figure 5.7 and figure 4.6). In addition, a sharp peak of two nearest neighbour

surface atom which is seen in figure 4.6 is disappeared in the presence of AuCl at the bridge

transition state.

5.6.3 Transition state of the AuCl complex for di↵usion via top mechanism

Due to the strong interaction between the Cl and Au adatom, Cl also follows the Au adatom

for this mechanism. Thus, a one-fold top site is the transition state for AuCl complex via

this mechanism. We obtained the same bond length for Au adatom and AuCl complex from

the underlying substrate atom (i.e. atom 4 in figure 5.8) at this site. In the case of the AuCl

complex, we saw a downward movement of underling gold surface atom into the bulk.

As mentioned before, the di↵usion barrier in the presence of Cl is decreased for all mecha-

nisms, but with di↵erent percentages. Among three pathways, the lowest changes seen are for

the top mechanism with 10%, while for the bridge and exchange are 21% and 19 % respectively.

Why should there be such a di↵erence?

This question is answered by plotting charge density di↵erenc �⇢̄(z) which is shown in

figure5.8. By looking at figure 4.7, we see a pronounced interaction of the Au adatom with its

underlying surface atom along the z direction. In the presence of Cl on top of the Au adatom,

this electronic orientation does not change,instead the amount of depletion and accumulation

of electrons change. In contrast, in the case of bridge and hollow states, the presence of Cl on

top of the Au adatom completely changes the interaction orientation of the Au adatom with its
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

Figure 5.8: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the top transition state of

AuCl complex on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the A) red dashed

line shown in figure 5.5(c) (isolated Cl as a reference), B) red dashed line shown in figure 5.5(c)

(isolated AuCl as a reference). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the Fermi level. A) total

NDOS of Cl, Au adatomn and nearest neighbour, total and partial NDOS of B) Cl, C) Au adatom

and D) surface atom in the presented geometry. A positive value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the

electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment respectively. The red colour represents the

electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue. The white and grey area

denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The

black, brown and green dashed lines represent the average position of layers in slab, Au adatom

and Cl respectively.

nearest neighbours. As a result, less changes are expected for top mechanism compared to the

two other mechanisms. Figure 5.8(B) illustrates �⇢̄(z) when AuCl complex is considered as a

reference. As expected, we calculated the biggest dipole moment of AuCl at top transition state

(-4.99 D). This value corresponds to the -1.58 D induced dipole moment from AuCl complex

at the top position of Au(100) surface.
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5.6 Structure and bond lengths of the AuCl complex at initial and transition
states on flat Au(100) surfaces

For further analysis of the interaction between the AuCl and surface atom, a NDOS was

also plotted at this transition state (figure 5.8). Like the two previous sections, a small changes

were found in partial NDOS of Cl. Comparison of figure 4.7 and figure 5.8 for NDOS of nearest

neighbour shows that at this transition state also the Cl a↵ects strongly the electron density

of surface atoms in which the sharp peak in figure 4.7 is disappeared in the presence of Cl.

5.6.4 Transition state of the AuCl complex for di↵usion via exchange mech-

anism

Exchange mechanism is the most favourable mechanism both in the presence and absence of

Cl. The presence of Cl results in a smaller di↵usion barrier by 19 %. The di↵usion process

starts with a Cl on top on an Au adatom. In the transition state, the Cl is at the bridge site

of the Au dimer formed above the surface. It ends with an adsorbed Cl at the side position

of the substituted surface for the Au adatom (see figure 5.11(a)). In the presence of Cl, the

bond length of Au dimer formed on the surface vacuum is increased to 2.83 Å, which is 0.16 Å

longer than bond length in the absence of Cl. This increased bond ends the movement of each

dimer atom toward the surface atoms and makes stronger bonds with them particularly with

the atom 5 in figure 4.8.

The biggest bond length changes in the presence of Cl at the exchange transition state is

observed between the Au adatom and atom 5 (see figure 4.8). This bond decreases from 2.92 Å

in the absence of Cl to 2.87 Å in the presence of Cl. The charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) (figure

5.9) also shows more accumulation of electrons in the region between the Au adatom and atom

5 compared to the absence of Cl figure 4.8. While the depletion of the electron was observed

in the region between the two dimer atoms. This electron depletion, which is happening in

favour of electron accumulation in the region of Cl and each dimer atom, shows the ability of

the electrons to reorient themselves toward the Cl. The degree of mixing between the AuCl

complex and substrate is shown in figure5.9 by means of NDOS. In contest to the tree previous

sections, where the NDOS of Cl is the same as in isolated AuCl, a broad peak for Cl between

-5 and -10 eV is observed (figure 5.9 NDOS (B)).

Reusing eq. 2.46, a total dipole moment of -1.83 D was obtained for the geometry at the

exchange transition state. By subtracting this value from the dipole moment of corresponding

geometry (figure 4.8) without Cl, an induced dipole moment of -1.53 D was gained. Due to the

presence of electronegative Cl which is located above the surface and dimer, an enhanced ��

(0.16 eV) was calculated. For better comparison, we summarised the ��, total and induced

dipole moment of Au and AuCl at di↵erent adsorption sites in figure 5.10.
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

Figure 5.9: Normalized density of state (NDOS), geometry, charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and

dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the exchange transition state of

a AuCl complex on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the red dashed line

shown in figure 5.5(d) (isolated Cl as a reference). The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as the

Fermi level. A) total NDOS of Cl, Au adatomn and nearest neighbour, total and partial NDOS of

B) Cl, C) Au adatom in the presented geometry. A positive value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to

the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment respectively. The red colour represents

the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue. The white and grey

area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

.

The black, brown and green dashed lines represent the average position of layers in slab, Au adatom

and Cl respectively.

Figure 5.10: Work function changes due

to the adsorption of Au and AuCl at di↵er-

ent adsorption sites (left) and correspond-

ing total (filled circles) and induced dipole

moment (filled triangles) (right). A nega-

tive of dipole moment represents an inward-

pointing that is from adsorbate to the posi-

tive surface.
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5.7 AuCl2 complex

The energy di↵erence between when the Cl changes its adsorption site from top to side

position of Au adatom is only 30 meV. We found a very small di↵usion barrier of 6 meV for

the jumping of Cl on top of the Au adatom. Two possibilities are considered for this final state:

• This energy di↵erence is so small and Cl can relocate to the top of the Au adatom

• The final state (adsorbed Cl at site position) will be assumed as an initial state for the

next di↵usion process

With the first assumption, we would have the same procedure as previously explained (i.e.

exchange mechanism).

For the second assumption, we considered two di↵erent pathways as shown in figure 5.11.

Since the exchange mechanism is favorable, only that was considered from the initial state to

position B or C. The DFT calculation indicated that di↵usion to position B has the lowest

di↵usion barrier. The di↵usion barrier has the same value as that calculated for the exchange

mechanism. The final geometry for this pathway is the same as initial state with the same

exchange transition geometry as shown in figure 5.9.

A di↵usion barrier of 0.69 eV was obtained for the di↵usion towards C. The transition and

final state of this pathway (see figure 5.11(c),(d)) explains this high observed value. In the

transition state, the Cl does not reduce the barrier, but it does increase the di↵usion barrier

by preventing the Au adatom from moving forward. Finally, both Au adatom and Cl will

separate from each other and adsorb as a single atoms on the surface (figure 5.11(d)). Further

inspection of the initial and final state of the pathway toward B reveals the mass fluctuation

between two adjacent adsorption sites. Since a gold surface in the presence of halogen is highly

mobile however, the assumption is not taken into consideration.

A third assumption was also considered. Adsorption of Cl at side position of Au adatom

can prepare an adsorption site for attaching a second Cl to this complex and form an AuCl2

complex. We found that this process happens when the Cl coverage on the surface is reached

by ⇥ ⇡ 0.2 ML. This assumption reveals interesting surface di↵usion findings that are further

discussed in the following sections.

5.7 AuCl2 complex

Several studies indicate a linear structure for the AuCl2 complex (119, 120). Dihalo complexes

of Au, AuX�
2 (X= Cl, Br and I) are predicted to be unstable due to their disproportionation in

aqueous solutions (121). The electronic structure of this complex is studied spectroscopically
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.11: Di↵usion energy profile of a AuCl complex for the two pathways shown in (a).

b) final state for di↵usion pathway toward B, c) transition state for pathway toward C, d) final

geometry for pathway C.

by Koutek et al. (122). The authors attribute the main binding contribution in this complex to

the two empty 6s and 6p orbitals. These two orbital hybridise to form two spz orbitals on Au.

These two hybridised orbitals are responsible for the bond formation in linear two coordinate

Au(I) compounds. Our calculation shows that this complex is spin polarised with an unpaired

single electron. The bond length between Au and each Cl is 2.26 Å. The corresponding charge

density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and NDOS are shown in figure 5.12. Our density of state agrees with

the proposed molecular orbital in that:

• In the presence of Cl, the d orbital of Au splits to 3 energy level where the Au-(d2z) has

the lowest energy, Au-(dx2�y2) and Au-(dxy) form one degenerate high energy level and

Au-(dxz) and Au-(dyz) form another degenerate energy level located between two former

orbitals.

5.8 Proposed formation mechanism for a AuCl2 complex on

flat Au(100) surfaces

The gas phase is the simplest environment due to the absence of electrode-electrolyte interface

and solvation e↵ects. In a gas phase, Cl exist just as a Cl2 molecule. Our DFT calculations

show that the adsorption of Cl2 on the Au(100) surface is exothermic dissociation by 2.38 eV.

The di↵usion barrier for Cl on the Au(100) surface is 0.11 eV via bridge mechanism, which
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5.8 Proposed formation mechanism for a AuCl2 complex on flat Au(100) surfaces

Figure 5.12: Normalized density of state and charge density di↵erence for an isolated AuCl
2

complex. The zero energy (eV) for NDOS is defined as Fermi level. A) total NDOS of Cl and

Au in AuCl
2

complex, total and partial NDOS of B) Cl atom and C) Au atom in AuCl
2

complex.

The positive and negative signs in charge distribution indicate the accumulation and depletion of

electron respectively. The white area denotes the region where �⇢̄(z) is  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

.

implies a fast mobility of Cl on the surface.

The activation energy for Cl to jump from the surface to the top of the Au adatom is a

negligible 6 meV. Hence, the possible formation mechanism of AuCl complex is the jumping of

Cl onto to top of the Au Adatom. In the liquid phase the AuCl complex is formed directly by

the adsorption of chloride from the solution on top of Au adatom. Our calculations show the

Cl2 dissociation can also be promoted by an Au adatom located in four-fold hollow site to form

AuCl2 complex. This dissociation is less exothermic (2.25 eV) compared to the dissociation of

chlorine on the surface. Based on the reaction theory, this dissociation will happen if and only

if, a Cl2 molecule collides with an Au adatom with a enough energy and specific orientation.

This proposed mechanism is therefore, highly unlikely.

In contrast to the gas phase, in an electrolyte solution Cl� exists and this proposed mech-

anism is not valid. As mentioned before, for the di↵usion of AuCl complex via exchange

mechanism, we end up with the geometry where the Cl adsorbs at the side position of the Au
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

adatom (see figure 5.11(a)). The barrier for the jumping of Cl onto the top of the Au adatom

is 6 meV. It is assumed that at the low surface coverage of Cl (⇥ <0.2 ML) and room tem-

perature, this jumping is likely. But at higher surface coverage of Cl, before it jumps again on

top of the Au adatom, another Cl can attach to the last complex and yield to the formation of

AuCl2 complex. Our DFT calculations showed that this process happens when the coverage of

Cl on the surface is reached by ⇥ ⇡ 0.2 ML. figure 5.13(d) illustrates the sequence adsorption

of Cls around the last exchange geometry shown in figure 5.11(a).

5.9 AuCl2 self-di↵usion on flat Au(100) surfaces

Summarized below is the recent experimental study carried out by Giesen (5) for step fluctu-

ation on Au(111) in 0.1 M H2SO4 for di↵erent concentration of HCl:

• In absence of any HCl in the solution, the step fluctuations are almost independent of

surface potential and are small.

• In the presence of 0.01 mM HCl, the step fluctuations increase for electrode potential

above +300 mVvs. SCE.

• By increasing the HCl up to 0.5 mM, the step fluctuations increase at lower electrode

potential (i.e 200 mV).

• Additionally, more HCl to the solution does not have a greater e↵ect on step fluctuation

and the data falls into the same result for an amount of 0.5 mM HCl.

The author concludes that for a concentration above 0.5 mM HCl, the steps are saturated

by specifically adsorbed Cl. Further added Cl into solution will occupy the sits on terrace; that

has no e↵ect on step fluctuation.

Based on the Gisen results, the increase of Cl concentration in the medium results in

enhanced mobility of the surface. This implies that by changing the concentration of Cl other

species other than the AuCl complex must be formed on the surface that has a faster mobility.

Perhaps this species is AuCl2, but because of the short lifetime of this complex and its high

mobility, it is very di�cult to detect it. Several experimental results prove the presence of this

species at room temperature when Au electrode brings into contact with HCl solution (123).

These studies also measure very high Gibbs energy formation (-151 kJ/mol) for AuCl�2 which

implies its high formation probability.
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5.9 AuCl2 self-di↵usion on flat Au(100) surfaces

We used 6⇥6 SUC to ensure that the internal interaction between periodic repeated AuCl2

complexes is small. The slab is modelled by 6 atomic layers for both hopping and exchange

mechanisms. While our calculation showed a stable singlet state for AuCl for both isolated

and adsorbed on the Au(100) surface, a triplet and singlet state was found to be more stable

for isolated and adsorbed AuCl2 complex on the Au(100) surface, respectively. A triple state

within a distance of 2.28 Å between each Cl and Au, match with the form of isolated AuCl�2

complex. A recent study by Mishra et.al. (124) showed that removing one electron from

AuCl�2 , yields a smaller bond distance in AuCl�2 of 2.18 Å. By placing AuCl�2 on the Au(100)

surface regardless of adsorption site, we found that a singlet state is more stable than triplet

state, and that the bond between each Cl and Au was also increased to 2.35 Å. These results

illustrate that at potential of zero charge (current consideration), AuCl�2 would not oxidize to

AuCl2 neutral, instead it pulls the surface electrons toward its self. The positive and negative

changes in the work function and total dipole moment, support this assumption. Consequently,

spin polarization were not considered in the calculations. All parameters for slab, Au and Cl

obtained in the previous calculations, are reused here as well.

Three di↵usion pathways, hopping via bridge, top and exchange mechanism, were consid-

ered for this complex on Au(100) surface. The last obtained geometry from exchange mecha-

nism (i.e Au adatom is located in hollow site with Cl at side position of it) (see figure5.11) (a)

was taken as an initial state with a second Cl added to another side of the Au adatom. Like the

previous di↵usion processes, the step-wise movement along the reaction path was used to find

the transition state rather than using NEB. During the bridge di↵usion process we noticed that

AuCl2 complex goes to lower minimum energy at the bridge compared to the hollow site. This

interesting result implies that by formation of AuCl2 on the Au(100) surface the equilibrium

adsorption site is changed from four-fold hollow to two-fold bridge site. As a result, AuCl2

at the bridge site (see figure 5.13(a)) was considered as the initial state and its energy as a

reference for plotting the di↵usion surface potential. Di↵usion surface profile for AuCl2 via

bridge and top pathways with corresponding transition states are illustrated in figure 5.13.

The step-wise movement for the exchange decomposes the AuCl2 in the transition state

into a single Cl atom and a dimer with one Cl in its bridge site. As a result, we did not

include this mechanism in the di↵usion diagram. For a better comparison, the results for

two previous systems (i.e Au adatom and AuCl complex) are also added in figure 5.13. The

diagram reveals that top mechanism with a very small di↵usion barrier of 0.15 eV is favorable

for the AuCl2 complex. In contrast, the bridge di↵usion pathway has a slightly larger barrier

of 0.18 eV. By such a small di↵erence between di↵usion barriers of bridge and top mechanisms,
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.13: Di↵usion surface potential for three systems (i.e. Au, AuCl, AuCl
2

). a) equilibrium

adsorption site for a AuCl
2

complex, b) transition state for bridge pathway, c) transition state

for top pathway and d) sequence absorption of Cl around geometry (e) leading to formation of

AuCl
2

(⇥ ⇡ 0.2 ML).

both mechanisms have the same probability. The calculated di↵usion barriers and binding

energies for di↵usion processes of Au, AuCl and AuCl2 are summarized in table. 5.3. Based

on both Giesen and our results, it is concluded that by increasing the Cl concentration in

medium, this species is responsible for enhanced mobility of the Au surface. This assumption

is however, still open, and further developments are needed to answer this question. In the last

section we showed that at ⇥ ⇡ 0.2 ML, AuCl2 complex is formed on the surface. Experimental

studies however, proposed a ⇥ ⇡ 0.5 ML as the maximum coverage of Cl on Au(100) surface.

Therefore, we investigated the e↵ect of high Cl coverage (0.5 ML) on the di↵usion barrier of

the AuCl2 complex.

Based on the gained results in the previous sections, the di↵usion of AuCl2 complex starts

at the bridge site (figure5.14(a)). For both the top and bridge pathways, a new formation mech-

anism for the AuCl () AuCl�2 is found. The schematic of this iteration mechanism is shown

in figure5.14(a-d). The engaged Cl’s are shown in di↵erent colours for ease of understanding.

With the di↵using of the AuCl2 toward the surface adsorbed Cl (orange Cl in figure5.14(b)),

the blue Cl in the AuCl2 complex begins to relocate onto the top position of the Au adatom

(figure5.14(c)) due to the high electrostatic interactions. Meanwhile the bond between the red

Cl and the Au adatom increases. This step is the transition state of the AuCl�2 () AuCl

reaction. By further movement of this intermediate structure toward the orange Cl, the blue

Cl completely moves to the top of the Au adatom and the red Cl will detach from the Au
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5.10 Structure and bond lengths of the AuCl2 complex at the initial and
transition states on flat Au(100) surfaces

Compound Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

Au bridge -2.80 -2.16 0.64 51.68 1.55⇥1012 2.75⇥101

top -2.80 -1.57 1.23 51.03 1.53⇥1012 3.32⇥10�9

exch -2.80 -2.38 0.42 60.15 1.80⇥1012 1.59⇥105

AuCl bridge -2.60 -2.10 0.50 44.31 1.33⇥1012 5.29⇥103

top -2.60 -1.50 1.10 31.38 9.40⇥1011 3.12⇥10�7

exch -2.60 -2.26 0.34 47.58 1.43⇥1012 2.77⇥106

AuCl2 bridge -2.36 -2.18 0.18 31.47 9.40⇥1011 8.93⇥108

top -2.36 -2.20 0.15 26.63 8.00⇥1011 2.41⇥109

Table 5.3: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au, AuCl and AuCl
2

di↵usion on Au(100).

Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

adatom. An AuCl complex is formed at the four-fold hollow site (figure5.14(d)).

Our DFT results imply that the AuCl2 complex (figure5.14(a)) is more stable than AuCl

complex (figure5.14(d)) by 0.29 eV and the activation energy for the AuCl () AuCl2 reaction

is 0.67 eV. By further movement of the AuCl complex toward the orange Cl, the top blue Cl

begins to move to the side position of the Au adatom. The reorientation of the blue Cl from

the top to the side position of the Au adatom, lets the Au 5d orbital start to form bond with

the orange Cl and another a linear AuCl2 complex forms at the bridge site. Based on this

result, an iterative exchange process between AuCl and AuCl2 is proposed at high coverage of

Cl on the surface.

5.10 Structure and bond lengths of the AuCl2 complex at the

initial and transition states on flat Au(100) surfaces

5.10.1 Initial adsorption site of the AuCl2 complex on flat Au(100) surfaces

In contrast to Au adatom and AuCl, the equilibrium site for AuCl2 is two-fold bridge site.

At this adsorption site, the AuCl2 complex has a binding energy of -2.36 eV, which is 0.2

and 0.26 eV higher than the binding energy for the Au adatom and AuCl complex at this

position. However, the equilibrium site of AuCl2 complex, compared to the equilibrium site of
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.14: Reaction energy profile of AuCl�
2

() AuCl at ⇥ = 0.5 ML of Cl. The zero point

(A) in energy and geometry is set for the initial structure shown in (A), B) geometry of the first

minimum (B) in reaction energy profile, C) geometry of global maxima (C) in reaction profile

energy and D) corresponding geometry of E. For better understanding the process of AuCl�
2

()
AuCl, the engaged chlorines are shown in di↵erent color.

Au and AuCl, has lower binding energy. The bond length of Au in AuCl2 complex with its

two nearest neighbors in surface at this position is 2.84 Å, 6% longer than for Au adatom and

the AuCl complex for similar sites. The angle between the two Cls is 173.60� which indicates

a 6.4� deviation from the isolated linear AuCl2 complex. The distance between the attached

Cl’s and the Au adatom increases to 2.36 Å which is 0.16 Å longer than the bond length of

isolated AuCl2. This longer bond is explained by the increased coordination number of Au in

the AuCl2 complex at the bridge site. This higher coordination number leads to a contribution

of Au electrons with additional atoms and consequently, fewer electrons for sharing with each

Cl.

Although the bond length between an Au adatom and its nearest neighbor is increased, the

two underlying Au substrate atoms are distorted by 0.13 Å relative to the bulk interatomic

distance. This distortion for a clean system (i.e. Au adatom) and AuCl complex is 0.17 and

0.08 Å respectively. The bond length between an Au adatom and its nearest neighbor in both

systems is 2.68 Å. This phenomenon is easily explained by repulsive interactions between the

two Cls and two Au’s nearest neighbors. For this system, two alternative di↵erence charge
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5.10 Structure and bond lengths of the AuCl2 complex at the initial and
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distributions are plotted in figure 5.15.

In figure 5.15(A and B) the total charge of the system (adsorbed AuCl2 at bridge site on

Au(100) surface) is subtracted from the charge of Au/Au(100) (adsorbed Au adatom at bridge

site of Au(100) slab) and each isolated Cl.

Figure 5.15: Geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and dipole moment µ (the top side of

the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for a AuCl
2

complex at bridge state on Au(100). The 2-D contour

plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the A) red dashed line shown in figure 5.13(a) (two isolated Cls

as a reference), B) blue dashed line shown in figure 5.13(a) (two isolated Cls as a reference) and

C) blue dashed line shown in figure 5.13(a) (an isolated AuCl
2

complex as a reference). A positive

value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation and the outward dipole moment

respectively. The red colour represents the electron-excess region, while the electron-deficit region

is coloured blue. The white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab area with the di↵erence

charge distribution of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The black, brown and green dashed lines represent the

average position of layers in slab, Au adatom and Cl respectively.

In figure 5.15(C), the total system’s charge is subtracted from the charge of the bare Au(100)

slab and AuCl2 complex. Figure 5.15(B) shows how by attaching two Cl to the adsorbed Au

at bridge position, the electron density will be reduced in the area of Au adatom and surface

atoms. By taking an isolated AuCl2 complex as our reference, the di↵erence charge distribution

shows an accumulation of electrons between the complex and surface atoms (mostly through

an Au adatom) (see figure 5.15(C)). The AuCl2 complex by it self has no dipole moment, but

by adsorption on Au(100) surface, this complex induces an inward-dipole moment (µ) of -1.41

D to the surface with a positive �� of 0.08 eV. This smaller µ and �� when compared to

the AuCl complex for the same adsorption site (bridge) is attributed to the presence of extra
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

electrons on the AuCl2 complex (Recall that the DFT shows that isolated AuCl2 is most stable

in a triplet state than in a singlet state).

5.10.2 Transition state of the AuCl2 complex via bridge mechanism

From the equilibrium site (i.e bridge site) towards the adjacent bridge site, we reached the

four-fold hollow site as a transition state. This transition state is located in the middle of the

pathway (i.e. hollow site). In this position, the two attached Cl’s and Au adatoms reorient

themselves upward to minimize their repulsion to substrate atoms. The Au adatom moves

toward the hollow site. The tendency of an Au adatom to form bonds with its four nearest

neighbors is what moves this complex towards the surface. Therefore, chlorines can only get

so close to the surface before the repulsion force dominates the attraction force. Thus, an Au

adatom has to make a longer bond with its four nearest neighbors (2.89 Å) compared to the

single Au adatom (2.69 Å) at equal position.

Even with this longer bond between the Au adatom and its nearest neighbor, the AuCl2

complex is not linear. The optimized structure of AuCl2 at four-fold hollow site shows a de-

viation of 19.53� for a linear AuCl2 complex. The angle between two Cls is 160.47�. This

deviation also causes a bigger induced inward dipole moment to the surface by -2.24 D and a

bigger �� of 0.13 eV in comparison to the bridge site. The cross section for deference charge

distribution is shown in figure 5.16 where we subtracted the total charge of the system from

Au/Au(100) and each isolated chlorine.

Figure 5.16: Geometry, Charge density di↵erence

�⇢̄(z) and dipole moment µ (the top side of the plot),

defined by eq. 2.46, for a AuCl
2

complex at four-fold hol-

low transition state on Au(100). The 2-D contour plot

represents the �⇢̄(z) across the red dashed line shown

in figure 5.13(b) (two isolated Cls as a reference). A

positive value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the elec-

tron accumulation and the outward dipole moment re-

spectively. The red colour represents the electron-excess

region, while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue.

The white and grey area denotes the vacuum and slab

area with the di↵erence charge distribution of  ±0.0003

e/Å
3

. The black, brown and green dashed lines repre-

sent the average position of layers in slab, Au adatom

and Cl respectively.
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5.10 Structure and bond lengths of the AuCl2 complex at the initial and
transition states on flat Au(100) surfaces

5.10.3 Transition state of the AuCl2 complex via top mechanism

While top mechanism is the most unfavorable di↵usion pathway for Au and AuCl on the

Au(100) surface, this pathway is the most favorable di↵usion pathway for the AuCl2 complex.

The binding energy for this complex at top position is -2.20 eV which is 0.63 and 0.7 eV bigger

than the corresponding adsorption site for Au adatom and AuCl complex.

The transition state for the top mechanism shows that at the equilibrium state of AuCl2

the bond length is 2.34 Å for Cl-Au and the angle is 178.10� between the two chlorines. At

this transition state, 6 atoms are involved, 3 surface atoms and the AuCl2 complex. The bond

length of Au to the underlying substrate atom is 2.76 Å, which is 0.16 Å longer that for the

case of the clean system (i.e Au adatom). The longer bond, due to the presence of the two

chlorines, implies a smaller interaction of Au with the substrate atom. This leads to a faster

crossing of the complex from this adsorption site.

The cross section for deference charge distribution is shown in figure 5.17. For (A), we

subtracted the total charge of system from both Au/Au(100) and each isolated chlorine. For

deference charge distribution in figure 5.17(B), the total charge of the system is subtracted from

the bare Au(100) slab and an isolated AuCl2 complex. The cross section along the plane of the

two chlorines (figure 5.17(A)) indicates that each chlorine also has a strong interaction with the

gold atom substrates. The electrons accumulate in the region between the Cls and gold surface

atoms. Based on the charge density di↵erence shown in figure 5.17(B), one can conclude when

AuCl2 adsorbes on Au(100) surface, electrons density will flow in the area between Au atom

(AuCl2) and the underlying Au surface atom. The electron accumulation in this area is less

than that of the case of the AuCl complex at the top transition state (see figure 5.8(B)). An

induced inward-dipole moment of -1.9 D with corresponding �� of 0.11 eV is gained by using

eq. 2.46.

5.10.4 Transition state of the AuCl2 complex via exchange mechanism

By formation of the AuCl2 complex on the Au(100) surface, we saw changes between the

equilibrium sites from hollow to bridge site. The step-wise movement method was used to find

the transition state for the exchange mechanism. The calculation showed this mechanism led

to a decomposition of the AuCl2 complex to the single detached Cl and Au dimer with the Cl

located at its bridge site in the transition state (see figure 5.18(a)). The analysis for the step

before transition state indicates a large repulsion force between the two chlorines, Since the

chlorine atoms get closer to each other, due to this force one must leave the complex. Finally,
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

Figure 5.17: Geometry, Charge density di↵erence �⇢̄(z) and dipole moment µ (the top side of

the plot), defined by eq. 2.46, for the AuCl
2

complex at top transition state on Au(100) surface.

The 2-D contour plot represents the �⇢̄(z) across the A) red dashed line shown in figure 5.13(c)

(two isolated Cls as a reference), B) red dashed line shown in figure 5.13(c) (an isolated AuCl
2

complex as a reference). A positive value of �⇢̄(z) and µ corresponds to the electron accumulation

and the outward dipole moment respectively. The red colour represents the electron-excess region,

while the electron-deficit region is coloured blue. The white and grey area denotes the vacuum and

slab area with the di↵erence charge distribution of  ±0.0003 e/Å
3

. The black, brown and green

dashed lines represent the average position of layers in slab, Au adatom and Cl respectively.

this mechanism ends up with the isolated AuCl complex and Cl atom on the surface as shown

in figure 5.18(b). As this pathway results in decomposition of AuCl2, no more information was

considered for it. In figure 5.19 we summarized the work-function changes, total and induced

dipole moments µ for Au, AuCl and AuCl2 at di↵erent adsorption sites.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: a) transition state for a AuCl
2

com-

plex via exchange mechanism, which led to decom-

position of complex, b) final geometry of exchange

mechanism.
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5.11 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on stepped-edge surfaces

Figure 5.19: Work function changes

due to the adsorption of Au, AuCl

and AuCl
2

at di↵erent adsorption

sites (left) and corresponding total

(filled circles) and induced dipole mo-

ment (filled triangles) (right). A neg-

ative value of dipole moment stands

for an inward-pointing that is from

adsorbate to the positive surface.
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5.11 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on stepped-edge surfaces

5.12 Initial adsorption of a Cl atom on stepped-edge surfaces

Although several studies predicted the enhancement e↵ect of halogens on self-di↵usion on

flat metal surfaces, little information is available on their e↵ect on self-di↵usion of non flat

metal surfaces. Conversely, it has been observed that halides absorb considerably more at step

and defect sites than on the flat terrace. As a result, in the next four sections, we consider

four important defects on Au(100) surface. As in the previous chapter our calculations show

the most stable steps on Au(100) surface are (111)-step edges, The following section discuss

di↵usion along these steps.

The adsorption and di↵usion barriers calculation for Cl/Au-Au(100) at (111)-step edge were

carried out by 6 atomic layers (6⇥6) SUC (the top most layer is a step). The distance between

the adatom and the periodic image of the step is 4d0(d0 is the nearest neighbor distance). Since

we know that for a clean surface the interaction between the chlorine atoms at the distance of

5 neighbors will be negligible, we can reasonably select this SUC. Furthermore, for step-step

interactions, we need a distance of the 4-lattice constant between two periodic steps.

The same k-points (i.e. 12 ⇥ 12 for (1⇥1) SUC) corresponding to the flat surface was used.

All parameters such as pseudopotential, k-grid and grid mesh were reused from the previous

convergence test. Based on our previous calculations, the equilibrium adsorption site for the

adatom in the presence of step on the surface is four-fold hollow site next to the (111) step with
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

a coordination numbers of 5. The next step was determining of the most stable adsorption site

for Cl in the presence of the attached Au adatom to the step-edge surface.

We considered only one chlorine per unit cell which corresponds to the coverage of ⇥ =

1/36. Binding energy (Eb) of chlorine was determined by the same formula as eq. 5.2, but

the term Eslab was defined as an attached Au to the (111)-step-edge surface (figure 5.20). The

potential energy surface for Cl adsorption on this system is shown in figure 5.20. The most

stable adsorption site was found to be at bridge position formed between di↵usive Au adatom

and (111) step-edge.

Figure 5.20: Potential energy sur-

face for Cl adsorption on a step-edge

Au/Au(100) surface. X and Y are frac-

tional coordinates and Z is the adsorp-

tion energy (eV).
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5.12.1 Di↵usion at Step-Edges

Three di↵usion pathways were considered for this system: di↵usion along, away from the step,

and exchange with the terrace atom. For all pathways, the step-wise movement was used to

find the transition state. In the presence of Cl at the equilibrium bridge site (see figure 5.21(a)),

the bond length between the Au adatom and step is increased to 3.18 Å, which is 0.31 Å longer

than without of Cl. The binding energy of the AuCl complex at the initial (-2.80 eV) is taken

as a reference and all calculated values are shifted to this one.

The DFT PBE barrier for di↵usion along the (111)-step on the Au (100) surface is 0.43

eV while for the detachment pathway it is 0.80 eV. The di↵usion diagram and corresponding

initial, transition and final states are illustrated in figure 5.21. Additionally, we added the data

for a clean system for better comparison.

The most pronounced di↵erence, between the di↵usion energy profile of Au in the absence

and presence of Cl, is the di↵usion curve shape along the step. In the presence of Cl, the

double-well curve which was observed for the Au atom, does not appear. The absence of this

double-well curve implies the distance between the Au adatom and step-edge atoms is increased

and they cannot form two bonds as they did it in the absence of chlorine. Further analysis

shows a distance of 3.19 Å for an Au adatom from the step-edge, which is 0.32 Å longer than
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5.12 Initial adsorption of a Cl atom on stepped-edge surfaces

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h)

Figure 5.21: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom on Au(100) in the vicinity of a step-edge on

Au(100) both in the absence and presence of Cl. The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry

(Å) is set at the adsorption energy and adatom geometry in the initial state. a) the equilibrium

adsorption site and three pathways, b) transition state for detachment process (i.e. A to B), c)

final geometry of detachment at position B, d) transition state for di↵usion along the step (i.e. A

to C), e) final geometry of di↵usion along the step at position C, f) transition state (highest point

in discontinous blue curve) for exchange mechanism (i.e. A to D), g) geometry of sudden jump in

exchange di↵usion profile for A to D and h) transition state for reverse exchange mechanism (i.e.

D to A) (Note that the AuCl complex considered as a initial di↵usive spice at position D).

in case of a clean system. Hence, this distance is too long for an Au adatom to form bonds

with the step-edge atoms and that shows in the double-well curve.

By further step-wise movement of the Au adatom along the step to the adjacent four-fold

site, we recognised two possibilities for chlorine movement. First, chlorine relocates itself in the

same position like the initial state (i.e. between the di↵usive Au adatom and step atom). The

second possibility would be the attachment of chlorine at the bridge site of step atoms (figure
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

5.21(e)). While the system experiences an increased di↵usion barrier along the step, we saw a

very tiny energy change (0.03 eV) for detachment process in the presence of chlorine.

The enhanced di↵usion barrier along the step compared to the absence of chlorine and small

energy change for the detachment process points to a very important conclusion:

• In the presence of Cl, we have more step fluctuation than arrangement of gold adatoms

along the steps

The calculated di↵usion barriers, binding energies, vibrational frequency, prefactors (k0) and

rate constants for the di↵usion processes in the presence of Cl for step-edge surface are sum-

marized in table. 5.4.

The AuCl complex di↵uses away from the step and and up to the detachment onto the terrace.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -2.80 -2.00 0.80 43.81 1.31⇥1012 4.78⇥10�2

A
bridge����!C -2.80 -2.37 0.43 43.86 1.31⇥1012 7.86⇥104

A
exch����!D -2.80 -1.85 0.95 58.61 1.76⇥1012 1.93⇥10�4

B
bridge����!A -2.58 -2.00 0.58 47.58 1.43⇥1012 2.57⇥102

⇤D
exch����!A -2.58 -2.11 0.47 58.57 1.76⇥1012 2.23⇥104

Table 5.4: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in the vicinity of a

step-edge and presence of Cl. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

⇤
AuCl as an initial di↵usive species

The binding energy of AuCl at position B (figure 5.20(c)) is -2.58 eV. This binding energy is

0.02 eV less than AuCl complex on the clean Au(100) surface. This small variation is generated

by the presence of the step next to this complex.

The last considered mechanism for this defect is the exchange mechanism with the terrace

atom. In the absence of Cl, the detachment of the Au adatom onto the terrace was governed

more by the exchange than the bridge mechanism (via A to B). We found an inhibiting e↵ect of

Cl for this mechanism, where a discontinuous curve is observed (blue curve in figure 5.21). The

highest point in the di↵usion blue curve is related to the location of Cl at the bridge position

between a formed dimer on the surface and step-edge atoms (figure 5.21) (f)). By further

penetration of the di↵usive adatom into the surface layer, the Cl detaches from the dimer

and relocates its position to the step-edge position (figure 5.21(g)). While Cl is adsorbed at
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5.13 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on kink surfaces

the step-edge, still its e↵ect can be seen by comparing a di↵usion curve with and without Cl

systems for the points after detachment of Cl from the dimer. In the presence of Cl at the

step-edge, the di↵usion curve lies under the di↵usion curves for a system without Cl.

Although the exchange mechanism is the most favourable pathway for detachment of Au

onto the terrace, this pathway can not be suitable in the presence of Cl. Our DFT results

indicate that the attachment of Au or AuCl complex from the terrace to the step-edge takes

place by the exchange mechanism (i.e. D to A) rather than bridge mechanism (i.e. B to A).

5.13 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on kink surfaces

5.14 Adsorption of Cl on kink surfaces

In the previous section, we showed a crucial role of steps in mass fluctuation. Steps on the

single crystals are mostly of monoatomic height with the lowest energy configuration for steps

found to be straight along a closed packed surface direction. By thermal excitation however,

the steps deviate from the straight configuration and the kinks sites form on the surface.

Spontaneous formation of kinks on the surface due to the thermal excitation and their fluc-

tuation position cause the equilibrium fluctuation of steps. Therefore kinks play an important

role for mass transport both along, and between steps. The adsorption and di↵usion barrier

of the adatom at the kink site were obtained using a 6⇥6 SUC with 6 atomic layers where the

topmost layer is kink defect. All parameters for Au and Cl are the same as the parameters ap-

plied in previous sections. Also for this system, only one chlorine per unit cell was considered,

which corresponds to the coverage of ⇥ = 1/36. The same equation (eq. 5.2) was applied to

determine the binding energy (Eb) of chlorine, but the term Eslab is defined as an attached Au

to the kink site (see figure 5.22).

The potential energy surface for Cl adsorption on this system is displayed in figure 5.22.

The most stable adsorption site for Cl at the kink site, was found at the bridge position formed

between the Au adatom and kink atoms (see figure 5.23(a)).

5.14.1 Di↵usion at kink sites

After determination of the equilibrium adsorption site for Cl at the kink site, the step-wise

movement along the step and away of the kink was used to find the transition state and

di↵usion barriers. The adsorption energy of AuCl complex at the kink site is -3.04 eV, which is
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

Figure 5.22: Potential energy surface

for Cl adsorption at a kink site on

Au(100). X, Y are fractional coordi-

nates and Z axis is the adsorption en-

ergy (eV).
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0.24 and 0.44 eV bigger than the binding energy at step and on the terrace, respectively. In this

system, due to the presence of Cl at the bridge site (figure 5.23(a)), the Au adatom’s distance

to the kink atom increases to 3.12 Å. This means that the bond between the Au adatom and

kink atom is substituted by the interaction of Cl with kink atom. This substitution results in

a easier detachment of the Au adatom from the kink site onto terrace. All calculated points

are shifted to the reference value which is the adsorption energy of AuCl at the kink site. The

di↵usion barriers both in the presence and absence of Cl with initial, transition and final states

are shown in figure 5.23.

The same results that were observed for the step-edge system, were repeated here as well

(i.e. increased di↵usion barrier in the detachment process along the kink). However, for the

detachment of the Au adatom onto the terrace in the presence of Cl, di↵usion barrier is reduced

to 0.56 eV, which is 0.25 eV lower than in the absence of Cl. Whereas, for the pathway along

the kink, the di↵usion barrier increases from by 0.15 eV to 0.73 eV compared to that without

chlorine.

As it is shown in figure 5.23(c), after the first jump to the adjacent four-fold hollow site,

Cl is located between the detached Au adatom and kink site. Our DFT calculation showed

that after the first jump of the Au adatom onto the terrace (i.e. Position B), chlorine prefers

to stay at the kink site. As a result, the Au adatom continues the di↵usion pathway toward

adsorption site D as a single Au adatom rather than an AuCl complex. The schematic of this

migration is shown in the snapshots in figure 5.23(a-e). In contrast, di↵usion along the kink

will take the chlorine with itself and end up similar to studied before (i.e. step-edge (see figure

5.21(a)). Thus, the di↵usion barrier for continued process in this system will be the same as

step-edge system with a binding energy of -2.76 eV at position C.

The pronounce results are seen in the di↵usion profile at the kink site is, after the first

jump onto the terrace where di↵usive Au needs a huge energy (1.03 eV) to completely detache

from the kink site. Instead of detachment, the reverse process (i.e. attachment to the kink site)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

(o) (p) (q) (r)

Figure 5.23: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom in the vicinity of a kink on Au(100) both

in the absence and presence of Cl. The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at

the adsorption energy and adatom geometry in the initial state. a) equilibrium site for Cl position

at the kink site and considered pathways for di↵usion, b) transition state for pathway A to B, c)

final geometry at position B, d) transition state for pathway B to D, e) final geometry at position

D, f) transition state for pathway A to C, g) final geometry at position C, h) transition state for

pathway C to E, i) final geometry at position E, j) transition state for pathway A to F, k) final

geometry at position F, l) transition state for pathway A to G and m) final geometry at position

G, n) initial state for reverse exchange mechanism G to A, o) transition state for pathway G to A,

p) final state for reverse exchange mechanism G to A, q) initial state at position C for di↵usion

toward G, r) transition state for pathway C to G.
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

needs the activation energy of 0.39 eV. Based on our results we can answer this question why

in the presence of halogens, systems have much faster step fluctuations.

Besides these two pathways, we also considered another two exchange pathways first by

kink site atom and second by surface atom. For the first exchange mechanism (exchange by

kink site atom), a barrier of 0.84 and 0.67 eV were gained with asymmetric double-well for with

and without Cl, respectively. Further analysis shows that the kink site atom at the transition

states (figure 5.23(j)) loses its bond with non di↵usive kink atom. The system finds itself in

the lower energy level (i.e. less stable compared to the equilibrium state) compared to the

initial state due to the loss of one bond. Therefore, in the presence of Cl, we predict more

kink fluctuation as Cl also reduces the reverse process (i.e. F to A) by 0.09 eV. For the second

exchange mechanism (A to G in figure 5.23), we found a higher barrier in the presence of Cl

(1.19 eV) compered to the system without Cl (1.00 eV). Compared to the other pathways, the

Au adatom is less likely to di↵use via this pathway. The same relocation of Cl was also seen

for this pathway in which chlorine attaches at the kink site and one Au adatom is created at

the position G (See figure 5.23(m)).

The binding energy of the Au adatom at G position is -2.68 eV, 0.12 eV lower than the

binding energy of the Au adatom on the terrace. While the exchange pathway from A to G

is not a favourable pathway for detachment from kink site, the reverse process (G to A) by

di↵usion barrier of 0.51 (in the absence of Cl) and 0.54 eV (in the presence of Cl) can be the

most possible pathway for attachment of one single adatom or AuCl complex from terrace to

the kink site.

As shown in figure 5.23(p), by starting with the AuCl complex as an initial di↵usive species

at position G, we ended with the adsorbed Cl at the kink site rather than Cl at the bridge posi-

tion (see figure 5.23(a) for stable Cl adsorption site). Adsorption of Cl at the kink site, reduces

the stability of the system by 0.2 eV compared with the system with Cl at the equilibrium

adsorption site. The schematic of transitions and final states for both exchange mechanisms

at the kink site are shown in figure 5.23 (j-p). Due to the consideration of several pathways at

the kink site, we showed the di↵usion profile in two separate graphs in figure 5.23.

The calculated di↵usion barriers, binding energies, vibrational frequency, prefactors (k0)

and the rate constants for the di↵usion processes at kink site in the presence of Cl at 300 K

are summarized in table. 5.5.
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5.15 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on inner-corner surfaces

5.16 Adsorption of Cl on inner-Corner surfaces

Like the three sections, we started by finding the most stable adsorption site of Cl in this

system. Eq. 5.2 was reused for calculating the Cl binding energy with the substitution of Eslab

term by Au adatom at the inner corner site. The potential energy surface for adsorption of Cl

in this system is illustrated in figure 5.24. For an Au located at inner kink site, the most stable

adsorption site for Cl was found at bridge site that formed between the di↵usive Au adatom

and inner kink site atoms figure 5.25(a).

Figure 5.24: Potential energy surface

for Cl adsorption at a inner-corner site

on Au(100). X, Y are fractional coordi-

nates and Z axis is the adsorption energy

(eV).
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5.16.1 Di↵usion at inner-Corner sites

Due to the asymmetry of the system in the presence of chlorine, we considered two pathways

along two step-edges. For both systems, we obtained the same di↵usion barrier with just

one maxima (i.e. without double well). The binding energy of the Au adatom at the initial

adsorption site (A) is -3.18 eV in the absence of chlorine. This binding energy is equal to the

binding energy of the Au adatom at the kink site (see figure 5.23(a)).

Starting with Cl at the bridge site of di↵usive Au adatom and step atom (figure 5.25(a)), a

di↵usion barrier of 0.58 and 0.52 eV for pathways A to B and A to C were gained respectively.

In the absence and presence of chlorine, the same di↵usion barrier and rate (pathway from A

to C) were obtained, which shows a small e↵ect of chlorine on the Au detachment process from

the inner-corner site.

By further movement of the Au adatom to the adjust adsorption sites (B or C), we ended up

with similar results as the previously studied system (i.e step-edge), an attached AuCl complex

at step edge. The binding energy of the AuCl complex at B or C adsorption site is -2.81 eV
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Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -3.04 -2.48 0.56 46.45 1.39⇥1012 5.45⇥102

A
bridge����!C -3.04 -2.31 0.73 47.57 1.43⇥1012 7.77⇥10�1

A
exch����!F -3.04 -2.37 0.67 41.38 1.24⇥1012 6.89

A
exch����!G -3.04 -1.85 1.19 61.32 1.84⇥1012 1.88⇥10�8

B
bridge����!A -2.87 -2.48 0.39 42.03 1.26⇥1012 3.54⇥105

C
bridge����!A -2.76 -2.31 0.45 47.57 1.43⇥1012 3.93⇥104

C
bridge����!G -2.76 -1.97 0.79 33.74 1.01⇥1012 5.41⇥10�2

F
exch����!A -2.92 -2.37 0.55 42.36 1.27⇥1012 7.31⇥102

aG
exch����!A -2.58 -2.04 0.54 70.24 2.11⇥1012 1.79⇥103

B
bridge����!D -2.87 -1.84 1.03 42.03 1.26⇥1012 6.27⇥10�6

aD
bridge����!B -2.58 -2.11 0.47 44.31 1.33⇥1012 1.69⇥104

C
bridge����!E -2.76 -2.34 0.42 47.57 1.43⇥1012 1.25 ⇥105

aG
bridge����!C -2.58 -1.98 0.60 24.68 7.40⇥1011 6.16 ⇥101

Table 5.5: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in the vicinity of a

kink site and presence of Cl. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

a
AuCl as an initial di↵usive species

which is the same as the binding energy found for AuCl complex at the equilibrium adsorption

site in step-edge system. Although in the absence of chlorine, the reverse process (from B or

C to A) proceeds 3600 times faster than the detachment process at 300 K, in the presence of

chlorine the reverse process is about 200 times faster than detachment. This phenomena is

due to the enhancement of reverse di↵usion barrier in the presence of chlorine. As a result,

in the presence of chlorine, more mobility along the steps of inner-corner would be expected

compared to the system without chlorine. As is seen in figure 5.25, during the di↵usion at the

inner-corner site, Cl follows Au adatom. After Au detachment from inner-corner, the system

is similar to the previous studied step-edge.

The calculated di↵usion barriers, binding energies, vibrational frequencies, prefactors (k0)

and the rate constants for the di↵usion processes at inner-corner site in absence and presence

of Cl at 300 K are summarized in table. 5.6. As the initial state provides the strongest binding
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.25: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom in the vicinity of an inner-corner on Au(100)

both in the absence and presence of Cl. The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set

at the adsorption energy and adatom geometry in the initial state. a) equilibrium adsorption site

for chlorine and two considered pathways for di↵usion, b) transition state for pathway A to B, c)

final geometry at site B, d) transition state for pathway B to D, e) transition stat for pathway A

to C and f) final geometry at site C.

energy (-2.99 eV), this value is the reference and all calculated points were shifted to this

value. The Di↵usion diagram for both systems that are in the absence and presence of chlorine

are displayed in figure 5.25. The calculated di↵usion barriers, binding energies, vibrational

frequency, prefactors (k0) and the rate constants for the di↵usion processes at inner-kink site

in the presence of Cl at 300 K are summarized in table. 5.6.

5.17 Adsorption and self-di↵usion on outer-corner surfaces

5.18 Initial adsorption of Cl on outer-Corner surfaces

In cluster di↵usion on the surface, the movement of single atoms is associated with a sequence

of peripheral displacements. The rate of such a movement depends on the kind of cluster

edge, where the atoms are moving. The rates are also di↵erent for moving across the edges or

attaching-detaching from the kinks. As a result, we also considered the outer kink as another
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -2.95 -2.37 0.58 49.05 1.47⇥1012 2.65 ⇥102

A
bridge����!C -2.95 -2.43 0.52 51.15 1.53⇥1012 2.82 ⇥103

B
bridge����!A -2.81 -2.37 0.44 43.88 1.32⇥1012 5.34 ⇥104

C
bridge����!A -2.81 -2.43 0.38 43.56 1.31⇥1012 5.40 ⇥105

B
bridge����!D -2.81 -2.42 0.39 44.58 1.34⇥1012 3.75 ⇥105

C
bridge����!E -2.81 -2.42 0.39 44.21 1.33⇥1012 3.72 ⇥105

Table 5.6: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in the vicinity of an

inner-corner and presence of Cl. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

possible defect on the Au(100) surface and the di↵usion process in this defect surface in presence

of the Cl investigate. The potential energy surface for Cl binding energy at outer kink defect

surface was obtained by applying eq. 5.2. The energy of attached Au adatom at the corner

site (see figure 5.26) is considered for the second term in eq. 5.2). The calculating Cl binding

energies are illustrated in figure 5.26.

Figure 5.26: Potential energy surface

for Cl adsorption at an outer kink site

on Au(100). X, Y are fractional coordi-

nates and Z axis is the adsorption energy

(eV).
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5.18.1 Di↵usion at outer-Corner sites

The most stable adsorption site for Cl in this system was also found at bridge site of the Au

adatom and outer-corner atom. The binding energy of the AuCl complex at this site is -2.97

eV, which is 0.02 eV stronger than the AuCl binding energy at step-edge, 0.07 weaker than

the kink site and 0.02 eV weaker than inner-corner. The distance between the Au and corner

atom increases to 3.16 Å which is in the same range for three previous studied systems. Like

in the absence of Cl, five pathways were considered for di↵usion in this defect surface which
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5.18 Initial adsorption of Cl on outer-Corner surfaces

are shown in figure 5.27(a). The corresponding di↵usion profile in the absence of chlorine was

also added for better comparison.

Outer-corner also reveals the increased tendency of AuCl to detach from pathway A to B

with a reduced barrier of 0.46 eV. This value is 0.17 eV lower than for the same process in

the absence of chlorine. Whereas for another possible detachment process (i.e. A to C), the

activation energy is increased in the presence of chlorine. As a result, in the presence of Cl

at bridge site of Au adatom and outer corner atom (see figure 5.27(a)), the detachment will

proceed to the opposite side of outer-corner rather than away from the step-edge. By step-wise

movement of Au adatom to positions C, the final geometry was determined with a detached

AuCl complex from the kink site.

A binding energy of -2.60 eV was obtained for the AuCl complex at position C, in accordance

to AuCl complex binding energy on the flat surface. In contrast, the detachment process to the

opposite corner of outer kink would not lead to the formation of AuCl complex onto the terrace.

After the first hopping to the adjacent site (i.e A to B), chlorine relocates at the bridge site

between di↵usive Au and the outer kink atom. Further movement of the Au adatom towards

position E, ends up to the Au adatom on the terrace and an adsorbed Cl at the kink site (figure

5.27). While the Au adatom has to overcome a barrier of 1.03 eV for the second jump toward

position E, the reverse process (i.e. B to A) needs a barrier of 0.42 eV, 2.5 times smaller than

forward pathway. The Au adatom can also di↵use along the step-edge (i.e. A to D). In the

absence of chlorine this pathway is the most favourable path with a di↵usion barrier of 0.41

eV. However, in the presence of chlorine, we observed an increased di↵usion barrier for this

pathway by 0.11 eV. Thus, we concluded that in the presence of chlorine at outer kink site,

there would be much fluctuation around the kink site (i.e. A to B, B to F and the reverse

process) rather than detachment or attachment. In contrast, in the absence of chlorine, we

predict more atoms are rearranged at the step-edge.

We also considered two exchange processes for this defect. First, an exchange by outer kink

atom (A to F) and second, by surface atom (A to G). For the exchange mechanism by the kink

site atom in the absence and presence of chlorine we obtained a di↵usion barrier of 1.02 and

0.89 eV respectively.

In comparison to the di↵usion pathway toward B, C and D, we expect this exchange is rare.

The schematic of the transition state and final geometry for this pathway is shown in figure

5.27 (j and k). For the second exchange pathway (A to G) with a surface atom in the absence

and presence of chlorine, a di↵usion barrier of 0.61 and 0.86 eV were gained respectively. In

the absence of chlorine this pathway has a higher di↵usion barrier by 0.2 eV compared to the
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

(o) (p) (q)

Figure 5.27: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom in the vicinity of an outer-corner kink on

Au(100) both in the absence and presence of Cl. The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å)

is set at the adsorption energy and adatom geometry in the initial state. a) equilibrium adsorption

site for chlorine and five considered pathways for di↵usion, b) transition state for pathway A to B,

c) final geometry at site B, d) transition state for pathway A to D, e) final geometry at site D, f)

transition state for pathway A to D and g) final geometry at site D, h) transition state for pathway

A to C, i) final geometry at site C, j) transition state for pathway A to F, k) final geometry at

site F, l) transition state for pathway A to G, m) final geometry at site G, n) transition state for

reverse exchange mechanism (G to A, AuCl considered as an initial di↵usive spice at position G),

o) final geometry for di↵usion pathway G to A via exchange mechanism, p) initial state for reverse

mechanism E to B when AuCl complexed considered as an initial di↵usive species and q) transition

state for reverse pathway E to B.
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5.18 Initial adsorption of Cl on outer-Corner surfaces

pathway from A to D, but 0.02 and 0.26 eV less than from A to B or C. Di↵usion toward D

would still be the most favourable pathway for an Au adatom. In the presence of chlorine the

di↵usion barrier of this pathway is increased by 0.25 eV to 0.86 eV. Like other detachment

mechanisms (B to E), Cl adsorbs at the kink site and Au adatom will be formed on the terrace

(See figure 5.27(l) for transition and (m) final states).

A binding energy of 2.77 eV for the created Au adatom at position G was obtained which is

in accordance with a Au adatom binding energy on the terrace. Starting with an AuCl complex

at position G, we also considered the reverse exchange mechanism. A di↵usion barrier of 0.34

eV with a located Cl at the bridge site of a dimer as a transition state was observed (figure

5.27(n)). By further processing, Cl located itself at the bridge site between the kink atom and

surface atom in which has a 0.24 eV lower binding energy compared to the Cl at equilibrium

site (1.48 eV)(figure 5.27(a)).

The calculated di↵usion barriers, binding energies, vibrational frequency, prefactors (k0)

and the rate constants for the di↵usion processes in the absence and presence of Cl at the outer

kink site at 300 K are summarized in table. 5.7.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -2.97 -2.51 0.46 38.54 1.16⇥1012 2.16⇥104

A
bridge����!C -2.97 -2.06 0.91 47.62 1.43⇥1012 7.37⇥10�4

A
bridge����!D -2.97 -2.45 0.52 38.19 1.14⇥1012 2.10⇥103

A
exch����!F -2.97 -2.08 0.89 44.50 1.33⇥1012 1.49⇥10�3

A
exch����!G -2.97 -2.11 0.86 56.72 1.70⇥1012 6.07⇥10�3

B
bridge����!A -2.93 -2.51 0.42 47.88 1.44⇥1012 1.26⇥105

C
bridge����!A -2.60 -2.06 0.54 47.57 1.43⇥1012 1.21⇥103

D
bridge����!A -2.82 -2.45 0.37 38.89 1.17⇥1012 7.09⇥105

aG
exch����!A -2.63 -2.29 0.34 67.19 2.01⇥1012 3.91⇥106

B
bridge����!E -2.93 -1.90 1.03 47.88 1.44⇥1012 7.14 ⇥10�6

aE
bridge����!B -2.63 -2.12 0.51 44.31 1.33⇥1012 3.59⇥103

Table 5.7: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) in the vicinity of an

outer-corner and presence of Cl. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

a
AuCl as an initial di↵usive species
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

5.19 Adsorption and self-di↵usion near a dimer

5.19.1 Initial adsorption of Cl near a Dimer

In this section we considered formation or breaking of dimer on Au(100) surface in the presence

of Cl. As expected (See figure 5.28), we found the most stable adsorption site for Cl at the

bridge site of two gold atoms. The binding energy of Cl at this site is -1.52 eV, while the

Figure 5.28: Potential energy surface for

Cl adsorption in the presence of Au dimer

on Au(100). X, Y are fractional coordi-

nates and Z axis is the adsorption energy

(eV).
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binding energy for Cl at the surface bridge site is -1.31 eV. This implies that Cl first occupies

the low coordinated bridge sites on the surface and then surface bridge sites. Remember that in

the presence of an attached Au adatom to the step, kink and outer-corner, the most favourable

adsorption site for chlorine was found at the bridge site of adatom and surface defects. Due

to the presence of Cl at the bridge site of the Au dimer and its tendency to part the dimers

from each other, each Au atom in this dimer has to form two longer bonds (2.86 Å) with two

middle substrate atoms. While with two other nearest neighbours has a bond length of 2.76

Å. Furthermore, the bond length between the dimer increases to 3.09 Å in comparison to 2.83

Å in the absence of chlorine.

The bond length between the Cl and each Au adatom is 2.52 Å. Three pathways were

considered for this system: from the initial state (A) to B, C and D sites as shown in figure

5.29. In the presence of chlorine the binding energy of the AuCl complex at position A is -3.06

eV. This binding energy is 0.46, 0.26, 0.02, 0.11 and 0.09 eV bigger than the binding energy of

the AuCl complex at terrace, step-edge, kink, inner-corner and outer kink.

5.19.2 Dimer di↵usion

For sideway detachment (pathway A to D in figure 5.29) we obtained a reduced di↵usion barrier

of 0.53 eV, 0.12 eV lower than in the absence of Cl. As it is shown in figure 5.29(c), after the

first jump to the adjacent adsorption site (B), Cl is still adsorbed at bridge site between the two
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5.19 Adsorption and self-di↵usion near a dimer

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

Figure 5.29: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom near a single Au atom on Au(100) both

in the absence and presence of Cl. The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at

the adsorption energy and adatom geometry in the initial state. a) equilibrium adsorption site for

chlorine and three considered pathways for di↵usion, b) transition state for pathway A to B, c)

final geometry at site B, d) transition state for pathway B to E, e) Final geometry at site E, f)

transition state for pathway A to C, g) final geometry at site C, h) transition state for pathway A

to D and i) transition state for pathway D to A via exchange mechanism when AuCl considered as

an initial di↵usive spice at position D and j) final geometry for di↵usion pathway D to A.

adatoms (with a binding energy of -1.71 eV). The binding energy of AuCl complex at position

B is 2.95 eV. This di↵usion pathway was continued up to the adsorption site E. As expected,

we ended up with an Au adatom and an AuCl complex at position E and initial state with

the binding energy of -2.77 and -2.63 eV respectively. For the pathway from B to E, the Au

adatom has to overcome a huge di↵usion barrier of 0.94 eV. While for the reverse process (B

to A), the di↵usion barrier is 0.42 eV.
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

In contrast, for the lengthwise pathway, by the first hopping of Au adatom to the position

C, we ended up with an AuCl complex (at initial position) and an Au adatom (at position C)

with the binding energy of 2.63 and 2.80 eV respectively. The third considered pathway for

dimer, is from the initial state to the position D via the exchange mechanism. A barrier of

0.57 eV is found for the exchange pathway without Cl. Whereas, in the presence of Cl this

barrier is 0.87 eV (see figure 5.29(h) for the transition state). This pathway also ended up with

isolated AuCl and Au adatom on the surface.

For the reverse process (D to A), our DFT results predicted a barrier of 0.39 and 0.44 eV

for systems with and without Cl.. Therefore, like step-edge, kink and outer-corner systems,

an exchange pathway (i.e. D to A rather than C to A) is the most probable pathway for the

formation of a dimer. Like the previously studied systems, the relocation of Cl to the bridge

site between dimer and surface atom for the reverse exchange process in the case of dimer was

also observed (figure 5.29(j)).

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -3.06 -2.53 0.53 30.29 9.10⇥1011 1.13⇥103

A
bridge����!C -3.06 -2.15 0.91 33.01 9.90⇥1011 5.11⇥10�4

A
exch����!D -3.06 -2.19 0.87 55.82 1.67⇥1012 4.06⇥10�3

B
bridge����!A -2.95 -2.53 0.42 31.69 9.50⇥1011 8.36⇥104

C
bridge����!A -2.63 -2.15 0.48 27.73 8.30⇥1011 7.18⇥103

aD
exch����!A -2.59 -2.20 0.39 68.82 2.06⇥1012 5.79⇥105

B
bridge����!E -2.94 -2.00 0.94 31.69 9.50⇥1011 1.54⇥10�4

Table 5.8: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) near a single Au atom

and presence of Cl. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.

a
AuCl as an initial di↵usive species

Consequently, the system is about 0.25 eV less stable compared to the case where Cl is

adsorbed at the bridge site (i.e. equilibrium adsorption site). It should be noted that due to

the fast mobility of the AuCl complex compared to the Au adatom, we let the AuCl complex

di↵use toward Au. While the di↵usion profile (figure 5.29) for both cases (i.e. in absence and

presence of Cl) implies the easier breaking of Au dimer in sideways rather than lengthwise, the
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5.20 Step vacancy

activation energy for lengthwise in presence of Cl does not change noticeably. The calculated

di↵usion barriers, binding energies, vibrational frequency, prefactors (k0) and the rate constants

for the di↵usion processes in the presence of Cl at the bridge site of the Au dimer at 300 K

are summarized in table. 5.8. Based on our DFT results, in the presence of Cl, a fluctuation

of dimer on the surface is expected rather than its destruction.

5.20 Step vacancy

5.20.1 Di↵usion near a Step vacancy

Vacancy formation at the step edge due to the di↵usion of step-edge atom onto the terrace is

the last di↵usion process that is considered for our systems in the presence of Cl. Our DFT-

PBE result implies a binding energy of 3.28 and 3.30 eV for Au in the step in the absence and

presence of chlorine respectively. The binding energy of di↵usive Au atom in both cases (i.e.

in the absence and presence of Cl) is about the same, but our calculation showed a reduction

of 0.22 eV barrier for the detachment of Au from step onto the terrace in the presence of

chlorine. Like the previous system chlorine relocates its self in the transition state at the

bridge site formed between di↵usive Au and step (see figure 5.30(b)). The binding energy of

Au at position B in the presence of chlorine is 0.12 eV stronger than in the absence of chlorine.

By further movement of the Au adatom to the position C, we obtained a barrier of 1.01 eV

in the presence of chlorine, 0.44 eV bigger than in the absence of chlorine. This bigger di↵usion

barrier is due to the decomposition of AuCl formed at position B (figure 5.30(c)). As the Au

adatom moves toward position C, Cl will be adsorbed at the kink site formed by lifting one

Au atom from step-edge (see figure 5.30(d, e)). In contrast, the reverse process (i.e. B to A)

showed a smaller di↵usion barrier (0.11 eV) in the presence of chlorine.

Based on these results and considering that these steps are the most active sites for halogen

adsorption, we concluded that in the presence of chlorine, there would be a greater possibility

for formation of vacancy on crystal surfaces. The calculated di↵usion barriers, binding energies,

vibrational frequency, prefactors (k0) and the rate constants for the di↵usion processes in the

presence of Cl near a step-vacancy at 300 K are summarized in table. 5.9.
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5. AU SELF-DIFFUSION IN THE PRESENCE OF CL

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5.30: Di↵usion energy profile of a Au adatom near a step-vacancy on Au(100) both in

the absence and presence of Cl. The zero point of the energy (eV) and geometry (Å) is set at

the adsorption energy and adatom geometry in the initial state. a) equilibrium adsorption site for

Chlorine b) transition state for pathway A to B, c) final geometry at the site B, d) transition state

for pathway B to C and e) final geometry at position C.

Pathway Eb ETS
b Eact ! k0 k

A
bridge����!B -3.30 -2.61 0.69 44.91 1.35⇥1012 3.45

B
bridge����!A -2.87 -2.61 0.26 49.88 1.50⇥1012 6.41⇥107

B
bridge����!C -2.87 1.86 1.01 49.88 1.50⇥1012 1.61⇥10�5

C
bridge����!B -2.41 -1.86 0.56 36.42 1.09⇥1012 4.27⇥102

Table 5.9: Binding energies (E
b

), di↵usion barriers (E
act

), vibrational frequencies (!), prefactors

(k
0

) and calculated rate constants (k) at 300 K for Au di↵usion on Au(100) near a step-vacancy

and presence of Cl. Energies are all in eV, frequencies in cm�1, rates in Hz.
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6
Two-dimensional Ostwald ripening simulation on gold

electrode

The present chapter is the result of the joint project with Prof. W. Schmickler and Dr. N.

Luque, and reports on kinetic Monte Carlo simulations based on the DFT data presented in the

two previous chapters (125). Thus, this chapter is kept short and mainly focused on the results

and not on the method. The reader may look at the references that describe this method in

detail (126).

6.1 Multi-scale modelling

Computational modeling of materials today is a reliable scientific tool that helps researchers

bridge the gap between traditional theory and experiment. To understand material structures,

multi-scale material modelling is needed to complement the continuum and atomistic methods.

Although the low-energy physics and chemistry can be explained by quantum mechanics (QM),

the use of it is reduced to a few hundreds of atoms with a simulation time of a few picoseconds.

Therefore, the next step would be removing the electronic degree of freedom and considering

the atoms held together by interatomic potential.

This method lets us perform a simulation for thousand of atoms with a time scale of
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6. TWO-DIMENSIONAL OSTWALD RIPENING SIMULATION ON GOLD
ELECTRODE

nanoseconds (i.e. Molecular Dynamics (MD)). Such simulations for example, can be done by

embedded-atom method (EAM) (73, 127, 128, 129) as well as its modified form (130), reactive

force field (ReaxFF) (131). At the present, the MD methods are limited to the scale of 100 nm

and a time scale of less than tens of nanoseconds.

The accurate description of the material requires a range of micrometer and MD technics

cannot bridge this gap. However, as the mechanical behaviour of materials is primarily deter-

mined by topological defects, ranging from atomic dimension (e.g. vacancies) to line defects

and surface defects, the mechanical issue can be simplified by neglecting the degree of freedom

of atoms except those associated with defects and determine the mechanical properties of mat-

ter.

Figure 6.1: Multi-scale modeling over the length and time scales

Furthermore, as the density of defects is smaller than the atomic density, the defect interac-

tion can be described by long-range elastic forces. By these assumptions the next upper scale

(i.e. mesoscale) with the time scale of microsecond and one-millimeter size scale is used. During

the last two decades, several computational methods in meso-scale have been developed. This

chapter reviews the kinetic Monte Carlo method. The schematics of multi-scale modelling is

shown in figure 6.1.
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6.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation

6.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation

The atomic-level control of nanostructure materials and assessments of their stability play an

important role in the industry. Due to the expense of material, electrocatalysts are prepared

in the form of small cluster dispersed on a substrate. However, these dispersed clusters come

in di↵erent sizes and the smaller clusters are decaying in favor of bigger ones. Learning of

these processes is therefore highly desirable. This phenomenon where large clusters grow at

the expense of small clusters is called Ostwald ripening (132) or coarsening.

This chapter is concerned with evaluation of the Ostwald ripening process in the presence

and absence of chlorine at di↵erent temperatures. However, this evolution is strongly dependent

on the process parameters, which are used as input. For this purpose a model is needed that

precisely captures the atomic-scale e↵ects of the process conditions and can describe our system

on the time scale of Ostwald ripening.

A lattice kinetic Monte Carlos model (126) provides a good balance for these requirements.

The Monte Carlo (MC) method appeared after a paper “The Monte Carlo Method” published

by Metropolis and Ulam at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The name reflects the statistical

properties of random events, which can be seen in the gaming in the casinos of Monte Carlo.

Monte Carlo algorithms have been used in various fields of science such as economics, material

science and physics that solve problems through the use of random numbers. In late the

1940’s and 1950’s, the first electronic computers came into use. The term kinetic Monte Carlo

was initiated by Horia Metiu, Yan-Ten Lu and Zhenyu Zhang in a 1992 Science paper titled

Epitaxial Growth and the Art of Computer Simulations (133). They illustrated the demands

on an atomic level control of modern electronics and photonics devices and the importance of

in situ STM observations of small atomic clusters to a theorist who wants to understand the

growth and segregation. Nowadays, the popularity and application range of kMC is growing in

wide range of problems such as simulation of the thin film growth, adsorption and desorption

processes, heterogeneous catalysis and growth and dissolution of materials.

Monte Carlo methods can be used to investigate the properties of systems, where the rates

of all possible transitions between the various states are known. The traditional Monte Carlo

is used for a system at or close to thermal equilibrium. In contrast, the kMC can also be used

for a system in non-equilibrium conditions. In this chapter, the motion of individual atoms

to their adjacent neighbouring sites on the surface was investigated by means of kMC. All

transitions are restricted to bounded to the lattice (i.e. lattice kinetic Monte Carlo (LkMC)).
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6. TWO-DIMENSIONAL OSTWALD RIPENING SIMULATION ON GOLD
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This process is a rather complicated model due to the configuration of atoms as time evolves.

Therefore, jump rates of each atom strongly depend on the local environment.

In our simulation the atoms transitions are made not into a random direction, but in

one of the well-defined directions with the accurate calculated di↵usion barrier (two previous

chapters). Typically, the jump over the di↵usion barrier takes place by thermal activation and

the probability of exceeding the barrier can be expressed in Boltzmann distribution:

P / exp(
�Eact

kBT
), (6.1)

where Eact is the activation energy and kB the Boltzmann coe�cient and T temperature

(K). By introducing the proportionality constant, we can rewrite the rates (k) for di↵erent

di↵usion events at variable temperature:

k = k0exp(
�Eact

kBT
). (6.2)

In Eq. 6.2, k0 can be interpreted as the attempt frequency, which is simply the vibrational

frequency of atoms and typically is in the order of 10�12 (due to the fact that all our di↵usion

process are first ordered kinetic reactions). In the solid, it is a reasonable approximation to ne-

glect the temperature dependency of k0 relative to the temperature dependency of exponential

part.

By having the di↵usion barriers and vibrational frequencies for all possible atomic configu-

rations in the hand, we can introduce them as pre-defined parameters into the kMC code. The

elementary movement of an Au adatom on Au(100) surface to its nearest neighbour is shown in

figure 6.2. In this model, the lattice e↵ect up to nearest neighbor is considered and the nearest

neighbour sites are either occupied or empty.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of Au adatom and its neighbour configuration on the

Au(100) surface considered for kMC simulation. Occupied and unoccupied neighbour sites are

labeled as 1 and 0 respectively. Four possible processes are shown in a) free di↵usion, b) detach-

ment from step, c) step vacancy formation and d) attachment to kink site.
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6.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation

Even by considering such a small local environment around the Au adatom (i.e. nearest

neighbor), we would have to consider 210=1024 di↵usion processes. However, due to the highly

symmetric Au(100) surface, the di↵usion processes can be reduced to 544 processes. In the two

previous chapters, by considering just the e↵ect of first nearest neighbor, we would have 15

processes, which would take more than two years to calculate with the DFT method. Therefore,

the usage of DFT is prohibited for such a huge number of processes and we had to bridge the

gap between quantum mechanics (DFT) and mesoscale regime (i.e. kMC). ReaxFF (131) is

one of the best candidates to bridge this gap.

One can screen all the processes by means of kMC and find out which processes have the

strongest contribution on the rates and fluctuations. After such screening, it is found that 16

processes (introduced in chapters 2 and 3), exactly treated by DFT, have a major role both

in the presence and absence of chlorine. The underlying crystal structure of the material in

LkMC is represented by rigid lattice where the atoms are constrained to it and the transition

are defined in term of lattice configuration.

kMC does elementary jumps on this virtual grid, to represent real atomic jumps on a crystal

surface. The performance of kMC algorithm can be summarized in following steps:

• Set the simulation time to zero, t = 0

• Identify all possible processes and their rates ri in the system

• Calculate the total rate R (cumulative function)

R =
iX

j=1

rj (6.3)

• Get a uniformly distributed random number ⇢2 [0,1]

• Execute process number q, which fulfils the condition

q�1X

j=0

rj  ⇢R 
qX

j=0

rj (6.4)

• Advance the simulation time to

t ! t+
ln ( 1

⇢)

R
(6.5)

• Update the values of Ri that has changed due to the event q

• Return to first step.
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6.3 Decay of Islands on Au(100) electrode

An atomic view on mass transport on surfaces must take into account a large number of

individual processes, and it is not always clear beforehand which one is rate-determining. A

rather transparent case is two-dimensional Ostwald ripening, in which large islands of one

layer height grow at the expense of smaller ones. In this case, two atomic processes are rate-

determining, the detachment from a kink site and the di↵usion on the flat surface between the

islands. Therefore, many quantitative experimental and theoretical studies have been devoted

to investigate this geometry.

6.3.1 Experimental observations

6.3.1.1 Potential dependence of surface self-di↵usion

A number of studies have shown that the surface mobility typically increases exponentially when

the potential is scanned towards high potentials. Raising the electrode potential is equivalent

to raising the temperature. Consequently, the term ”Electrochemical annealing” was used for

this phenomenon (134, 135, 136). This enhanced surface mobility in the absence of any co-

adsorbates is based on the interaction of the double-layer field with the local dipole moment

of defects such as adatoms. For example, Ikemiya et al. (137) investigated the potential

dependency of the self-di↵usion coe�cient (Ds) on Au(100) in aqueous 50 mM H2SO4 acid

solution by using electrochemical atomic force microscopy (ECAFM). They used a potential

region between -220 and 1100 mV vs. normal hydrogen electrode (NHE), where there is no

chemisorption on the surface (This is proved by cyclic voltammogram as shown in figure 6.3).

It is well known that at the negative potential Au(100)(1⇥1) surfaces is reconstructed to

Au(100)(5⇥20). The AFM image at negative potential (-220 mV vs. NHE) proves this phe-

nomena (figure 6.3(a)). Stepping to a positive potential transforms the reconstructed surface to

an unreconstructed structure (figure 6.3(b)). Ikemiya et al. created a hole on an atomically-flat

terrace and measured the depth of the hole and the refilling times at several potentials. For all

the potentials, the depth of hole decreases linearly with the time. As a result, it is concluded

that the hole should be refilled by the random walking motion of Au adatoms on the terrace.

Figure 6.4 shows the self-di↵usion coe�cient versus the electrode potential. The low-

est Ds was obtained around 200-250 mV, where there is no excess charge density at the

Au(100)(1⇥1) surface (The potential of zero charge (PZC) for the Au(100)(1⇥1)(138) and

Au(100)(5⇥20)(138) is 270 and 530 mV, respectively). The minimum Ds value is found to be

10�15 cm2 s�1 around the EPZC(1⇥1). Gjostein (139) obtained a Ds value of 3⇥10�15 cm2 s�1
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: Cyclic voltammogram for Au(100) in aqueous 50mM H
2

SO
4

. The scan rate was 50

mV s�1. (a) AFM image (38.5 nm⇥38.5 nm) obtained at -220 mV showing a reconstructed surfac

and (b) AFM image (5 nm⇥5 nm) obtained at 1100 mV showing an unreconstructed surface. The

pictures are taken from reference (137)

under the vapour phase and room temperature, which agrees well with the measured value by

Ikemiya. Ds values increase by increase in the potential from EPZC(1⇥1) to 1080 mV. The Ds

increases up to 5⇥10�13 cm2 s�1, which is more than 500 times larger than that around the

EPZC(1⇥1). Also, moving toward the cathodic potential from EPZC(1⇥1), Ds values increase by

a factor of 50.

Figure 6.4: Relationship between log Ds

and electrode potential. The dotted line be-

tween open circles serves as a guide line for

the eye. The picture is taken from reference

(137).
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In general, Ikemiya et al. suggested that the noticeable increase of the Ds values above the

EPZC(1⇥1) is generated by both adsorption of anion and the excess surface charge density. In
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contrast, below the EPZC(1⇥1), only the excess surface charge densities is responsible for the Ds

increase.

6.3.1.2 Co-adsorption dependence of surface self-di↵usion

It is well established that the mobility of Au atoms strongly enhances by adsorbed anion such

as Cl�. Several STM results demonstrated the enhanced mobility on Au(100) and Au(111)

under acid electrolytes (140, 141, 142). Recently, Giesen et al.(6) used scanning tunnelling

microscope to study the decay of monolayer high islands on Au(100) electrodes as a function

of both electrode potential and specifically adsorbed ions. The e↵ect of electrode potential

and co-adsorbate Cl� were investigated at electrode potentials between +300 and +700 mV

vs. SCE in 50 mM H2SO4 and between +190 and +450 mV in 100 mM HClO4 +1 mM HCl,

respectively. In the both electrode potential regions, the (hex)-surface reconstruction is lifted.

Figures 6.5(a) and (b) show the decay of di↵erent area islands vs. time.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Decay curves of Au islands on Au(100) in (a) 50 mM H
2

SO
4

at + 500 mV SCE and

(b) 100mM HClO
4

+1 mM HCl at +190 mV SCE. The island area is given in atoms (the area of

an atom is ⌦ = 0.0832nm2). The pictures are taken from reference (6).

It is obvious that the decay of islands on the Au(100) surface is not linear with the time. In

other word, the decay curves are curved. Basically, there are two scenarios in Ostwald theory:

• Island area changes linearly with the time if the rate determining step of the island decay

is the detachment/reattachment of atoms at the island edge
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• Island area changes accordingly to t2/3 and decay curves are curved if the rate determining

step of the island decay is the di↵usion of atoms on the terrace

As a result, the island decay is di↵usion-limited. It should be mentioned that in experiments

deviation from the exponent 2/3 may be seen. This deviation is due to the approximations

made in the analytical theory (5). The influence of electrode potential and specifically adsorbed

chloride on the decay of the island, were determined by the decay rate of an island size of 100

⌦ (⌦ = 0.0832 nm2 being the area of an atom on Au(100)). The results are summarised in

figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Decay rate of Au islands on

Au(100) in 50 mM H
2

SO
4

(grey squares) and

100 mM HClO
4

+1mM HCl (black circles).

The decay rate was determined for islands of

size A
0

=100 ⌦. The picture is taken from

reference (6).
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For a certain potential, the island decay is higher in the presence of chloride, relative to the

absence of chloride. Giesen analysed the exponential increase of island decay rated with the

electrode potential by:

dA

dt
⇡ �4

p
⇡⌫0⌦

ln
⇣
r0
ri

⌘ exp

✓
�Ead (�) + Edi↵ (�)

kBT

◆
⇥ �⌦

kBT

✓
1

ri
� 1

r0

◆
, (6.6)

where Ead, Edi↵ , � and � are the adatom formation energy, di↵usion barrier, surface potential

and potential-dependent step line tension, respectively.

It is assumed that the pre-exponential factor ⌫0 to be independent of the potential �. The

order of ⌫0 is predicted to be 1013 s�1 (143). Giesen assumed that � in 100 mM HClO4 + 1

mM HCl is a weak function of � and it is of order 28 meV/a|| (144), with a|| = 0.288 nm the

nearest neighbour atomic distance on the Au(100) surface. In contrast, for Au(100) in 50 mM

H2SO4, � shows a stronger potential dependence and a value of 40 meV/a|| was chosen. In Eq
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6.6, ri and r0 are the radius of decaying island and the mean distance of neighbouring island,

respectively. On the other hand, formation and di↵usion barrier are a linear function of the

electrode potential:

E(�) = E(0)� �e�, (6.7)

where the e and � are the electron charge and a factor depending on the dipole moment of

defect. Consequently, the dependency of adatom formation energy from a kink site onto the

terrace and its di↵usion barrier on the terrace are given by:

Ead(�) + Edi↵(�) = Ead(0) + Edi↵(0)� �e�, (6.8)

Using eq 6.8 in 6.6, the value of ⌦, ⌫0, �, ri and r0 and fitting to the experimental data in

figure 6.6, Giesen obtained:

� = 0.34⌥ 0.03 and Ead(0) + Edi↵(0) ⇡ 0.9 eV for Au(100) in 100 mM HClO4 + 1 mM HCl

� = 0.42⌥ 0.03 and Ead(0) + Edi↵(0) ⇡ 1.1 eV for Au(100) in 50 mM H2SO4

It should be emphasized that the error margins of the experimental values at 0 V are of

the order of 10-20%.

Our DFT results show that the exchange mechanism is the most favourable di↵usion path

for an Au adatom on the terrace with a di↵usion barrier of 0.42 eV. On the other hand, the

rate constant results for the kink site, table 4.5, illustrates that formation of a free Au adatom

onto the terrace from a kink site is not a direct mechanism. Instead, first an Au adatom is

detached from the kink site to the position C (see figure 5.23) with a high rate constant of

2.25⇥102 Hz. In the second step, based on the rate constants summarised in the table 4.4, an

Au adatom detaches from the step edge via an exchange mechanism with a di↵usion barrier of

0.7 eV. Therefore, for Ead(0) + Edi↵(0) we obtained a value of 1.12 eV which is perfectly in

agreement with a value measured by Giesen (1.1 eV).

In the presence of chlorine, we found a direct formation mechanism of the AuCl complex

from a kink site onto the terrace. This mechanism, shown in figure 5.23 (path A to B), has

an activation energy of 0.56 eV. We also showed that AuCl complex di↵uses on the terrace

via an exchange mechanism with a di↵usion barrier of 0.34 eV. Summation of these two values

for Ead(0) + Edi↵(0), we obtained 0.9 eV, again in perfect match with the value measured by

Giesen (0.9 eV).

This agreement between our theory results and experimental values of Giesen illustrates

that the detachment from the kink site and di↵usion on the terrace is the rate determining
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step of island decay. Indeed, in our kMC simulation for the island decay (will discuss later in

this chapter) this process is also found as the rate determining step.

6.3.2 Simulation of islands decay

The perfect match between our DFT data and Giesen results, motivated us to investigate

the e↵ect of chlorine adsorption on island decay on Au(100) surfaces using large scale kinetic

Monte Carlo (kMC) simulation. Again, we emphasis that all calculations were performed on

the unreconstructed surface, since experimental data were obtained at an electrode potential

region where the reconstruction is lifted. In addition, in the previous chapter we have shown

that at the low coverage of Cl (⇥ ⇡ 0.2 ML), AuCl complex is formed on the surface which

di↵uses faster than Au adatom. For two-dimensional Ostwald ripening, the detachment of an

atom from a kink site onto the terrace is a crucial step both in the absence and presence of

Cl. The lowering of the barrier by the presence of chlorine is even larger (ca. 0.26 eV) than

for di↵usion on the terrace.

In order to investigate the e↵ect of chlorine on Ostwald ripening, we performed the kMC

simulation (145) both in the absence and presence of chlorine at 300 K on a square lattice

representing an Au(100) surface. The system is simulated by an island which initially contained

218 atoms situated in the center of a vacancy island of 75⇥75 atoms, initially, the outer island

was 15 atoms thick (figure 6.7(a)). The inner island was not considered as a perfect square

island, but contained a kink site. As a result the dissolution can be also started at the kink

site as well as corners. This geometric arrangement has the advantage that it is well defined,

and can easily be scaled to another size.

First, we performed a simulation for a clean system that is a system in which just Au

adatoms di↵use on the surface. The di↵usion barriers obtained in chapter 4 were used for this

simulation. Our simulation showed that at temperature below 500 K, the inner island does not

decay in favour of outer island. Indeed, the study by Giesen also showed that in pure perchloric

acids the ripening processes on Au(100) surface take place with very slow rate. But, in sulphate

(146) or chloride containing solution, the surface mobility will be enhanced. The study by Kolb

(4) also showed that for a certain surface potential, the mobility of surface will be enhanced by

increasing the concentration of chloride. The author believed that in the presence of chloride,

certain species must be formed on the surface which di↵use faster than Au adatoms, but the

nature of these species is still unknown.

In the previous chapter, we answered this open question in which based on the chlorine

coverage, two di↵erent species are formed on the surface (i.e. AuCl and AuCl2). In our simu-
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lation for Ostwald ripening for the Au surface in the presence of chlorine, we only considered

AuCl complex with its di↵usion barriers. We employed the thermodynamic theory of two-

dimensional Ostwald ripening and calculated the decay rate of a center island inside a vacancy

island using the parameters derived in our DFT calculations. In a di↵usion limited case, the

decay rate for an island of the radius li (in units of atom diameters) in a vacancy island of

radius l0 (in units of atom diameters) is defined by:

dN

dt
⇠= � 2⇡�

kBT
k0e

��E
kBT e

�Eb
kBT

1

li (t) ln(
l0

li(t)
)

(6.9)

in which � is the step line tension per step atom, k0 and �E are the prefactor and activation

energy for di↵usion and E b the binding energy of the di↵using unit with reference to the kink

site. The prefactor k0, the activation energy for di↵usion �E and binding energy E b were

taken from our DFT results (chapters 4 and 5): k0 = 6.6⇥1012 s�1, �E = 0.34 eV and E b =

0.45 eV.

In the experiments, the initial radius of the center island (figure 6.8(b)) was li = 26. The

vacancy island radius is estimated from the mean distance of the ring of the outer island from

the central point of the center island (l0 = 54). The step line tension � on unreconstructed

Au(100) has been calculated by Vitos et al. (147) to be 0.18 eV. The step line tension can

be significantly reduced by the specific absorption of negative ions (148, 149). In the absence

of better knowledge, we used the value of � = 0.18 eV. With this value of � and the other

parameters, as quoted above, we obtain an initial decay rate of dN/dt ⇡ -0.4 atoms s�1. At

300 K and in the absence of chlorine, the island is practically stable over the time of 1000 s (See

figure 6.7(b)). In contrast, in the presence of chlorine, the middle island decayed completely

with a decay rate of about 0.25 atom s�1 (figure 6.8(a)).

Our simulation result agrees well with the experimental observation of island decay in 100

mM HClO4 electrolyte with and without 1mM HCl. Without HCl, no decay was observed

(solid circles in figure 6.8(a)), while with 1mM HCl a considerable decay was observed. For

comparison, we show the decay of the center island in figure 6.8(b). This island is surrounded

by larger islands and therefore loses its atoms to the surrounding islands because of its larger

Gibbs-Thomson chemical potential. Figure 6.8(a) shows the experimental decay curve normal-

ized to the size at the beginning of the observations. The initial decay rate is about -1 atom

s�1.

Despite the agreement, and the general trend, there is a characteristic di↵erence between

simulations and experiment: The simulated island decays are roughly linear in time, whereas

the experimentally observed decay rate increases as the island becomes smaller. To understand
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Figure 6.7: a) initial island configuration used in the simulations. The inner island and vacancy

island are shown in orange and yellow, the surface is shown in white. b) Final configuration of island

in the absence of chlorine at 300 K over 1000 s, c) Final configuration of island in the presence of

chlorine over 1000 s and d) Size of the island inside the vacancy island, in the presence and absence

of Cl as a function of time.

this di↵erence it is useful to consider the thermodynamic theory of Ostwald ripening (see e.

g.chapter 10.4 of Physics of Surfaces and Interfaces (150)). The theory distinguishes two cases,

the “detachment limited” decay, which is linear in time, and the “di↵usion limited” decay, in

which the decay rate increases as the island becomes smaller. Di↵usion-limited decay occurs

when the barrier for the attachment of an atom to a kink site is equal or smaller than the

barrier for di↵usion. According to figures 5.5 and 5.23, this is the case here. The simulation,

on the contrary, appears to realize the detachment limited case, at odds with the calculated

potential curves. The reason for the discrepancy is presumably that the continuum theory of

Ostwald ripening assumes quasi-equilibrium between the chemical potential of the islands and

the local concentrations of adatoms on the terrace. However, equilibrium may not be reached

in the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of our small system.

The same calculation applied to the island used in the simulation (figure 6.7(a)) yields a rate

of -0.54 atoms s�1, again in good agreement with the rate obtained in the simulation. Since, the
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Figure 6.8: a) Comparison of the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation and experiments on the decay of

islands on Au(100) surfaces. The dashed and solid lines are simulations with and without chlorine,

respectively. Squares and solid circles are the experimental results with and without chlorine added

to the electrolyte. Island areas are normalized to their initial size. The dash-dotted line shows

approximately the initial rate of decay for the experimental island and b) STM image of islands on

Au(100) image size is 100⇥100nm. The decay of the center island, initially containing 2200 atoms,

is analysed as function of time.

simulation uses just another aspect of the same theoretical data, namely the activation energies

for all processes, one might expect a better match of the two di↵erent approaches. A possible

reason for the minor di↵erence between the continuum model and the simulation is that the

system used in the simulation is too small for the continuum model to apply. Furthermore,

the starting configuration in the simulation does not involve island equilibrium shapes, but

rather a single kink in the center island (figure 6.7(a)). Since the equilibrium shape at 300 K

would involve more kink sites, the use of equilibrium shapes in the starting configuration would

presumably lead to a larger decay rate.
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7
Electrodeposition mechanism of gold

Among all the metals, gold stands out because of its unique physical properties such as its high

corrosion resistance, electrical conductivity, softness and ductility. Nowadays, Gold is widely

used in many fields from jewellery to electronics industries. For example, figure 7.1 shows the

growth of using gold for electronic application.

Figure 7.1: Gold demand in the electronics

industry for Japan, North America,Western

Europe, and the Pacific Basin (not Japan).
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Furthermore, electrochemically deposited gold has a very important application in micro-

electronic device fabrication as it has excellent wear resistance. In addition, gold is an excellent

metal for wire bonding integrated circuits. The electrodeposition of gold dating goes back to
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roughly 250 BC. At that time, small electric current, which was produced by a battery was

used to deposit a thin layer of gold onto the surface of another metal surface. In spite of a

long historical application of gold electrodeposition and many studies (151, 152, 153, 154), the

details of the mechanism are still unknown. In this chapter, we propose a mechanism for the

electrodeposition of gold on the Au(100) surface based on the results obtained in the previ-

ous chapters. Before going to our results, we briefly review some experimental studies for the

electrodeposition of gold on gold electrodes.

7.1 Experimental observations

7.1.1 AuCl�4 -AuCl�2 redox reaction in aqueos solution

The recent study by Gründer et al. (155) showed that in a clean environment without defects

at the interface between two immiscible electrolyte solutions (water and 1,2-dichloroethane),

no solid gold phase could be observed. Instead, the AuCl�4 complex was reduced to the AuCl�2

complex in the aqueous electrolyte.

By looking at table 7.1 for gold reduction potentials (E), one can find out that both the

AuCl�4 ! Au(s) and AuCl�2 ! Au(s) have more positive reduction potential than that of

AuCl�4 ! AuCl�2 reaction. Therefore, one expects a formation of solid gold particle in the

AuCl�4 containing electrolyte when electrode potential is swept from an anodic to a cathodic

direction. Gründer observed the deposition process of gold only when artificial nucleation sites

in a form of palladium nano-particles were added to the solution.

Half reaction Potential (V) (156) �G�
f/kJmol�1(156)

Au+ + e� ! Au(s) 1.83 Au+ 176

Au3+ + 2e� ! Au+ 1.36 Au+3 440

AuCl�2 + e� ! Au(s) + 2Cl� 1.154 AuCl�2 -151

Au3+ + 3e� ! Au(s) 1.52 AuCl�4 -234.6

AuCl�4 + 3e� ! Au(s) + 4Cl� 1.002 Cl� -131.0563

AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 + 2Cl� 0.926 Cl2(aq) 7.20

Table 7.1: Standard Reduction Potentials (in V vs. NHE) for gold ions and their gibbs formation

energy in aqueous solutions at 25�C.

In another study by Gammons (157), the stability of AuCl�2 complex was examined using

solubility method and through the monitoring of the AuCl�4 production. It is found that at
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or above 300�C, the dominant gold species in aqueous HCl solution is AuCl�2 complex (158).

However, at 25�C, AuCl�4 is the dominant species in acidic, chloride-rich solutions. Gammons

proposed that cooling causes the AuCl�2 complex to disproportionate according to:

3AuCl�2 ⌦ 2Au(s) + AuCl�4 + 2Cl�.

Decreasing the temperature causes the equilibrium position to move to the right side (i.e

toward more AuCl�4 production). The rate of reaction (Log K) values at 100, 150 and 200�C

are 4.42 (⌥ 0.22), 2.86 (⌥ 0.12) and 1.45 (⌥ 0.19), respectively. A polynomial expression for

the log K was obtained as: log K= -13.55 + 8593/T - 700610/T2 (T is temperature in K),

which is valid in the range of temperature from 25 to 200�C. As a result, at 25�C, log K ⇡ 7.40.

This result is also in agreement with the Gibbs formation energy of Au-halide-water system at

298 K. It should be mentioned that the experiment was performed with the one sample which

was stored in two di↵erent containers. In the first measurement, the production rate of AuCl�4

was investigated for a solution stored in a quartz cuvette and the cuvette has a small crack in

one corner. The second measurement was performed for a solution stored in the high density

polyethylene (HDPE) bottle. The rate of disproportionation was almost 2 times faster in the

cuvette than the bottle. Adding a small pure gold foil to the cuvettes, increased the rate of the

disproportionation reaction to a new constant value. The results of Gammons are illustrated

in figure 7.2.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: The rate of production of Au(III) chloride complexes after quenching to 25C. a)

comparison of the reaction rate of an identical sample in a cracked cuvette vs. an HDPE bottle, b)

addition of small strips of gold foil at t = 210 min. The data are taken from reference (157).
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Consequently, Gammons concluded that gold foil has a catalytic e↵ect and the rate-limiting

step involves adsorption of gold species on these surfaces. It should be noted that this exper-

iment was conducted in the absence of any electric potential. The results of Gammons are in

line with the conclusions of Gründer in which AuCl�4 and AuCl�2 are always in thermodynamic

equilibrium in solution, but their reduction to solid gold is hindered in the absence of any

nucleation sites.

A spectrophotometric study by Al Usher et al. (159) showed that AuCl�4 complexes are

the dominant species at low pH  4 and high Cl concentration. However, its stability is de-

creased by increasing the temperature. Under near natural pH or more reducing condition,

AuCl�2 complexes are predominant and are less dependent on the Cl concentration, relative

to AuCl�4 complexes. At a pH between 6 and 9, mixed gold hydroxide-chloride complexes

can predominant, while at pH > 9, AuOH�
4 is the dominant complex. The thermodynamic of

gold-chloride-water can be summarised in the form of Potential-pH diagram as shown in figure

7.3, which is studied by Kelsall (111).

Figure 7.3: Potential-pH diagram for a

gold-chloride-water system at 298.15 K for

aAu = 10�3 and aCl� = 1 (—-), aCl� = 5

(- - -), chloride is treated as electro-inactive.

The data are taken from reference (111).
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7.1.2 AuCl�4 -AuCl�2 redox reaction on the electrode surfaces

As mentioned in the previous section, an uncharged pure gold foil can catalyse AuCl�4 ()
AuCl�2 reaction. Thin layers of gold are widely used as an electric conductor in electronic

devices. These gold layers, which are in contact with the environment, always meet an electric

potential. On the other hand, in an ambient all kinds of adsorbates exist, such as water, oxygen,

nitrogen and halogen ions, which can be adsorbed on the gold surface and cause corrosion or

deposition on it. Consequently, it is very important to investigate the adsorption/desorption
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of species on the charge gold surfaces. One of the most important processes is AuCl�4 -AuCl
�
2

redox reaction, which plays a very important role in the industry.

Indeed, many studies (160, 161, 162, 163, 164) have been done to find out the mechanism of

gold electrodeposition on gold surfaces. However, the gold electrodeposition mechanism is still

an open question and to our knowledge, there is no proven mechanism for it. In this chapter,

we propose a mechanism for electrodeposition of gold on the Au(100) surface based on the data

obtained in the previous chapters.

Nowadays, many technical instruments have been developed which can be used to investi-

gate electrodeposition of AuCl�4 or AuCl�2 on gold surfaces. Among these, we can point to the

scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), atomic force microscope (AFT), electrochemical quartz

crystal microbalance (EQCM), Surface X-ray scattering (SXS) and cyclic voltametry (CV). In

spite of the existence of these advanced instruments, it is very di�cult to observe the deposited

complexes, which are more than a limited size scale. On the other hand, electrodeposition is

a very fast process and instruments such as STM and AFM cannot record images as fast as

adsorption or desorption of complexes on the surface.

For example, recently, Al-Shakran et al. (160) used STM to investigate homoepitaxial

electrodeposition on the reconstructed and unreconstructed Au(100) surface in contact with 0.1

M H2SO4 + 5 µM K[AuCl�4 ] solution. At the open circuit potential (OCP) of Au(100) surface,

no net electrodeposition has been observed in STM experiments, which means deposition has

the same rate as dissolution. It should be noted that at this OCP (0.96 vs. SCE) the Au(100)

surface is unreconstructed due to the adsorption of anions (Cl�). Even keeping the electrode

at OCP for 20 min, shows no changes on the initial morphology of surface and surface is free

of island (figure 7.4).

Figure 7.4: Representative STM images for Au(100) in 0.1M H
2

SO
4

+ 5 µM K[AuCl
4

] at 1.0 V,

IT = 2 nA. U t = 0.350 V. (a, b) STM images for di↵erent parts of the surface at the OCP. The

pictures are taken from reference (160).
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7. ELECTRODEPOSITION MECHANISM OF GOLD

Stepping toward cathodic potential from OCP to 0.6 V vs. SCE, causes changes in the sur-

face morphology as a consequence of Au electrodeposition (figure 7.5(a-d)). At this potential,

the surface is still unreconstructed since its reconstruction takes place at potentials below 0.1

V. The monatomic 2D-quasi-squared island are formed on the unreconstructed surface (Island

numbered 1 and 4 in figure 7.5). This observation is in line with our data in chapter 4, in

which on unreconstructed Au(100) surfaces the most stable island are square shaped. Besides

these big island, some small islands are also formed on the atomically smooth area with also

square shape.

The interval time between images is ⇡ 2min. Therefore, the time between the first image

and the last image is 6 min. Over this 6 minutes, the 2D-square island number 4, initially formed

on the terrace, merges with step edges. Based on the results in chapter 6, these phenomena are

expected. Hence, at a potential of 0.6 V vs. SCE, a quasi-layer-by-layer growth (a combination

of step-flow and nucleation of small islands on terraces) was concluded.

Another interesting result, which can be seen in figure 7.5, is the disappearing of vacancy

island numbered by 3. Filling this island is due to the stepping down of Au adatoms or AuXi

complexes to lower terraces as a result of the lowered step-down di↵usion barrier i.e Ehrlich-

Schwoebel (E-S) barrier in the presence of chloride.

Figure 7.5: (a-d) Sequence of STM images

(625 ⇥ 625nm) for Au(100) in 0.1M H
2

SO
4

+ 5µM K[AuCl
4

] at 0.6 V, IT= 2 nA. U t =

0.350 V. (e) Line scan across the black line

in (a). The white numbers indicate the local

development of surface morphology, the white

capital letters identify flat terraces, and the

white arrows show individual growing islands.

The pictures are taken from reference (160).
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Al-Shakran investigated the electrodeposition at more negative potential as well. Figure

7.6 illustrates two STM images recorded for the Au(100) surface at potentials of 0.4 vs. SCE in

0.1 M H2SO4 + 5 µM K[AuCl�4 ]. At first glance, one can notice the absence of isolated island

on terraces. In addition, the electrodeposition occurs selectively at the step edges. Therefore,

just step flow growth was observed at more negative potential. This transition in growth mode

from layer-by-layer to step flow, depends on the di↵usion barrier of species on the terrace. The

same study was performed by Magnussen using SXS (161, 165), where the step flow, layer-

by-layer as well as multilayer growth have been observed in the positive potential region for

unreconstructed Au(111) and Au(100) surfaces.

From the observation of Magnussen, one can conclude the presence of three di↵erent species

on the Au(100) surface at di↵erent surface potentials. One compound has a high E-S barrier

and it causes the step flow growth at the high positive surface potential. The second compound

has a lower E-S barrier and therefore, causes interlayers transport. Finally, Au adatoms, which

are the deposited element.

Figure 7.6: Sequence of STM images for Au(100) in 0.1M H
2

SO
4

+5 µMK [AuCl
4

], IT = 2 nA. U t

= 0.30 V, scan size = 780 ⇥ 780 nm2 at 0.4 V vs. SCE. The arrows indicate the local development

of step edges due to the electrodeposition. The pictures are taken from reference (160).

An interesting study has been done by Oyama et al. (163) for the electrochemical be-

haviour of the [AuCl4]-[AuCl2]-Au redox system at the Pt film-coated quartz crystal electrode

(Pt-QCE) in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIBF4). Figure 7.7 demon-

strates the CV at bare Au and Pt electrodes in EMIBF4 solution containing 30 mM 1-Ethyl-

3-methylimidazolium chloride (EMICl). The cathodic potential scan was started from 1.30

and 1.20 V vs. silver wire as aquasi-reference electrode (Ag (QRE)) for Au and Pt electrodes,

respectively. The cathodic current at 0.80 V at the Pt electrode belongs to the reduction of

Cl2 or Cl�3 to Cl� ions. This reduction reaction only takes place at the Pt, but not at the Au

electrode. The assignment reaction for each peak is listed in the table in figure 7.7.
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7. ELECTRODEPOSITION MECHANISM OF GOLD

The solution contains no AuCl�4 in the beginning. However, two reduction peaks II and III,

corresponding to reduction of the AuCl�4 and AuCl�2 were observed. Therefore, at the initial

potential of 1.30 V, Au was dissolved from the surface in the presence of Cl� ions to AuCl�4 .

Peak reaction

I Cl2 + 2e� ! 2Cl�

or

Cl�3 + 2e� ! 3Cl�

II AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 + 2Cl�

III AuCl�2 + e� ! Au(s) + 2Cl�

IV Au(s) + 2Cl� ! AuCl�2 + e�

V 2Cl� ! Cl2 + 2e�

or

3Cl� ! Cl�3 + 2e�

VI AuCl�2 + 2Cl� ! AuCl�4 +2e�

and

2Cl� ! Cl2 + 2e�

or

3Cl� ! Cl�3 + 2e�

Figure 7.7: CVs obtained at (a) Au and (b) Pt electrodes in Ar-saturated EMIBF
4

containing

30 mM EMICl. Potential scan rate: 100mV s�1. The table illustrates the proposed reactions and

peak assignments. Potential scan rate: 100 mV s�1. The picture and data are taken from reference

(163).

Figure 7.8 illustrates cyclic voltammogram (CV) obtained at Pt electrode vs. Ag (QRE)

in EMIBF4 solution in the presence of 10 mM EMICl. Two reduction peaks at 0.1 and -0.4

are belong to the reduction of AuCl�4 to AuCl�2 and AuCl�2 to Au(s), respectively. The anodic

peak (IV) at 0.4 V indicates the oxidation of the deposited Au(s) to AuCl�2 at the Pt electrode.

This oxidation peak (IV) disappears when the potential scan is reversed at 0 V, that is just

after the first reduction peak (figure 7.9). The potential-frequency shows no electrode mass

changes. In contrast, peak IV appears when the electrode potential was held at 0.1 V for 100 s.

Furthermore, the potential-frequency indicates the deposition of Au solid on the Pt electrode.

This anodic peak is increased more, when the electrode potential is held for a longer time at

0.1 V.

Based on the CV in figure 7.8, this result seems to be strange, because the electrodeposition

of Au from AuCl�2 needs more overpotential to take place. Koelle et al. investigated the e↵ect
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Figure 7.8: CVs obtained at the Pt electrode in Ar-

saturated EMIBF
4

containing (a) 10 mM EMICl, (b) 10

mM EMICl and 10 mM Na[AuCl
4

], and (c) 45 mM EMICl

and 10 mM Na- [AuCl
4

]. Potential scan rate: 100 mV s�1.

The picture is taken from reference (163).
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Figure 7.9: (a) CVs and frequency responses obtained at the Pt- QCE in EMIBF4 containing 5.7

mM Na[AuCl
4

] and 11.7 mM EMICl. Potential scan rate: 10 mVs�1.(-, •): first potential scan; (- -,
�): second potential scan. (b) CVs and frequency responses obtained under the same experimental

condition as those in part a except that the potential was held for 100 s at 0.10 V in the course of

the first potential scan. The pictures are taken from reference (163).

of scan rate on Au(III)/Au(I) reduction reaction in the presence of excess Cl� at Pt electrode

(166). This result is shown in figure 7.10.

Again the reduction peak at ⇡ -0.08 V vs. SCE was detected for the reduction of AuCl�4

to AuCl�2 . The second reduction peak grows as the scan rate exceeds about 5 Vs�1. Koelle

came to the following conclusions:

• The overall reduction reaction is composed of two successive electron transfer reactions

with an interposed chemical step.

• This chemical step, which is retarded by Cl�, should be Cl� dissociation from the first
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7. ELECTRODEPOSITION MECHANISM OF GOLD

Figure 7.10: Cyclic voltammograms of

PPN[AuCl
4

] (PPN = bis[bis(triphenyl-

phosphoranylidene)ammonium]) at Pt elec-

trode in CH
2

Cl
2

/TBAH/TEACl (tetrabutyl-

ammonium-hexafluorophosphate (TBAH),

tetraethyl-ammonium-chloride (TEACl)) at

scan rates of (a) 10, (b) 20, (c) 50 V s�1. The

picture is taken from reference (166).
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reduction product.

Koelle proposed that this short-lived intermediate could be AuCl�2
4 or AuCl�3 , which can

be generated by a mechanism shown in figure 7.11.

Figure 7.11: The proposed formation mechanism of short-lived intermediate species from AuCl�
4

.

The picture is taken from reference (166).

Another valuable information is obtained by potential-frequency at the Pt-QCE in EMIBF4

containing 10.1 mM EMICl and 3.2 mM [AuCl4]� in the potential range between 0.60 and -0.50

V vs. Ag (QRE). These results are illustrated in figure 7.12. In the first sweep toward the

cathodic direction, two reduction peaks II (0.11 V) and IIIa (-0.01 V) and on the reverse anodic

sweep an anodic peak IV (0.35 V) were observed. As can be seen in figure 7.12(a), no change

was recognised in the frequency in the potential range of the first reduction peak. However,

around 0 V a decrease in the frequency is observed. This decrease is due to the gold deposition

on the electrode and continues up to 0.2 V. In the potential range of 0.2 to 0.6 V, the frequency

starts to increase. The final frequency is lower than the initial value, since all the deposited

gold was not dissolved. The Au deposited on the Pt surface can be estimated as 370 ng cm�1
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Figure 7.12: (a) CV and the plot of frequency vs potential obtained at the Pt-QCE in Ar-

saturated EMIBF4 solution containing 3.2mM Na[AuCl�
4

] and 10.1mM EMICl. Potential scan

rate: 10m Vs�1. (b) Plot of frequency vs Q during the potential scan: (•) 1st scan; (�) 2nd scan.

(c) CV and the plot of � vs potential during the 1st potential scan: (•)cathodic scan; (�) anodic

scan. Data were taken from parts a and b. The pictures are taken from reference (163).

from the di↵erence of initial and final frequency at 0.6 V. For the subsequent cycle, just one

broad reduction peak (IIIb) was observed. Furthermore, for the second cycle the frequency

starts to decrease from 0.2 V. In fact, the second reduction peak III is merged in the first one

II. This is due to the preferably deposition of Au on the surface of the Au previously deposited

islands on the Pt electrode.

In the second cycle, the deposition is mostly occurring on the previously deposited Au is-

land since the new Au atoms need less overpotential for nucleation on the Au electrode. The

frequency response vs. Q (figure 7.12(b)) are not linear and show the potential dependency.

Consequently, Oyama used an estimation of the so-called apparent equivalent molar mass (� g

(mol e)�1) defined by eq 7.1 to elucidate the whole gravimetric phenomena of the electrochem-
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ical deposition and dissolution of Au.

� = FA(|�m|)/(|�Q|) (7.1)

where A and F are the area of electrode surface and Faraday constant, respectively. The plots

of � as a function of the electrode potential, obtained on the basis of eq 5, are shown in figure

7.12(c) together with the synchronously measured CV. In the cathodic direction, the � in the

potential range of 0.3 to 0.1 V is 0 g (mol e)�1, in the potential range of 0.1 to -0.5 V raises

from 0 to 100 ⌥ 10 g (mol e)�1 and then decreases and reaches a constant value of 70 ⌥ 5 g

(mol e)�1.

If the reduction of Au+3 species takes place under the 3, 2 and 1e-reduction mechanisms,

a value of 65.7, 98.5 and 196.97 g (mol e)�1 will be expected for �, respectively. Therefore,

based on the measured �, the reduction proceeds through the reactions:

AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 +2Cl�

AuCl�2 + e� ! Au(s) + 2Cl�

and

AuCl�4 + 3e� ! Au(s) + 4Cl�

when � is 70 ⌥ 5 g (mol e)�1.

For the reverse anodic sweep, the � (70 ⌥ 5 g (mol e)�1) is constant up to 0.05 V. In the

range of 0.05 to ca. 0.5 V, � is potential dependence and changes from 100 up to 200 g (mol

e)�1. Therefore, the 1e-oxidation reaction is not the only reaction, which occurs in this area.

Figure 7.13(a) and (b) demonstrates the CV, frequency-potential and � at the Pt-QCE in

EMIBF4 containing 6.3 mM [AuCl4]� in the potential scan of 1.20 ! 0.10 ! 1.20 V vs. Ag

(QRE). The potential was held at 0.1 V for 314 s and then scanned toward the anodic direction.

As mentioned before, the frequency decrease at 0.1 V can be attributed to the Au deposition.

In addition, the absolute value of � raises to 200 g (mol e)�1 at 0.5 V. Sweeping to the more

positive potential, decreases the value of � to 0 at 0.8 V and then increases to 75 g (mol e)�1

at ca. 0.9 V and once again to 0 g (mol e)�1.

The oxidation peak at 0.9 V belongs to the formation of AuCl�4 from AuCl�2 , and it is

proposed that it is not involved in the mass change on the electrode surface. As a result, one

expects the decrease in the � with increasing the electrode potential toward a more positive

direction. However, the unexpected potential dependency of � suggests that some phenomena,

which causes the mass changes take place on the positive-going potential sweep. It should be
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Figure 7.13: (a) CV and the frequency responses obtained at the Pt-QCE in Ar-saturated EMIBF
4

solution containing 6.3 mM Na[AuCl
4

]. In the course of an electrode potential scan at 10m Vs�1

,

the potential was held at 0.1 V for 314 s. (b) CV and the plot of � vs potential obtained during

the potential scan: (�) cathodic scan; (•) anodic scan. The pictures are taken from reference (163).

noticed that both oxidation peaks in figure 7.13 are increased with increasing the Cl concen-

tration. But, the two reduction peaks are independent of the Cl concentration.

7.2 Our proposed electrodeposition mechanism of Au on the

Au(100) surface

In the last two sections, we summarised some experimental observations for the electrodepo-

sition of gold on electrodes. We used these observations and combined them with our DFT

results to propose a mechanism for electrodeposition of Au on the Au(100) surface. We start

with summarising the most important information obtained in our calculations.

• In the presence of Cl, AuCl complex is formed on the terrace, which di↵uses 17 times

faster than an Au adatom.

• Adsorption of Cl on the top of an Au adatom reduces the binding energy of Au adatoms

to substrate by 0.2 eV.

• At or above Cl coverage of 0.2 ML, AuCl�2 complex is formed through AuCl + Cl� )���*

AuCl�2 reaction.

• AuCl�2 complexes have an enhanced di↵usivity by a factor of 15.2⇥103, relative to Au

adatoms.
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• AuCl�2 di↵uses via top and bridge mechanisms rather than exchange mechanism.

• Binding energy of AuCl�2 complex is 2.36 eV, which is 0.44 eV less than the value of the

Au adatom.

• The equilibrium adsorption site for AuCl�2 is twofold bridge site.

• We obtained a bond length of 2.28 Å for Au-Cl in the AuCl�2 complex, which is in line

with the experimental value.

• Removing one electron from a AuCl�2 complex must decrease the Cl-Au bond length;

however, for the adsorbed AuCl�2 on the Au(100) surface, we observed an increased Au-

Cl bond. Therefore, AuCl�2 never transfer electron to the surface.

• No electron transfer between the surface and AuCl�2 with the reduced binding energy of

Au to the surface, declare the dissolution of this complex from the surface.

• At the Cl coverage of 0.5 ML, an equilibrium is established between AuCl and AuCl�2

complexes (AuCl +Cl� )���* AuCl�2 ).

• At Cl coverage of 0.5, the equilibrium for AuCl + Cl� )���* AuCl�2 reaction is more

toward the right side, since AuCl�2 is 0.29 eV more stable than AuCl complex.

• The activation barrier for the forward and backward reaction of AuCl + Cl� )���* AuCl�2

is 0.38 and 0.69 eV.

• At or above Cl coverage of 0.5 ML, AuCl�3 is formed at the bridge site of the Au(100)

surface (AuCl�2 +Cl� �*)�� AuCl�3 + e�).

• AuCl�3 is not mobile and adsorbed at a bridge site or dissolves from the Au(100) surface.

• At or above Cl coverage of 0.5 ML, AuCl�4 is formed through AuCl�2 + 2Cl� �*)��
AuCl�4 + 2e�.

• AuCl�4 is not mobile and is formed only at top position of Au(100) surface atom.

• The binding energy of mobil species on the Au(100) surface increases as Au > AuCl >

AuCl�2 .

• In the presence of Cl, the islands decay faster due to the lowered detachment of Au

adatom (in the form of AuCl complex) from a kink site onto the terrace.
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7.2.1 Electrodeposition reactions of AuCl�4 on a electrode in a cathodic di-

rection

Based on the above information and experimental results for CV, potential-frequency and �,

we propose a mechanism for electrodeposition of Au on the Au electrode. We start from the

positive potential towards the cathodic direction.

Region 1:

In the region 1 in figure 7.14, no adsorption of AuCl�4 takes place on the surface. As a

result, no current can be observed in this region.

Figure 7.14: CV and the plot of � vs poten-

tial during the 1st potential scan: (•) cathodic
scan; (�) anodic scan. The picture is taken

from reference (163).
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Region 2:

At E ⇡ 0.3 V, the beginning of region 2 in figure 7.14, the surface is electron-rich enough

that AuCl�4 complex can adsorb and be reduced on it through:

AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 (aq) + 2Cl�

The sign (aq) denotes that the species is not chemisorbed on the surface. As AuCl�2 com-

plexes are not chemisorbed on the surface, |�m| in eq 7.1 is very small and consequently � = 0.

Region 3:

In all the studies published up to now, the reduction peak in region 3 is assigned to the

reduction reaction of AuCl�2 complex through:

AuCl�2 + e� ! Au(s) + 2Cl� E� = -1.154 V
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If it is the case, � must be 196.97 g (mol e)�1. However, � is potentially dependent in this

region. The study by Koelle exactly revealed this dependency (See figure 7.10). Koelle also

proposed that the overall reduction reaction of AuCl�4 is composed of two electron transfer

reactions with an interposed chemical step. This chemical step is the dissociation of Cl� from

the first reduction product of AuCl�4 . His proposed mechanism is shown in figure 7.11.

Based on our DFT calculations, we found that at Cl coverage of 0.5 ML, a dissociation

equilibrium reaction is established between AuCl and AuCl�2 :

AuCl�2 �*)�� AuCl + Cl�

For this reaction, the equilibrium is more toward the left side (AuCl�2 is more stable than

AuCl by 0.29 eV). This equilibrium is established based on the surface di↵usion of AuCl and

AuCl�2 and strongly depends on the Cl� concentration on the surface (see Chapter5/section

5.9). Our calculations show an activation energy of 0.69 and 0.38 eV for forward and backward

reactions at the Cl coverage of 0.5 ML on the Au(100) surface, respectively. Therefore, we

assigned the second reduction peak to the following reaction:

AuCl + e� ! Au(s) + Cl�

Our assumption is proved by the study done by Hussey et al.(167). Figure 7.15 shows

the cyclic voltommngrams of AuCl�3 and mixtures of AuCl�3 and AuCl in the 44.4 - 55.6 m/o

AuCl�3 aluminum chloride-l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride (AlCl3-MeEtimCl) melt. It

should be mentioned that, by dissolving AuCl3 in basic AlCl3 - MeEtimCl, the solution has a

yellow-orange colour. The UV-vis absorption spectra of this solution is similar to the AuCl�4

ion in 2M aqueous HCl. Therefore, AuCl�4 is the main species in basic AlCl3 - MeEtimCl.

Hussey found that adding AuCl complex into the solution where AuCl�4 also exist, only the

reduction peak at -0.7 V will be increased. This observation clearly shows that the second re-

duction peak is generated by the reduction of AuCl complexes. In addition, Hussey determined

the oxidation state of the gold species that are produced during the oxidation of gold. From

the weight loss of gold electrode and the charge passed during the oxidation, he found that

the product of the oxidation peak in figure 7.15 is AuCl�2 complexes. The resulting solution

from the anodic dissolution were also colourless. This AuCl�2 containing solution was stable

for minimum several weeks. Hence, our DFT results for the dissolution probability of AuCl�2
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from the Au(100) surface agrees well with observation of Hussey.

Figure 7.15: Cyclic voltommngrams of AuCl�
4

and mixtures of AuCl�
4

and AuCl at a glassy

carbon electrode in the 44.4 - 55.6 mM AuCl�
4

MeEfimCl melt; (–) 23.7 mM AuCl�
4

and (- -) 23.7

mM AuCl�
4

+ 15.6 mM AuCl. The scan rates were 50 mV s�1, and the temperatures were 40 �C.

The picture is taken from reference (167).

For the first electrodeposition cycle, both AuCl�2 and AuCl complexes must be formed

on the Pt surface. Once the Au islands have been formed on the Pt electrode, subsequent

deposition takes place on a more hospitable gold surface, which requires little or no nucleation

overpotential. This can be clearly observed in figure 7.12, in which for the first cycle an over

potential is needed to reduce AuCl on a Pt electrode. For the second cycle where the both

AuCl�4 and AuCl are reduced on the Au previously deposited island, peak II and III are merged

together and just one reduction peak is appeared.

This result are also proved by potential-frequency, which are shown in figure 7.12(a). In the

first cycle, frequency starts to decrease around 0.02 V (reduction of AuCl to Au(s)), whereas in

the second cycle, frequency starts to decrease from the onset of the first cathodic peak around

0.2 V. Based on this observation, we conclude that on the Au electrode, the following coupled

electrical-chemical-electrical (ECE) reactions take place with only one reduction peak:

1) AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 (aq) + 2Cl�

2) AuCl�2 �*)�� AuCl + Cl�

3) AuCl + e� ! Au(s) + Cl�

By this ECE mechanism, we are able to reveal the potential dependency of � in region 3

on the Pt electrode. At the onset of region 3 in figure 7.14, � starts to increase from zero. As
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mentioned before, at this potential, AuCl are reduced to Au (reaction 3) and changes in mass

can be measured on the surface. Therefore, |�m| and consequently � in eq 7.1 is not any more

zero. AuCl complexes are produced through reactions 1 and 2 in a ECE mechanism. The first

reaction takes 2e from the surface. For better analysation, we divided the region 3 into 3 regions:

Region 3-1:

In this region, AuCl�4 are still reduced to AuCl�2 , the chemical reaction (2) is fast, and

AuCl�2 are changed to AuCl species. The reduction of AuCl complexes is also started. But,

the potential is not negative enough to reduce all AuCl produced by the former steps. There-

fore, for a certain amount of |�m| a big |�Q| (due to the 2e-reaction (1)) exists. Stepping to

more negative potential, provides more overpotential for the reduction of more AuCl complexes

and therefore, increasing |�m|.

Region 3-2:

In this region, the di↵usion-controlled currents is occurring for AuCl�4 reduction. Constant

amounts of AuCl�4 complexes are able to reach the surface and be reduced on the surface.

For those AuCl�4 complexes that arrive on the surface from the bulk at this potential region,

the reduction process is the same as ECE mechanism but very fast. The reason is that high

negative potential immediately provides electron for reduction of AuCl produced by reaction

2. Therefore, one expects a value of 65.7 g (mol e)�1 for �. However, one must not forget that

the previously produced AuCl complexes in the region 2 and 3-1 are still near the surface and

they are not still reduced to Au(s). The reactions take place in region 3-2 are:

AuCl�4 + 3e� ! Au (s) + 4Cl�

AuCl + e� ! Au(s) + Cl�

AuCl complexes in the last reaction are mostly produced in the region 2 and 3-2. As a

result, for two Au(s) atoms, 4 electrons are used. Consequently, the value of 100 (⌥10) g (mol

e)�1 is observed for � in figure 7.14.

Region 3-3:

In this region, the concentration of AuCl (produced in region 2 and 3-1) next to the surface

starts to decrease. As result, the second reaction in the region 3-2 step by step will be vanished
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and the overall � gets the value of 3 according to the first 3e-reaction in region 3-2.

Region 4:

In this region, the potential is so negative that all di↵used AuCl�4 complexes to the surface

will be reduced by accelerated ECE reaction. Consequently, one sees � = 70 (⌥) g (mol e)�1.

7.2.2 Electrodissolution reactions of Au on the Au electrode in a anodic

direction

Like cathodic direction, we also divided anodic sweep to several regions for better interpretation.

Region 1:

In this region (see figure 7.16), the main reaction is the reduction of AuCl�4 on the deposited

Au island. As � shows, the reduction reaction is 3-electron.

Region 2:

In region 2 in figure 7.16, � is potential dependent again. A careful look at the CV, one

can see that � increases while the catholic current decreases. This observation means that at

this region one species must be oxidised and reduces the cathodic current. By reduction of

each AuCl�4 , 4 chloride ions are produced on the surface. These chlorides ions can be adsorbed

on the surface or stay in double layer next to the electrode surface. In chapter 5 and 6, we

showed that the gold atoms located in the kink site, can be detached easily by chloride, and

AuCl complexes will be formed on the surface. Thus, when the potential is swept toward more

a positive direction, these chloride ions are adsorbed on the surface and detach Au adatoms

from the kink side. Therefore, the following electrochemical reactions take place in this region:

Cathodic current reactions

8
><

>:

AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 (aq) + 2Cl�

AuCl�2 �*)�� AuCl + Cl�

AuCl + e� ! Au(s) + Cl�

s iAnodic current reactions

(
Au(s) + Cl� ! AuCl + e�

AuCl + Cl� )���* AuCl�2

A movement toward more positive direction, results in a faster anodic reaction and slower

cathodic reaction. Consequently, � increase from 65.7 g (mol e)�1. For the interpretation of

reaction in the regions beyond the region 2, we used figure 7.17.

Region 3:
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2

1

Figure 7.16: CV and the plot of � vs poten-

tial during the 1st potential scan: (•) cathodic
scan; (�) anodic scan. The picture is taken

from reference (163).

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke
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In the region 3 in figure 7.17, oxidation of Au(s) to AuCl�2 is the main reaction and the

cathodic current reactions (the ECE series reactions in region 2) is very slow. Thus, � gets a

value close to 196.97 g (mol e)�1 corresponding to the single electron reaction.

3

4

6

5

Figure 7.17: CV and the plot of � vs po-

tential obtained during the potential scan at

the Pt-QCE in Ar-saturated EMIBF
4

solution

containing 6.3 mM Na[AuCl
4

]. In the course

of an electrode potential scan at 10m Vs�1

,

the potential was held at 0.1 V for 314 s. CV

(�) cathodic scan; (•) anodic scan. The pic-

ture is taken from reference (163).

asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke
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asjfjwiojoiwejiopjwijoijweieopke

Region 4:

In this region, the surface is highly positive to reduce the AuCl�4 complexes. Based on the

cathodic current, it is clear that AuCl�4 complexes start to adsorb on the surface at the poten-

tial more negative than 0.2 V. Therefore, the anodic reaction is the only reaction takes place

in this region. As a result, � is 210 (⌥ 10) g (mol e)�1 in accordance to the 1e electron reaction.

Region 5:

For this region, our data is not enough to interpret the potential dependency of �.
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Region 6:

In our DFT calculations, we found that at high coverage of Cl (> 0.5 ML), AuCl�4 com-

plexes are formed at the top position of the substrate gold atom. In addition, we found that

the most stable adsorption site for AuCl�2 complexes is a bridge site. At this site, a third Cl

can be trapped on the top of the AuCl�2 complex and forms AuCl�3 compound. Therefore, for

this region, we can write the following set of reactions:

AuCl�2 + 2Cl� ! AuCl�4 + 2e� E� = -0.92 V

AuCl�2 + Cl� ! AuCl�3 + e�

2Cl� ! Cl2 + 2e� E� = -1.36 V

Cl� ions can attend in the three di↵erent reactions. However, the standard potential for the

third reaction is higher than for the first and second one. It means that the third reaction needs

more overpotential than two other reactions to occur. Consequently, Cl� preferably attend in

the first and second reactions. AuCl�4 has no role in |�m| for the observed �. Therefore, as

soon as it is formed, it will detach from the surface and for each Au atom, 3 electrons will be

counted � = 75 g (mol e)�1.

Increasing the potential to a more positive direction, let the third reaction happen as well.

Hence, a rapid decrease in � will be observed. Increasing Cl� concentration in the ambient,

can provide enough Cl� ions for all the three reactions to occur. Therefore, the oxidation

peak (VI) in figure 7.8 will be seen as a broad peak due to the merging the oxidation peak of

reactions 1 and 2 with 3.

In summary, we propose the following electrodeposition and electro-dissolution mechanisms

for AuCl�4 and Au(s) on an electrode:

AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 (aq) + 2Cl�

AuCl�2 �*)�� AuCl + Cl�

AuCl + e� ! Au(s) + Cl�

and for the electro-dissolution:

Au(s) + Cl� ! AuCl + e�

AuCl + Cl� )���* AuCl�2

AuCl�2 + Cl� ! AuCl�3 + e�
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AuCl�2 + 2Cl� ! AuCl�4 + 2e�

As mentioned before, in the presence of AuCl�2 in the solution and an uncharged gold foil,

AuCl�4 complexes are produced. On an uncharged gold surface, which is in contact with the

AuCl�2 complex containing solution the following reactions take place:

a) AuCl�2 �*)�� AuCl + Cl�

b) AuCl + e� ! Au(s) + Cl�

Au(s) atoms are deposited on the gold surface and Cl� ions concentration are increased in

the double layer close to the surface. Now, due to the presence of high concentration of AuCl�2 in

the solution and Cl� ions next to the surface, the following reaction starts to take place as well:

c) AuCl�2 + 2Cl� ! AuCl�4 + 2e�

The electroneutrality condition must hold for the system. By multiplying the reactions (a)

and (b) by 2, the amount of used and produced electrons will be equal and the electroneutrality

condition will be established. Summation of these three reactions gives the previously proposed

reaction mechanism:

2AuCl�2 �*)�� ⇠⇠⇠⇠2AuCl + 2Cl�

⇠⇠⇠⇠2AuCl + ��2e� ! 2Au(s) + ⇠⇠⇠2Cl�

AuCl�2 + ⇠⇠⇠2Cl� ! AuCl�4 + ��2e�

3AuCl�2 ! 2Au(s) + AuCl�4 + 2Cl�
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Summary

Di↵usion of atoms or molecules on metal surfaces plays a vital role in many applications such as

heterogeneous catalysis, corrosion and thin-film and nanostructure growth. Adsorbed halogens

are known to be capable of promoting the self-di↵usion of gold surfaces. In this thesis, we

derived mechanistic insights into this e↵ect on the Au(100) surface using Density Functional

Theory (DFT). For this purpose, the self di↵usion of the Au adatom is considered on perfect

and imperfect Au(100) surface both in the absence and presence of chlorine. In the first step,

the self-di↵usion of Au adatoms on the perfect and defective Au(100) surface was considered in

the absence of chlorine. Our DFT calculations show that formation of an adatom onto a terrace

from a defect site in the absence of any co-adsorbate such as chlorine need a high activation

energy. In contrast to other studies where just hopping mechanisms were considered for the

detachment of Au adatoms from a defect onto the terrace, we checked exchange mechanism at

all defect sites as well. We came to the interesting result, in which the most favourable path for

detachment of an Au adatom from a defect onto a terrace is via an exchange mechanism at the

step edge. This detachment has a activation barrier of 0.7 eV. Giesen measured an activation

energy of 1.1 eV for the formation and terrace di↵usion of an Au adatom from a kink site at

potential of zero charge using STM images. For the terrace, we calculated a di↵usion barrier

of 0.42 eV for an Au adatom. Adding this value with 0.7 eV, we came to the 1.12 eV, which

is perfectly matched with the measured value by Giesen.

On the other hand, the experimental observations showed that gold islands decay faster,

when gold electrodes are in contact with chloride containing electrolyte. Consequently, after

revealing the role of defects on self-di↵usion of Au adatoms, chlorine atoms were introduced

to our system. In the presence of an Au adatom on the fourfold hollow site, the top position

of Au adatom was found as the most favourable adsorption site for Cl. By adsorption of Cl

on the top of Au adatom, the binding energy of Au to the substrate was decreased by 0.2 eV.

Consequently, a lowered di↵usion barrier for AuCl complex was seen.
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7. SUMMARY

Like Au adatoms, the exchange mechanism was also found as the favourable di↵usion path

for the AuCl complex on the terrace with a di↵usion barrier of 0.34 eV. This value is 19%

smaller that the value for di↵usion of the Au adatom in the absence of Cl. In the presence of

chlorine, we found a direct detachment of the AuCl complex from the kink site with a reduced

barrier of 0.56 eV. Therefore, our result for formation of AuCl complex onto the terrace and

its di↵usion on the terrace at potential of zero charge is 0.9 eV. Giesen obtained an activation

energy of 0.9 eV in the chloride containing electrolyte. Once again, our results agree well with

the experimental observations.

After such an amazing match between our calculated activation energies and experimental

values, we used our calculated di↵usion barrier for performing a large scale kinetic Monte Carlo

simulation. Our results are in a good agreement with experiment at 300 K, in which shows

no decay and decay of islands in the absence and presence of Cl, respectively. All the island

decay curves measured by Giesen are curved, which state island decay is a di↵usion-limited

case. Indeed, our kMC results showed that the rate determining step for island decay is the

detachment of Au adatom from a kink site onto the terrace.

Based on the our DFT data, we found that by increasing Cl coverage to 0.2 ML, AuCl�2

complexes are formed on the surface. We obtained a bond distend of 2.28 Å for Au-Cl in AuCl�2

complex. This value is in the line with the experimental value obtained for AuCl�2 in solution.

After this foundation, di↵usion of AuCl�2 on the Au(100) surface was investigated. We found

that the equilibrium site for this complex is a bridge site. Whereas, for the Au and AuCl

species, the fourfold hollow site was founded as an equilibrium site. Another interning results

is that the AuCl�2 complex di↵uses via the top mechanism instead of exchange which is found

for Au and AuCl species. A very small di↵usion barrier of 0.15 eV is gained for this mechanism.

The bridge mechanism was found as the second favarouble di↵usion path for AuCl�2 with a

slightly bigger di↵usion barrier (0.18 eV). We obtained a lowered binding energy of 2.36 eV for

AuCl�2 complex at a bridge site, 0.44 and 0.24 eV lower than for Au and AuCl, respectively.

Di↵usion of AuCl�2 was also investigated in a higher Cl coverage (0.5 ML). At this coverage

an interesting result was found, in which a reversible dissociative reaction is established between

AuCl�2 and AuCl complexes. The activation energy for forward and backward reaction is 0.69

and 0.38 eV. Furthermore, we found that at the Cl coverage of 0.5 ML, AuCl complex is less

stable than AuCl�2 by 0.29 eV. In addition to AuCl and AuCl�2 species, we found that AuCl�4

and AuCl�3 complexes are also formed on the surface. However, these two complexes are not

mobile and just formed on the top and bridge site of the Au(100) surface. Therefore, we predict

that these two complexes have a very short-life time on the surface.
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The discovery of these species on the Au(100) surface helped us to propose a mechanism

for electrodeposition process of the AuCl�4 complex on the Au surface. Electrodeposition is

one of the most important phenomena in nature and industry whose its application goes back

to 250 BC. At that time, a thin layer of gold was deposited on the surface of other metals by

passing a small current produced by a battery. Despite its application and importance in the

industry, no mechanism for electrodeposition of gold has been introduced yet.

At the room temperature and in aqueous chloride containing media, the yellow-orange

square planar structure AuCl�4 is the dominant species. However, at higher temperature and

especially in reduction condition, this complex is reduced to the colorless linear AuCl�2 . There-

fore, the following equilibrium reaction between these two complexes is established:

1) AuCl�4 + 2e� ⌦ AuCl�2 +2Cl� E� = 0.926

Both AuCl�4 and AuCl�2 can undergoes the following reaction:

2) AuCl�4 + 3e� ! Au(s) + 4Cl� E� = 1.002

3) AuCl�2 + e� ! Au(s) + 2Cl� E� = 1.154

Since the second and third reactions have a bigger standard potential E�, relative to the

first reaction, it is expected that both the AuCl�4 and AuCl�2 will be reduced to the Au solid.

However, the study by Gammons showed that both reactions (2 and 3) are hindered in the

absence of nucleation sites. Based on the these observation, we concluded that the reaction

2 will always process through AuCl�2 complex as an intermediate species. Many studies were

performed to prove this foundation. Our literature researches showed that the studies in which

used gold electrodes for investigation of these reactions, saw only one reduction peak in the

cathodic scan. These cathodic peak is assigned to the three-electron reduction mechanism of

AuCl�4 (i.e. reaction 2). In contrast, when a glassy carbon electrode was used, a series of

two-electron (reaction 1) and one-electron (reaction 3) reduction reactions were recognised.

But, for the subsequent cycle, just a one reduction peak as observed on the gold electrode will

appear. The mass measurement of electrodes showed that in the first cycle some islands of

gold are formed on the surface. These deposited islands are stable and will be never dissolved

as the electrode potential stepped toward anodic directions. Consequently, for the second

cycle, the electrodeposition of AuCl�4 complexes preferably takes place on these deposited gold

islands. The reason is that the electrodeposition of AuCl�4 complex on the gold does not require
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7. SUMMARY

nucleation overpotential. As result, the reduction peak of reactions 1 and 3 are merged into a

one reduction peak.

Based on our DFT calculations, we proposed an electro-chemical-electro (ECE) mechanism

for the electrodeposition of Au on an electrode. The chemical reaction is the reaction which

we found it as:

AuCl�2 �*)�� AuCl + Cl�

If gold electrodeposition occurs on the other metal surface rather than Au electrode, for the

first deposition cycle, a series of two and one electron with above interposed chemical reaction

will be seen. The existence of such an interposed dissociative reaction is also predicted by

Koelle. Consequently, we propose the following electrodeposition mechanism for AuCl�4 on an

electrode:

AuCl�4 + 2e� ! AuCl�2 (aq) + 2Cl�

AuCl�2 �*)�� AuCl + Cl�

AuCl + e� ! Au(s) + Cl�

and for electro-dissolution of Au(s):

Au(s) + Cl� ! AuCl + e�

AuCl + Cl� )���* AuCl�2

AuCl�2 + Cl� ! AuCl�3 + e�

AuCl�2 + 2Cl� ! AuCl�4 + 2e�.
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